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iAbstrat
This PhD researh projet is primarily an investigation of the gaseous pollutant
emissions arising from onurrent ombustion of biomass and muniipal solid
waste materials, using a uidised bed ombustor. Of the wide range of biomass
energy resoures available, dried distillers' grains with solubles and wheat straw
were hosen as two example agriultural by-produts of the human food supply
hain. To onsider an integrated waste management programme, a residual
waste resoure from a materials reyling faility was identied as a waste
materials soure that ould be utilised after materials reyling was performed
(whih is a higher priority ativity with respet to energy reovery).
An experimental test method plan was developed to investigate the afore-
mentioned renewable energy fuels, using a pilot-sale uidised bed ombustor
to enable thermal onversion. Gaseous emissions data obtained during this
projet indiated that ompared to ombustion of biomass alone (e.g. 100 %
wheat), fuel mixtures ontaining an optimum quantity of non-reylable waste
materials were found to redue emissions of some pollutants, notably hydrogen
hloride. A mehanism for these observations is the ourrene of ompetitive
reations between intermediate ompounds with the eet of reduing the ex-
tent of formation of ertain pollutants. A novel method was devised to measure
the presene of trae organi ompounds (i.e. pdd/f ongeners) and volatile
metals within ue gas emissions during ombustion tests; results suggested
that neither pdd/f ongeners or trae metals were emitted in signiant
quantities. Suh observations would have impliations upon appropriate de-
signs of air pollution ontrol devies and evaluation of the orrosion risk to
power systems.
This PhD projet is a ontribution to the supergen Bioenergy uk researh
onsortium and is expeted to assist development of theoretial models of
similar ombustion senarios in the future.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Outline
Fossil fuels onstitute approximately 80% of primary global energy supply
(iea, 2004). The origin of these fuels (oal, natural gas, oil) is the sedimentary
deposition of animal matter and vegetation within favourable geologial rok
formations, suh that anaerobi deomposition to organi ompounds ours
under geologial proesses of inreasing temperature and pressure (O'Neill,
1985). These geohemial hanges were long-term during anient millenia and
by denition renders fossil fuel use to be un-sustainable relative to the rate
of urrent onsumption by humans. It must follow therefore that alternative
energy soures are required to maintain, and indeed improve for many, human
standards of living. In ontrast, renewable energy soures are environmentally
friendly, onsidering the following denition of sustainable development (of
whih renewable energy forms a part):
...meeting the needs of the present without ompromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs... (United Nations, 1987)
Forms of renewable energy are both numerous and diverse, ranging from wind
and tidal to solar and geothermal soures amongst others. Biomass is a renew-
able energy soure, however the denition of what onstitutes biomass does
vary internationally, as is aepted by European legislation regarding renew-
able energy soures of eletriity (European Parliament, 2001). For example
1
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the uk government inludes: the degradable fration of industrial and muni-
ipal waste; as part of the denition of biomass (Great Britain, 2003), whereas
within European reporting onvention (European Commission, 2007), suh
waste is reorded as a separate sub-set of msw, usually estimated at 50% of
(un-sorted) muniipal solid waste. In ontrast to the British interpretation,
German renewable energy law does not lassify msw as a renewable energy
soure (British Standards, 2003). For the purposes of this report the denition
of biomass as desribed in the uk is used:
...means the biodegradable fration of produts, waste and residues from
agriulture (inluding vegetal and animal substanes), forestry and re-
lated industries, as well as the biodegradable fration of industrial and
muniipal waste... (Great Britain, 2003)
Biodegradation is the proess of hemial destrution of organi matter by mi-
roorganisms for subsequent re-use by other lifeforms. This proess may our
in either aerobi or anaerobi onditions, to produe arbon dioxide, water and
numerous organi ompounds. The harateristis of biomass oer several ad-
vantages in the ontext of this researh projet. Biomass is easily ombustible,
providing a stable environment for solid waste to burn. Unlike energy from
soures suh as photo-voltai solar ells, biomass an at as an energy arrier
and store energy for subsequent thermal onversion onomitant with hanges
in energy demand. Similarly, wind energy is primarily exploited for eletriity
whereas biomass is able to provide both heat diretly from its ombustion and
as an option, simultaneous eletriity. Typial examples of biomass available
in Great Britain are:
 Cereal rop (e.g. wheat) straw;
 Misanthus reed anary grass and swithgrass;
 Short rotation oppie (willow, poplar, ash, alder, hazel, silver birh,
syamore, sweet hestnut and lime).
With the exeption of straw, reed anary grass and swithgrass, these afore-
mentioned rops qualify for state subsidies on prodution. Although anthro-
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Figure 1.1: SRC willow (photograph ourtesy of nef (2008))
pogeni in origin, muniipal solid waste is also a renewable energy soure on
aount of its reurrent prodution, espeially in relation to a ommonly a-
epted denition of renewable energy:
...energy obtained from the ontinuous or repetitive urrents of energy
reurring in the natural environment... (Weir, 1986) ited in (Boyle,
2004)
The waste hierarhy (Figure 1.2) is one aspet of the use of msw that this
projet seeks to inorporate. The preferred ations of this hierarhy to adopt,
in dereasing order of priority are: redue (waste minimisation at soure);
re-use (seondary use of materials); reyle/reover (subsequent return of ma-
terials or equally reover energy from waste); disposal (e.g. landll, as a last
resort). In terms of energy reovery, whether and how waste (espeially msw)
should be exploited is ontentious. If msw is burnt without any prior sort-
ing/grading, suh waste inineration may be said to be both ineient and
ontraditory to the waste hierarhy. More energy may be reovered from
waste inineration if non-ombustible material (suh as disarded wet food)
is removed from ombustible paper, for instane. However if ardboard is
burnt in a waste ininerator this ould be onsidered to be detrimental to the
pereived preferene for reyling.
A more eetive fuel may be obtained from appropriately separated bulk
waste. A solid reovered fuel (srf) is dened as being derived from seleted
non-hazardous wastes (British Standards, 2003). These wastes themselves may
be derived from various soures suh as (muniipal) residential, ommere and
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Figure 1.2: The waste hierarhy (adapted from (Great Britain, 2002))
industry. Previous terminology suh as refuse derived fuel and waste derived
fuel whih were produed often from non-sorted msw and were haraterised
as being of low, variable quality, whereas the aronym srf is appliable only
to solid fuels produed to a spei standard quality (Arher et al., 2005a).
Opponents to `energy from waste' (EfW) shemes are of the opinion that om-
ponents of srf (e.g. paper) should instead be reyled and that the existene
of msw ombustion failities redues reyling rates (foe, 2007). However,
reent evidene in Europe has shown learly that ountries suh as Frane,
Germany, Norway and Sweden have relatively higher levels of both ininera-
tion and materials reyling (Kloek & Jordan, 2005). It is proposed in this
researh projet that an alternative srf need not aet materials reyling,
if the residual waste produed by reyling proesses is used as a fuel soure.
Historial researh into thermal onversion of biomass and msw is dominated
by the use of oal as a primary, majority omponent fuel where either biomass
or waste materials and seondary fuels onsumed simultaneously with oal
(examples suh as: Freeman et al. (2000); Gulyurtlu et al. (2005); Yan et al.
(2006)). It is evident from these types of studies that biomass has been o-red
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with oal primarily to redue fossil fuel pollutant emissions, whilst o-ring of
waste with oal is employed as a method of waste disposal. Combustion of
biomass with waste materials appears to be sarely researhed, espeially in
the absene of using a fossil fuel as a majority omponent of the fuel mixture.
In addition, onsideration of the impat on materials reyling of thermal on-
version of waste materials does not appear in the literature in the ontext of
energy onversion researh.
The intention of this PhD researh projet is to investigate the onur-
rent ombustion of biomass and a muniipal solid waste dry residual waste
fration, obtained from a materials reyling faility and hened termed `ma-
terials reyling faility residue' (mrfr). The PhD researh hypothesis is that
ombustion of both biomass and mrfr an be optimised to maintain gaseous
pollutant emissions to within aeptable levels, prior to the (mandatory) ap-
pliation of air pollution ontrol devies. For the purposes of this projet,
mrfr represents the fration of muniipal solid waste (msw) that has been
despathed to a materials reyling faility, yet has been rejeted for reyling
due to eonomi or tehnial fators. It is analogous to the formal denition
of dry residual waste (British Standards, 2003), as the residue of msw after
separation from biologial and hazardous wastes. Consequently, use of mrfr
may be interpreted as an attempt to onsider the eet of thermal onversion
of waste materials on other ativities suh as materials reyling and integrated
waste management overall.
Assessment of onurrent ombustion of biomass and mrfr will ontribute
towards the Supergen Bioenergy Researh Consortium, the programme through
whih the Engineering & Physial Sienes Researh Counil provides nane
for this PhD researh projet. Ativities performed throughout this PhD re-
searh projet are relevant to the part of the researh onsortium, `Supergen
Bioenergy Phase II, Theme 4 Power and Heat' and in partiular `Task 4B Co-
ring and o-utilisation of biomass and waste materials'. The data obtained
from this PhD researh projet is expeted to be used to validate previous
work on development of theoretial models (Supergen, 2007), speially har-
aterisation of ombustion ue gas ompositions. A pratial study of biomass
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and mrfr ombustion will be beneial to those onsidering an energy soure
for ombined ooling, heating and eletriity power (hp, or tri-generation)
provision to both ommerial and residential reipients. This author suggests
that the researh may be of interest to power systems of a sale 550 MW
output (for hp, urban environment loation and fuel supply limitations)
and where various fuel mixtures need to be investigated to reet the dynami
variation in mrfr omposition as well as seasonal variation in harateristis
and/or geographi availability of biomass.
1.2 Aims & Objetives
The overall aim of this PhD researh projet was to assess the feasibility of
ombustion of fuel mixtures omprising biomass and mrfr. A range of om-
bustion onditions were monitored, in terms of variations in fuel mixture (be-
tween biomass and mrfr) and onsequent air:fuel ratio.
The researh projet objetives may be summarised as follows:
 To investigate the ombustion onditions and behaviour for various mix-
tures of biomass and mrfr using a pilot-sale uidised bed ombustion
system;
 To assess two types of biomass samples, to represent examples of agriul-
tural ereal rop by-produts as the standard biomass fuel omponent;
 To inorporate the onept of integrated waste management, i.e. the
waste hierarhy, in terms of sustainable thermal onversion of waste
materials by utilisation of mrfr as a soure of non-reylable residual
waste fuel omponent;
 To measure gaseous and y ash emissions for determination of: oxides
(and pre-ursors) of various elements suh as nitrogen and sulphur; or-
gani ompounds gaseous pollutants (e.g. pdd and pdf ongeners);
a seletion of metals;
 To understand the mehanisms for optimum ombustion onditions;
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 To ontribute to a spei task of the Supergen Bioenergy Researh
Consortium by way of interpretation of new empirial data for onur-
rent ombustion of biomass and waste materials, for future validation of
theoretial ombustion behaviour models.
An additional biomass fuel  dried distillers' grains with solubles  was
utilised throughout the projet, to represent an example agriultural waste
produt that an be used as a biomass fuel resoure. It was onveniently stored
in the form of pellets, whih was easy to handle manually, had relatively low
moisture ontent and was physially dense. These harateristis made the
fuel well suited for onurrent ombustion with the more variable qualities of
mrfr.
A loal materials reyling faility was used as the soure of the mrfr. By
denition, the hemial omposition and physial harateristis of this fuel
soure was variable. From the bulk waste olleted, a series of representative
samples for ombustion in the pilot laboratory was obtained. With use of
both material balane alulations and ue gas hemial omposition data, it
was envisaged that the quality of the mrfr may be dedued and ompared
to the quality standard for ombustion of srf in a uidised bed ombustion
system. This quality standard delares aeptable quantities for alori value,
hloride, merury, admium, thallium (British Standards, 2006a). Analysis
of ue gas ontent was a method of fuel quality assessment proposed as an
alternative to expensive and laborious hemial analyses of eah mrfr sample
prior to ombustion.
1.3 Sope
The researh projet was limited by numerous pratial onstraints.
 Fossil fuels were exluded as a primary energy soure.
 A range of the major types of biomass were investigated onomitant
with the geographi onstraints within the uk.
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 Biomass and waste fuels were onsidered renewable only in the ontext
of the rate of fuel supply being sustainable relative to energy demand.
 Determination of gaseous pollutants. Some pollutants were determined
qualitatively, for example, dioxin group hemials were monitored for
their presene, but isomeri and moleular haraterisation of those diox-
ins and furans ongeners was not determined.
 An eonomi analysis of the use of biomass and waste for energy was
outside the sope of this study.
 Life yle analysis of arbon dioxide emissions was exluded from this
study.
1.3.1 Fuels
There is a vast range of possible fuels, from both biomass and waste setors,
to hoose from and it was not the intention of this researh projet to evaluate
the merits of eah permutation of fuel mixture. The initial hoie of fuels was
restrited to existing stoks of the following fuels available within the university
department.
ddgs (bio-ethanol waste)
Ethanol may be produed from ereal rops via fermentation. From this pro-
ess, the biologial waste (obtained from the dried solid residues of prodution
of ethanol by fermentation) is formed into biomass pellets and thus this fuel
onstitutes an example agriultural waste biomass resoure.
Cereal rops' straw
The waste matter, suh as stems, remaining after harvesting of ereal rops
(e.g. barley, oats and wheat) may be utilised and onverted into straw pellets,
the form of whih is utilised in this researh projet.
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Willow
Short rotation oppie (sr) is the arboriultural pratie of utting trees'
stumps (to a height of a few entimetres from ground level) during dormany
in the winter season, resulting in the stimulated growth of multiple new stems
in the subsequent summer growth season. Many fast growing speies may be
subjeted to oppiing but urrently, poplar and willow are the most ommon
sr rops in uk (Rolls, 2008).
mrfr
The inevitable residue from the reyling of muniipal solid waste materials is
available from a loal materials reyling faility (mrf ). It was omprised pre-
dominantly of ombustible material suh as non-reylable plastis and bres
(e.g. ardboard, laminated paper, et.).
1.3.2 Thermal onversion proesses
There are three ommon methods of exploiting the energy from biomass and
waste, to do work suh as generating eletriity and produing heat simulta-
neously.
Pyrolysis
Organi matter (biomass) is heated to a temperature (5001000 °C) suient
for hemial and physial deomposition to our (Klass, 1998). Heating must
our in an environment free of oxygen, to produe a ombustible gas ompris-
ing hydroarbons (methane and others at inreasing temperatures of pyrolysis
operation ), hydrogen and arbon oxides. A liquid is also formed by the pro-
ess, a omplex mixture of oils and other hemials resembling rude (mineral)
oil. Charoal is also produed as a solid by-produt of the proess.
Pyrolysis of biomass oers a sustainable soure of hydrogen, potentially
up to 70% by volume (Palz & Chartier, 1980). Moreover the liquid fration
oers a potentially lurative alternative to many hemials urrently obtained
from rude oil. Barriers to inreased usage are: high apital osts; an unlear
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market demand for the liquid fration; prodution of a low value gas depending
on the pyrolyti oxidation proess used.
Gasiation
Gasiation is a ompliated proedure involving partial oxidation of a (biomass)
fuel and the formation of the syngas (synthesis gas)  with the prinipal
gaseous speies being arbon dioxide, arbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane,
nitrogen  via multiple hemial reations.
The syngas an be diretly used in a gas turbine and as an option ad-
ditional indiret use with a steam turbine to generate heat and steam for
inreased system eieny. One major hindrane is the formation of tar (a
highly visous, orrosive liquid) whih an blok the syngas ow path if tar is
allowed to ondense in the wrong part of the ow path. Another hindrane
is the presene of sulphur, hlorine and alkali speies within the tar that an
ause signiant damage if deposits are allowed to be formed onto metalli
omponents of the gasier system. These risks an be minimised by the use
of syngas leaning equipment, although operational osts will be inreased,
whilst system eieny is redued.
Combustion
The oldest tehnique known, may be dened as the prodution of heat by om-
plete oxidation of a fuel. A omplete reation with an organi fuel produes
arbon dioxide and water. Combustion is a well understood phenomenon and
is the thermal proess utilised for this researh projet. Common ombustion
tehniques are uidised bed, grate-red and pulverised fuel, where uidised bed
ombustion was used for the purposes of this researh projet. The ombustion
of biomass and waste produes gases that are both interative with the Earth
biosphere and detrimental to human health. Anthropogeni emissions of pol-
lutants are expeted to have an impat upon the Earth's atmosphere. Biomass
ombustion is often laimed to be `arbon neutral' sine arbon dioxide is used
for biomass growth prior to ombustion (Twidell & Weir, 2006), although fos-
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sil fuel derived emissions are assoiated with prodution and transportation of
biomass materials.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
To establish the relevane of this projet to the wider researh ommunity,
an initial literature review was onduted, as were additional reviews made
throughout the duration of this projet.
2.1 Fuel supply
Generally, there are two major types of energy soures that are available and
of relevane to this projet: biomass, of whih numerous vegetation speies
have potential within Great Britain; muniipal solid waste, where only non-
reylable omponents are onsidered.
Both fuels are haraterised by a omplex supply hain from prodution
to energy onversion. Biomass vegetation must be harvested, dried and then
pakaged into a physial form suited to the energy onversion system. Simi-
larly, mrfr has to be separated from other undesirable omponents of msw,
suh as glass or metal whih should subsequently be proessed for reyling.
Furthermore, mrfr must also be made more uniform in physial dimensions
in order to failitate eetive ombustion and manual handling of the material.
2.1.1 Biomass resoure in uk
One onsideration to make regarding the potential of biomass as an energy
resoure is whether to fous upon dediated resoures, i.e. energy rops where
13
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vegetation is grown primarily for energy exploitation, or as a by-produt of
another higher priority ativity (for example straw ultivation after wheat har-
vesting). As a result of government initiatives, seleted energy rops qualify
for subsidies in order to help develop the market for biomass energy resoures.
These energy rops that are approved to reeive subsidies are: short rota-
tion oppie (Alder, Ash, Hazel, Lime, Poplar, Silver Birh, Sweet Chestnut,
Syamore, Willow); and Misanthus (Natural England, 2008). To date, a to-
tal of 15 000 ha of both sr and misanthus rops have been planted within
uk (defra, 2007a). On the basis of annual yield 10 oven dry tonnes per
hetare (odt ha−1), suh areage represents an available biomass reserve of
155 000 tonnes. Cereal straw in uk is obtainable as a by-produt from barley
and wheat prodution. Whilst the majority of the material is reyled for
other agriultural uses (animal feed, soil fertilisation), a surplus exists within
the eastern region of England where the majority of ereal rops are grown in
the ountry; potentially 3 million tonnes, where 200 000 t per annum (tpa) is
urrently exploited for energy reovery (defra, 2007a). On a national sale,
a total of approximately 18 million tonnes of straw have been produed in the
uk, of whih 7.5 million tonnes were burnt in elds (Martindale, 1985), a tra-
ditional agriultural ativity whih was delared illegal by the Environmental
Protetion At 1990 and eetive from 1993 (Great Britain, 1993). Of interest
to note, this level of usage of straw for fuel is less than a foreast made that by
2000, output of 230 000 tpa and a maximum fuel demand of 4.3 million tonnes
of straw for this geographial region would our (Clegg et al., 1985). The
disparity ould be attributed to inreases in eieny of fuel onsumption and
perhaps even hanges in the harateristis of the ereal rop suh as the re-
dution by 30% in straw ontent as a proportion of the ereal plant edible
portion due to improvements in rop yield (Pellizzi, 1985).
An additional biomass energy resoure by-produt of ethanol manufature
is dried distillers' grains with solubles (see  1.3.1). Common soures of ddgs
are maize (prevalent in usa) or wheat (Europe), although within Europe other
rops suh as sugar beet are also hosen to generate ethanol. The yield of
ddgs from 1 kg of maize is approximately 0.3 kg, based upon prodution of
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approximately 0.4 litres of anhydrous ethanol (Tiany et al., 2008) and an
agriultural yield of maize, 1.6 tonnes ha−1. In omparison, 1 kg of wheat
produes approximately 0.4 litres of ethanol and 0.4 kg of ddgs, based upon
previous studies (Kim & Dale (2004) and Power et al. (2008)). Despite this re-
soure, this review of published literature did not reveal any spei researh
into ombustion of ddgs, but instead researh involved the urrent use for
ddgs as an animal feed supply and its nutritional value. Waste wood is also
available on a uk national sale but energy reovery must be performed in
aordane with waste inineration regulations, sine the hemials used for
wood treatment are potentially hazardous. Typial wood treatment hemials
inlude: a) hromated opper arsenate, a fungiide and insetiide ontaining
poisonous arseni; b) reosote, a arinogeni preservative; borates (preserva-
tives); ) opper itrate and other organi ompounds; d) wood stain; e) paint;
f) varnish; g) re retardents (Forest Researh, 2008). The potential quantity
of waste wood has been estimated at 5.5 million tonnes (defra, 2007a).
The British government had ommissioned a report (Clayton et al., 2005)
to propose initiatives for the development of biomass as an energy soure. The
report makes a signiant statement that there is an absene of government
poliy regarding the use of biomass, espeially onerning provision of spae
and proess heat. In the report are a series of reommendations for government
to onsider, some of whih are shown below:
 Energy reovery (after re-use and reyling) should be enouraged, es-
peially in the form of ombined heat and power in order to optimise
arbon savings;
 Wood waste should be exploited as an energy resoure;
 The Energy Crops Sheme should be ontinued, to subsidise the om-
merial development of biomass supply infrastruture;
 Biomass heating provision should be attributed a `arbon saving' eo-
nomi value as exists with regards to the Renewable Obligation for ele-
triity generated by renewable energy soures.
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Following publiation of this report, a formal response to the various reom-
mendations was published (Johnson & Bekett, 2006). Subsequent ations
by government show that some reommendations were worthy of implemen-
tation, suh as extension of the Energy Crops Sheme. Unlike the Biomass
Task Fore report, the government response makes an aknowledgement of the
publi hostility to the onept of energy from waste.
2.1.2 Muniipal solid waste as a fuel resoure
Historially, the majority of muniipal solid waste (msw) has been disposed
of within the uk via landll, the pratie of depositing waste into (i.e. under-
ground) or onto land (European Parliament, 1999). Fewer than ten years ago,
approximately 80% of msw produed in England was disposed of via land-
ll (defra, 2002b). In ontrast Denmark, Netherlands and Switzerland are
examples of ountries with rates of landll utilisation less than 10% (Kloek
& Jordan, 2005). The primary strategy of the British government is to di-
vert waste from landll, by inreasing rates of waste minimisation ativities
and materials reyling. With spei referene to energy reovery, of the
various tehnologies available a preferene for anaerobi digestion is delared
(defra, 2007b). Moreover, ombined heat and power (hp) is also stated as
an aim in terms of maximising energy reovery; an inentive to ahieve this
is the inrease in enhaned apital allowanes for investments that use srf
for hp. Assuming targets are met for omposting and reyling of household
waste, government foreasts for energy reovery are expeted to omprise 25%
of msw disposal by 2020; urrent rates are 10% (defra, 2007b). There is
an expliit expetation from the strategy doument that unavoidable, residual
waste from reyling proesses must be exploited for energy reovery as part
of an overall energy poliy.
Two soures of fuels from msw are potentially available: srf from mbt
proessing; residues from mrfs. Of the former, urrent uk output is 765 000
tonnes (Arias-Garia & Gleeson, 2009). The potential residue from mrfs is
estimated at 250 000 tonnes, on the basis of median residue of 11% produed
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by mrfs (wrap, 2007). In addition to these soures, the residual waste from
the olletion of blak-bag domesti is also available potentially, in loal-
ities where kerbside olletion of reylable materials is performed. Within
England, approximately 25 million tonnes of household waste is olleted and
about 40% is reyled; approximately 15 million tonnes of residual waste is
available potentially for energy exploitation in one form (e.g. ombustion) or
another (e.g. anaerobi digestion).
2.2 Fuel prodution
Depending upon the type of biomass of interest, speialist agriultural equip-
ment are neessary to ultivate the biomass resoure, in a series of proesses
suh as the following appliable to wood rops (Serup, 2002):
 felling of trees;
 hipping of logs, branhes;
 haulage of hips;
 storage and transportation of hips;
 (optional) prodution of wood pellets;
Whereas one study (Serup, 2002) makes referene to the risk of baterial in-
fetion only to tree stumps after tree felling, another report (defra, 2002a)
instead fousses upon the deomposition of freshly made wood hips during the
rst 24 hours of storage as a primary onern for biologial ativity, when tem-
peratures may reah 60 °C. It also laimed that alori value is lost during this
period, but these risks may be avoided via eetive natural air drying. Both
aforementioned reports delare that moisture ontent will deline after drying
from 50% initially to 30%. Three ommonly used methods of produing wood
hips are dis, drum and srew based mahinery. The ultimate objetive of
produing wood hips (and pellets) is to make fuel feed more reliable to the
ombustion hamber of the energy onversion system. The dis hip design
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onsists of a metal dis tted with usually 24 blades, against whih the wood
log is positioned. The wood is ut against an anvil, whih an be varied in
distane from the metal utting dis, for example 1235mm. A drum design
features blades mounted on a ylinder, the blades being positioned parallel to
the axis of the ylinder. Wood in the form of whole trees, logs and logging
residues is fed to the rotating ylinder blades and ut against an anvil. Whilst
the drum hipper it apable to ut a wider range tree forms and to tolerate
pollutants suh as sand, it has been reported that the dis hipper design is
advantageous in terms of produing a more uniform wood-hip output at lower
energy onsumption (Serup, 2002). A srew-one hipper onsists of a spiral
blade, positioned horizontally, that has a ombined ation of pulling the wood
from the feed hopper and into the blade for subsequent utting.
Wood pellets are a form of wood partile made dense by mehanial om-
pression, to a standard pellet dimension suh 6mm diameter, 30mm length.
Various physial forms suitable for ommerial trading of biomass pellets are
desribed within tehnial speiations, e.g. a wood pellet of dimensions 8mm
diameter and 30mm length would be lassied `D8' (Standards, 2005). The
main advantage of wood pellets is the uniform dimensions whih are of high
importane to the residential market for wood pellet boilers. A traditional
method of making pellets omprises the following: (Geiÿlhofer & Hahn, 2000)
drying established methods suh as rotary drum, (in)diret
steam or hot air are used to remove water from the biomass.
Pelletisation is possible only when moisture ontent is redued
to less than 18%;
milling biomass raw material is redued to a uniform size for
entry to the pelletisation mahine, usually via a hammer mill;
pelletisation either a irular rotating die or stati die and a
roller are used, with adjustable blades to ut pellets to desired
length;
ooling mehanial ompression reates heat, where pellets are
produed at a temperature of 9095 °C. Cooling promotes
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stabilisation of the pellet struture, due to the lignin ontent
in the biomass. Cooling is also neessary for subsequent pak-
aging into lightweight (e.g. 15 kg) bags.
Whilst the advantages of wood pellets are aepted by onsumers who are pre-
pared to pay a premium prie for the benets, to energy produers the single
most signiant disadvantage is the ost. Any osts assoiated with supply-
ing the fuel have a detrimental eet on nanial viability, onsequently wood
hips remain a more aeptable ompromise between fuel ost and fuel feed
eieny to the power plant. Pelletisation of biomass is of additional benet
suh as reduing transportation and storage osts, as well as failitating om-
bustion of suh fuels in onventional boiler equipment, but the value of these
benets has to be ompared to the apital ost of the pelletisation proess
itself. In the ase of straw, transportation farther than 35 km is said to redue
the eonomi attration of using straw as a biomass fuel and furthermore, it
has been laimed that the apital ost of pelletisation equipment is too high
relative to oil pries and straw transportation osts (Lappin, 1986). In onsid-
eration of the volatility of oil pries in reent years, further eonomi analysis
would be required to assess if this histori observation remains valid today.
Another advantage of pelletisation of biomass is to improve the reliability of
fuel supply to the ombustion hamber. With biomass forms suh as large
hips (e.g. greater than 50mm size), there is a risk of disruption to the supply
of fuel due to blokages ourring in a srew-feed type system, with the resul-
tant interruption to power generation. This type of senario may be a good
justiation to use pelletisation as a fuel preparation stage.
Prodution of srf may be ahieved from various soures: ommerial
wastes inluding onstrution, demolition; industrial proesses; muniipal (solid)
waste. This projet is foussed only on msw, whih onsists of a) residential
waste (nearly 90% of total msw) b) environmental wastes (e.g. street litter,
publi parks' wastes) ) ommmerial properties suh as retail, ounil oes
where loal authority olletion exists (Serup, 2002). Regardless of the method,
the quality of the resultant srf must be ahieved to the standard speia-
tion; Appendix C desribes the speiation in more detail. The following
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list summarises the stages of the srf prodution proess, some of whih are
optional, in order to produe a standard srf:
waste reeption separation of waste into various omponents
for materials reyling, deomposition and subsequent energy
onversion;
omminution use of shredding equipment to reate material
of homogenous size, beneial espeially to uidised bed om-
bustion;
drying removal of water to improve further the alori on-
tent of the fuel and as an option to produe fuel pellets.
Due to the heterogeneous omposition of msw, separation may be a ompli-
ated proedure. In order to reate srf many separation tasks are required:
omminution; magneti separation; eddy-urrent non-ferrous metal separation
(e.g. aluminium ontainers) size sreening; opti separation (i.e. use of near-
infra red sensors to identify plastis).
Separation of both biomass and msw was not found to have been ollated
in a way omparable to this PhD projet. Regarding biomass, onsideration
of higher priority use (e.g. food prodution) is simple to integrate into this
projet; a biomass form suh as straw ould be utilised to represent a biomass
resoure available after all existing demands (animal feedstok, or building
materials) have been met. However this simpliity is not the ase with msw.
A potential soure of srf prodution is from mehanial biologial treatment.
There are numerous forms of mbt that may be designed to maximise spei
outputs suh as ompost for soil onditioning or bio-gas for eletriity genera-
tion. Of interest to this review is the form of mbt that is designed to produe
srf. Historially mbt was developed in Germany as a method of waste prepa-
ration before disposal to landll, to meet the eu Diretive on landll by making
the waste biologially stable and therefore minimising methane (green-house
gas) emissions (Arher et al., 2005a). The waste input to a mbt faility may
be either non-separated blak-bag waste or separated waste suh as residual
msw after separation of reylable frations has been ompleted. The hoie
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of waste input to the mbt system has important onsequenes when onsider-
ing the impat of srf upon reyling initiatives. Opponents of EfW laim that
using mbt as a soure of srf would prevent the preferred reyling of materi-
als; learly this would our with mbt where the waste input is non-separated
msw. In a study of the ommerial operation of mbt (Arher et al., 2005b),
where srf is the priority output, four systems made use of separated msw as
the input, ompared to three mbt systems that utilised non-separated waste.
Where separated, residual msw is the input to the mbt system, this input
onsists of ard(board), glass, metals, plastis rejeted by reyling operations
(e.g. due to ontamination by food remnants). This input is similar to the
rejeted material from an mrf; both systems will redue the total volumes of
materials available for energy onversion, but the omposition suggests that
waste of useful alori value will remain for exploitation.
2.3 Fuel harateristis
The harateristis of many fuels (biohemial, hemial omposition; alori
value) have been extensively studied and published in the form of a referene
database (van Doorn, 1999). This database (`Phyllis' ) ollates a vast range
of fundamental analyses performed by individual researh groups, for example
analysis of wheat (Table 2.1). Table 2.2 summarises the hemial omposition
(proximate, ultimate and elemental analyses) of a seletion of ommon biomass
fuels.
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Table 2.1: An extrat from an example analysis of wheat properties stored in
the Phyllis database (van Doorn, 1999)
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Table 2.2: Analysis of ommon biomass fuels, based upon data stored by Energy researh Centre Netherlands, van Doorn
(1999). Values expressed on an `as reeived' (ar) by weight (wt) basis.
Biomass material Chemial omposition Volatile ontent Ash Water Calori value
(% wt ar) % wt ar % wt ar % wt ar (gross, MJkg−1 ar)
C H O N S Cl GCV
Beeh (hipped) 43.8 5.4 40 0.13 0.02 0.0004 74.5 0.9 10.2 17
Birh (13mm) 46.4 5.8 42.1 0.09 0.01 - - 0.4 5.3 18
Coal (uk Hem Heath) 77.9 4.6 7.5 1.77 0.88 0.688 34 5 1.7 32
Misanthus (fresh) 44.9 5.4 40.3 0.51 0.08 0.447 71.5 4.6 4.4 18
msw (Netherlands) 40 6 22 0.4 0.2 0.534 - 7 23 20
Pine 49.8 5.9 40 0.12 0.03 0.019 81.3 0.1 4 19
Paper larier sludge 27.1 2.4 12.3 0.4 0.39 - - - 23
Poplar (hybrid) 46.7 5.6 37.6 0.56 0.02 0.009 79 2.5 6.9 18
RDF with plastis 60.8 13.4 13.9 0.32 - - 83.4 8.7 2.9 29
Reed anary grass 41.5 5.3 35.9 1.29 0.13 0.059 67.9 8.2 7.7 17
Swith grass 41.5 5 37 0.65 0.07 0.03 71.1 3.1 12.6 16
Willow (inl. bark) 48.5 6 41.6 0.39 0.03 0.004 78 1.2 2.4 19
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Due to the varied nature of the researh groups, the analyses of the fuels
within the database are not onsistent. As an example, within Phyllis the
analysis of pine delares arbon ontent on an as reeived basis whereas in
ontrast, analysis of birh states only arbon ontent in terms of dry and
dry ash free (daf). Consequently the omparison of the data needs to make
use of a onversion fator. (see Appendix B).
The Phyllis database was started in 1997, initially as an internal database
projet of the Energy researh Centre of the Netherlands (en), before be-
ing made available to the publi via the internet in 1998. Initially the data
soures were from analyses performed by the en and Tehnial University
Vienna. Currently there are greater than 2340 data reords of the omposi-
tions of a range of biomass and waste materials. A feature of the database is
the ability to hoose a seletion of dierent fuel soures whih then omputes
average omposition values for display in an internet web browser. `biobib' is
the database that was developed by Tehnial University Vienna, Wein, Aus-
tria. It pre-dates Phyllis; development had begun in 1992 (Reisinger et al.,
1996). The initial stage of the database was a ompilation of the analyses
of 64 biomass fuels using a range of standard analytial methods. Biomass
fuel types are predominantly wood, straw, energy rops and biomass industry
waste (treated wood, paper & pulp). The database now omprises more than
647 dierent fuel samples. The `Biomass Feedstok Composition and Proper-
ties Database' stores harateristis data for various biomass resoures and is
managed by the usa Department of Energy, Energy Eieny and Renewable
Energy Biomass Program (nrel, 2001). The database inludes biomass fuels
not extensively available elsewhere; for example misanthus is native to Asia
and has been extensively researhed within Europe, but equivalent researh
data is not inluded and instead analysis has been made of a native perennial
grass, swithgrass. Referene methods used to measure eah analyte are ited.
Similarly, the `Biofuel Database' of Australia is foussed upon data for native
biomass speies but data for widespread rops suh as wheat is inluded. This
database also indiated the analytial method used to determine eah sample
result, published in a separate referene doument (Stein & Tobiasen, 2007).
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A omparison of data values for a seleted fuel reveals dierenes in the
reporting of information. For example a misanthus fuel is reported in Phyllis
database to have a gross alori value of approximately 19MJ kg−1, based
upon analysis performed by Tehnial University Vienna. Inspetion of the
biobib database shows that there are ten types of misanthus samples that
exist in the database, lassied in terms of geographial soures or seasonal
frequeny. The value in Phyllis appears to be based upon an average value
from 11 measurements of alori value of a single soure. As another example,
ash behaviour is desribed in biobib in terms of various stages: a) sintering
(agglomeration of ash partiles); b) softening (surfae hange); ) hemispheri
point (temperature at whih bulk ash forms hemispheri shape, height being
50% half base length); and d) ow point (bulk ash height delines by two
thirds). This information would be useful in relation to uidised bed om-
bustion, where agglomeration of biomass due to relatively low ash melting
temperatures is a ommon problem. In ontrast, Phyllis makes no referene
to these observations. Table 2.3 is an example of the data published in these
aforementioned databases; with the exeption of the usa database, all data is
expressed on an `as reeived' ondition of these fuel samples. The onditions
of fuels tested for the usa database are not known. There are a number of
observations about the presentation of this data that must be onsidered:
 With referene to the usa database, the ondition of the wheat sample
subjeted to analysis is not known, i.e. whether samples were analysed
on an as reeived, dry or similar onditions;
 Both Australian and usa databases measure xed arbon, however it
has been proposed that this measure (dened as the ombustible residue
from removal of ash, volatile, water by anaerobi deomposition) is not
appliable to biomass beause xed arbon was originally developed for
use in oal hemistry to measure elemental arbon, whih does not exist
in biomass (Klass, 1998);
 Ash measurements are omitted from the usa database;
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 The usa database does not publish data in SI units of measurement.
Table 2.3: Comparison of data from dierent biomass databases for analysis
of wheat samples.
Loation of biomass database
Australia USA Netherlands
Proximate analysis
Ash (% weight) 1.2 10.22 7
Fixed arbon (% weight) 7.4 21.54 -
Volatile matter (% weight) 34.6 69.38 -
Water (% weight) 56.8 - 10.2
Gross alori ontent 7.98 3.58 17.382
(MJkg−1)
Ultimate analysis
Carbon (% weight) 20.3 43.88 40.8
Hydrogen (% weight) 2.52 5.26 5.5
Oxygen (% weight) 19.0 38.75 35.9
Nitrogen (% weight) 0.15 0.63 0.47
Sulphur (% weight) 0.03 0.16 0.12
Chlorine (mg kg−1) 3320 - -
Within a study onerning ombustion of biomass (Demirbas, 2003), ana-
lytial data was presented to show that in general, oal omprises 80% arbon
(as dry fuel, ommonly referred to as dry ash free) whilst many biomass fuels
inluding beeh, wheat straw, maize ob and sunower shell ontains 50% ar-
bon and more than ten times as muh oxygen, 40% (Table 2.4 and Table 2.5).
Alternative energy onversion tehniques were ompared. Pyrolysis was de-
lared to be the most eient form of energy onversion, attributed to the
high ratio of fuel output to biomass feed. The ratios of fuel-to-feed were not
indiated for diret omparison. The ombustion hemistry disussed within
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this paper foussed upon gravimetri analysis, i.e. weight loss and onomitant
temperature variation during burning. However the old rule for ombustion
 time, temperature, turbulene  was not onsidered, espeially in terms of
the eet of residene time (of biomass in the ombustion zone) upon ombus-
tion eay (Basu, 2006). The eets of these harateristis is more expliitly
desribed elsewhere. For example, arbon ontent is said to orrelate positively
towards gross alori value of the fuel of interest. Moreover, hydrogen ontent
also ontributes towards (net) alori value and water formation. In ontrast,
oxygen ontent has the eet of attenuating alori value as evident in the
higher alori ontent of oal and lower oxygen omposition ompared to a
biomass fuel with opposing respetive values. The importane of good air and
fuel mixing, together with ombustion zone residene time (> 1.5 seonds) are
aknowledged.
Table 2.4: Ultimate analyses of various fuels (Demirbas, 2003)
2.4 Fuel quality
Instead of designing equipment able to tolerate the wide variation in hara-
teristis of both biomass fuels and waste resoures, manufaturers of boiler
equipment impose speiations on the types of fuels suitable for use. In
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Table 2.5: Ash omposition of various fuels (Demirbas, 2003)
addition, to develop an ative, eient market in the trade of standardised
renewable energy fuels, ertied standards for the quality of fuels sold is ne-
essary to enourage onsumers of renewable energy to buy these fuels and the
onomitant thermal onversion equipment (Standards, 2005). Standards are
often developed internationally and formally adopted by institutions suh as
the International Organisation for Standardisation (iso) and within the Eu-
ropean Union, tehnial standards relevant to this researh projet have been
developed by the European Committee for Standardisation (en).
2.4.1 Biomass quality standard
The prodution of biomass fuels involves a omplex supply network and a
requirement to tolerate the diverse harateristis of the numerous forms of
biomass matter. A quality assurane standard to evaluate the supply hain for
biofuels is desribed within a tehnial speiation doument (en, 2006a),
whih has not been formally aepted as a standard but urrently published
as draft status. Two main objetives are dened for the purpose of the stan-
dard: to enable the end-user to identify a suitable biofuel; to enable the
produer/supplier to demonstrate that the biofuel is of an aeptable, ho-
mogeneous quality. The supply hain is desribed as: a) biomass raw ma-
terial; b) identiation and olletion of biomass raw material; ) prepara-
tion/prodution of solid biofuels; d) distribution; e) reeption of biofuel by
onsumer; f) thermal onversion by onsumer . The biomass resoure is iden-
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tied by onrmation of both the origin of biomass and the biomass prodution
proess. Distribution of the biomass requires onrmation of the reommended
handling and storage of the biomass produts, after whih the onsumer should
reeive doumentation to onrm the nal delaration of the fuel speiation
that has been supplied. It should be noted that the biomass raw material (a) is
outside the sope of the quality assurane doument (it is impossible to stan-
dardise natural vegetation!), as is the thermal onversion of solid biofuels (f).
Also important to note is that these tehnial standards for biomass relevant
to this projet are restrited only to solid biofuels.
A spei range of materials are dened as a solid biofuel (Standards, 2005):
 agriultural and forestry derived produts;
 vegetable waste from agriultural and forestry derived produts;
 wood waste;
 brous vegetable waste from paper prodution;
 ork waste.
The denition of wood waste is an exlusion of treated (preservatives and sur-
fae oatings) wood where the hemial treatment may onsist of halogenated
organi ompounds and/or heavy metals and the treated wood originates from
onstrution and/or demolition waste. Moreover as a onsequene of the def-
inition of types of solid biofuels (en, 2004), ddgs and wheat straw pellets
may be onsidered to be vegetable waste from agriultural produts (ethanol
and wheat grain respetively). Eah type of solid biofuel is lassied further,
suh that ddgs is onsidered a herbaeous biomass industrial proess residue.
Wheat straw is lassied as a herbaeous biomass material, `herbaeous' be-
ing dened as plant origin of non-wood type stem that dies at the end of the
growth season.
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2.4.2 Solid Reovered Fuels (srf) quality standard
Refuse Derived Fuel (rdf) is a predeessor term to srf and it is laimed
(Porteous, 2003) to be dened by the uk government as:
turning the ombustible portion of waste, suh as paper and plas-
tis, into a fuel whih an be stored and transported, or diretly
used on site to produe heat and/or power
However it is laimed elsewhere that there is no legal denition of rdf (no At
of British Parliament denes rdf) and the aronym is interpreted dierently
throughout Europe (Gendebien et al., 2002). Supply of rdf was often in two
forms; oarse loose fuel partiles or densied pellets (drdf). The tehnology
for rdf prodution was developed from the 1970s but the uk market did not
develop as initially envisaged, with the subsequent losure of rdf prodution
failities for a number of reasons suh as the following (Frith & Last, 2009):
 Early uk plants showed poor experiene of reliability and air pollution
ontrol;
 Pereption of greater propensity of rdf to ause inreased orrosion to
power plant pipework;
 High operating osts suh as power onsumption for the prodution of
rdf.
Moreover, the arrival of the European Diretive on inineration of waste (Eu-
ropean Parliament, 2000) meant that many rdf ombustion failities were
losed due to the osts of investment required in air pollution ontrol devies
to meet ompliane with the legislative limits on pollutant emissions.
However, reent hanges in waste management legislation (ultimately as a
onsequene of eu Diretive on landll of waste, European Parliament (1999))
has regenerated interest in rdf, primarily as part of an integrated waste man-
agement programme where a fration of the many outputs from mehanial
biologial treatment proesses are used for rdf manufature. The term `solid
reovery fuels' has been introdued as new fuel with a higher speiation
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standard, presumably to provide further ondene to the development of the
market for both onsumers and manufaturers of srf, formally dened:
solid fuel prepared from non-hazardous waste to be utilised for
energy reovery in inineration or o-inineration plants and meet-
ing the lassiation and speiation requirements laid down in
en/ts 15359.
NOTE `prepared' here means proessed, homogenised and up-
graded to a quality that an be traded amongst produers and
users.
(en, 2007)
The urrent draft tehnial standard (en, 2006b) proposes that the spei-
ation of srf is based upon three parameters:
net alori value to represent an eonomi fator for assess-
ing the fuel;
hlorine ontent an indiation of the tehnial quality;
merury ontent a measure of environmental impat.
The intention is that these parameters give a general basis for lassiation of
srf and then greater tehnial detail is published to provide preise properties
of the fuel to the onsumer, as a formal quality delaration doument. Details
of how the fuels evaluated in this researh projet are lassied are shown in
Appendix C.
2.5 Thermal onversion tehnologies
The need to perform thermal onversion of biomass and mrfr resoures is
a natural onsequene of the laws of thermodynamis, or hanges in energy.
These three laws are as follows: a) energy is onserved and neither reated nor
destroyed, b) spontaneous reations are irreversible, (O'Neill, 1985) ) perfet
rystals at absolute zero have zero entropy (or extent of order, Atkins (1994)).
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A hemial reation is an example of a hange in energy, either emitted to the
environment in the form of heat (i.e. an exothermi reation), or absorbed to
ause ooling of the environment surrounding the endothermi reation.
2.5.1 Combustion
Combustion of biomass may be onsidered simply as oxidation of arbon and
hydrogen to arbon dioxide and water respetively (Tillman et al., 1981). This
oxidation proess also results in a hange of thermal energy (most ommonly
an inrease, to generate heat) governed by the fundamental laws of hemi-
al thermodynamis. As a onsequene of this onversion of hemial energy
(oxidation) to thermal energy (heat), the heat is exploited in a power system
to do work, suh as onverting water to steam and subsequently generating
eletriity using the mehanial power of a turbine.
C+O2 −→ CO2 + heat (∆fH
0 −393.5 kJmol−1) (2.1)
In the ase of wood ombustion where wood is represented hemially by el-
lulose C
6
H
5
O
5
)
n
, the ombustion reation beomes:
(C6H5O5) n + 6nO2 −→ 6 nCO2 + 5nH2O (2.2)
This approximation of the empirial moleular formula of wood is aeptable
in terms of the omposition of wood omprising 4050% ellulose and 2030%
lignin (Tillman et al., 1981). There are various engineering tehniques that
have been deployed in order to ahieve ombustion eiently, some of whih
are subsequently outlined.
Fluidisation
A uidised bed is a material of predominantly inert granular material (e.g.
sand) that is made to behave like a turbulent, owing liquid by injeting a
gas  ommonly air  through that material via a series of nozzles. There
are numerous benets and advantages of the uidised bed tehnique that have
been usually desribed in a theoretial treatise of the onept of uidisation
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(suh as minimum uidisation veloity), beyond the sope of this doument.
However some theoretial aspets of uidised bed design deserve brief mention.
The uidised bed ombustor is based upon the bubbling uidised bed design,
in whih hot air of suient veloity is injeted into a bed of inert partiles
(e.g. silia sand) to ause the partiles to move dynamially in similar way to a
visous, bubbling liquid. The uidised bed proess oers a range of advantages,
some of whih are partiularly relevant to the ombustion of the fuels involved
in this study. The following advantages have been well doumented:
Heat and mass transfer
†
 is very eetive beause of the high
total surfae of uidised bed partiles; for example bed par-
tiles of diameter 100µm and oupying one ubi metre will
have a total surfae area of 30 000m2;
High solids mixing
†
 the high degree of solids mixing ensures
that heta transfer is eetively high and temperature gradi-
ents within the bulk uidised bed are rendered negligible;
Operation
‡
 maintenane osts are low and an be attributed
to the absene of moving mehanial parts;
Size
‡
 a uidised bed reator is vertial in design, saving spae
and hene minimising land osts for loation onsiderations;
Labour
‡
 skilled labour is not required to operate a uidised bed
reator, enhaning the eonomi viability of suh systems;
†
(Botterill, 1975);
‡
(Sathiyamoorthy, 1999).
Minimum uidisation veloity is a measure of the onditions neessary to
reate uidisation of partiles, determined predominantly by partile diameter
and aeted by both pressure and temperature (Botterill, 1975); pressurised
onditions are not used in this researh projet and therefore temperature ef-
fet is of interest. The minimum uidisation veloity inreases with partile
size as shown in Figure 2.1Figure 2.3. Although temperature an be seen
to have an eet on minimum uidisation veloity, for the ombustion tem-
peratures expeted for this projet, this eet will be negligible. Referring to
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partile diameter, agglomeration tendeny is also aeted suh that small par-
tiles (< 50µm) are suseptible to agglomeration due to inter-partile fores
greater than those fores imparted by the uidising gas, ultimately ausing
bridging and subsequent hannel formation within the bed (Botterill, 1975).
In addition, agglomeration is also favoured when the uidised bed ontainer
dimensions have a high height-to-ross setional area ratio (Knowlton, 1999).
These eets are not expeted to be experiened during ombustion with the
sand and ombustor dimensions used in this projet although the friable har-
ateristi of limestone will produe a higher proportion of ne partiulates.
Various uidisation gas distributor designs have been developed to perform
the following typial requirements (Botterill, 1975):
 promote uniform, stable uidisation;
 minimise attrition of bed material;
 minimise erosion of any heat exhanger tubes immersed in the bed ma-
terial;
 prevent loss of bed material below the gas distributer both during and
without operation of the ombustor
The pilot sale uidised bed ombustor used in this researh projet features
a nozzle or tuyere type gas distributor grid. In this design the depth of the
bed material relative to the distane between the gas ories needs to be su-
iently high, otherwise the bed is suseptible to spouting of material imme-
diately above the ories to leave stagnant material in between; this behaviour
would inrease the tendeny of agglomeration to our (Botterill, 1975). The
disadvantage of agglomeration tendeny with the nozzle  or bubble ap
lateral ow  design is also onrmed elsewhere, as is the reommendation
not to use with solids that are liable to adhere (Karri & Knowlton, 1999). Ex-
amples of other designs of gas distribution grids are shown in Figure 2.4. The
onial design produes lateral gas ow and is advantageous in terms of supe-
rior mixing performane, but demands high quality design to ensure good gas
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Figure 2.1: Eet of temperature on minimum uidisation veloity, for a range
of partile sizes. Unit of measurement for the ordinate axis is ms−1, for the
absissa is temperature (°C). Graph ourtesy of Wen & Yu (1966), ited in
Knowlton (1999)
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Figure 2.2: Eet of temperature on minimum uidisation veloity. Unit of
measurement for the ordinate axis is mms−1, for the absissa is temperature
(°C). Graph ourtesy of Botterill & Teoman (1980), ited in Knowlton (1999)
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Figure 2.3: Eet of temperature on minimum uidisation veloity. Unit of
measurement for the ordinate axis is mms−1, for the absissa is temperature
(°C). Graph ourtesy of Botterill & Teoman (1980) ited in Knowlton (1999)
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distribution and also has a high pressure drop. The perforated plate (where
apertures are positioned for upward gas ow) is a simple, heap design but
suers from loss of uidised bed material. The sparge pipe (with downward or
lateral ow) is haraterised by minimal loss of bed material, but bed material
below the pipes is stati and so is not involved in uidisation. The bubble ap
and sparge pipe designs are also laimed to oer good turndown ratio, whih
is dened as a measure of the ability of the uidised bed ombustor to operate
over a range of loads (sl, 2005a).
Figure 2.4: Various designs of uidised bed gas distribution grids (from left to
right: bubble ap; onial; perforated plate; sparge pipe, adapted from Karri
& Knowlton (1999))
Grate red
The use of grate ring systems for ombustion of biomass fuels is well estab-
lished within ommerial sale operation and the various forms of grate ring
have been reviewed (Yin et al., 2008). These ombustion systems are har-
aterised by a surfae, or grate that supports the fuel when plaed into the
ombustion hamber and the grates may be designed to be xed (position), or
moving. Generally, moving grates are apable of ahieving a more ontrolled
ombustion of the fuel ompared to xed grate, by promoting a better mix-
ing of the fuel. A review of the latest grate-red ombustion tehnology has
reently been published, (Yin et al., 2008) whih inludes seleted ompari-
son with uidised bed ombustion systems. Grate-red ombustion is laimed
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to be a preferable tehnology, although 10 000 bubbling uidised bed boilers
are said to be installed globally, having replaed almost all traditional stoker-
red systems (Basu, 2006). Current researh into grate-red boilers involves
development of seondary air supply (e.g. over-re air where this seondary
air supply is direted immediately upon the area of ames in the ombustion
hamber), to overome the histori disadvantage of grate-red systems: in-
omplete ombustion of fuel leading to high arbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxide emissions. Earlier studies have demonstrated that it is essential that
seondary air is supplied to the ombustion zone in order to ahieve omplete
ombustion of rdf, espeially with referene to the relatively high volatile on-
tent of these fuels (Burnley, 1987). Similarly, eorts to redue sulphur dioxide
emissions are analogous to those employed in uidised bed systems; addition
of sorbent material (suh as limestone) onto the grate above the fuel. However
it was aknowledged that reduing onditions predominate at the grate area,
whih disourages alium sulphate formation.
Pulverised fuel
It has been estimated that 40% of global eletriity supply is generated using
oal power stations, where pulverised oal is the dominant tehnology deployed
sine introdution during 1920s (dti, 2001). Pulverisation of (oal) fuel is the
omminution of oal into ne partiles (e.g. of size ≈ 60mm and moisture 3%
by weight, de Jong et al. (2007)) with pnuemati transport of the fuel (usually
with air) to the ombustion hamber (van Loo & Koppejan, 2008).
2.5.2 Gasiation
Unlike ombustion, gasiation is a partial oxidation reation that yields a
synthesis gas (or syngas) omprising arbon oxides and hydrogen:
C6H10O5 +O2 −→ 5CO + CO2 + 5H2 (2.3)
where ellulose is a representative biomass omposition formula in equation
2.3. The alori value of the syngas is lassied into three general levels:
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a) low (412 MJm−3), produed when gasiation is performed using air and
the nitrogen ontent dilutes the alori frations of CO and H
2
; b) medium
(1230MJm−3), obtained from pure oxygen as oxidant; ) high (> 30MJm−3),
where methane is produed and therefore of ourse has a alori value ap-
proahing that of natural gas 40MJm−3. Medium alori value syn-gas may
also be produed by using air and indiret heating of the gasier with heat
transfer via an inert solid medium. Indiret heating avoids dilution of the
syn-gas by nitrogen sine the heat transfer is separated from the gasiation
reation produts (Klass, 1998). The prodution of high alori value syn-gas
involves a series of simultaneous reations and although full haraterisation
is beyond the sope of this projet, typial high energy methanation reations
are shown (equations 2.4 and 2.5):
2CO + 2H2 −→ CH4 + CO2 (∆H
0 − 247 kJmol−1) (2.4)
CO+ 3H2 −→ CH4 +H2O (∆H
0 − 206 kJmol−1) (2.5)
2.5.3 Pyrolysis
In the absene of oxygen, biomass an be subjeted to thermal deomposition
(thermolysis). Although a produt with alori value is obtained, historially
pyrolysis has been used as a method to aess a soure of hemials (from
oal) and it ould be argued that pyrolysis of biomass is more beneial as
a sustainable soure of hemials urrently obtained from fossil fuels, instead
of primarily a renewable fuel supply. Conditions for the pyrolysis proess an
be varied to favour ertain produts; traditional pyrolysis of wood involves
relatively low temperatures (400 °C) being applied for long duration of hours
or even days, to produe haroal. In ontrast, fast pyrolysis at high temper-
atures of about 800 °C for less than two seonds will result in the prodution
of low alori value gases and predominantly liquids (solid har residue may
omprise as little as 5% of nal produts). Pyrolyti liquids may be onsidered
to resemble rude oil, omprising distillates of variable visosities and requir-
ing further renement to yield useful hemials suh as inter alia, alohols,
aldehydes, water. Of historial interest, the term `wood alohol' for methanol
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is derived from the histori soure of methanol via pyrolysis of hardwood.
2.6 Conurrent ombustion of fuels
The majority of researh into ombustion of msw with other fuels has been
with oal, either as low quality non-separated or as higher quality separated
waste. Suh researh has investigated the ability of oal to minimise toxi
pollutant emissions. For example, the sulphur naturally present in oal was
said to be eetive in reduing pdd/f onentration when msw was burnt in
an industrial sale ininerator and oal added to the waste (Lindbauer et al.,
1992). The study states that pdd/f formation ours via hlorine, but that
the presene of sulphur dioxide (itself formed by the oxidation of sulphur in
the oal during ombustion; equation 2.21) auses the formation of hydrogen
hloride, preventing hlorine generation (equation 2.6):
SO2 + Cl2 +H2O −→ SO3 + 2HCl (2.6)
Of ourse, this solution to the problem of pdd/f formation reates a new
problem of aidi gases formation whih is not disussed in the paper; presum-
ably the author expets suh emissions to be ontrolled by ue gas pollutant
abatement tehnology. The paper aknowledges that the quantity of sulphur
dioxide neessary for pdd/f inhibition may exeed standard ue gas desul-
phurisation ontrols, so that extra desulphurisation apaity would be required.
It was laimed that lignite oal (1.6% sulphur) was added to the msw at alu-
lated time intervals to produe a ontinuous onentration of sulphur dioxide,
but details of the time intervals, quantities, target SO
2
were not delared ei-
ther within the paper or bibliographi referenes. The paper onludes that a
oal:msw ratio of 60:40 was suient to ahieve eetive redution of pdd/f
ongeners; a fuel mixture ontaining 30% oal was found to be ineetive.
Combustion of waste wood with (pulverised) oal has been investigated,
to assess emissions of various attributed to the hemials used to treat wood
against baterial deay (Freeman et al., 2000). Examples of these wood treat-
ment hemials are penta-hlorophenol and reosote (distillates from thermoly-
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sis of oal or wood) and exploiting waste wood is stated as being advantageous
in terms of reduing emissions of nitrogen and sulphur oxides, due to the low
ontent of the orresponding elements in the fuel (ompared to oal). Pilot-
sale ombustion emissions data suggested that waste wood ombustion with
oal did not produe organi gaseous pollutants suh as pdd/f ongeners, or
pahs greater than legislative limits, when suh measurements were performed
before any standard air pollution ontrol equipment. Many studies on om-
bustion of fuel mixtures ontaining msw have onerned pdd/f emissions,
most probably beause this has been of highest priority with regards to publi
anxiety. As well as dioxins and furans ompounds, other ompounds  of-
ten termed persistent organi pollutants (pops)  suh as polyhlorinated
biphenyls and polyaromati hydroarbons have also been investigated.
Combustion of wood and rdf using uidised bed tehnology was investi-
gated (Raini & Martti, 1996), in terms of analysing the gaseous and y ash
emissions. The msw was separated rstly by removal of iron metals and then
biologial material, forming the resultant rdf. The resultant fuel mixtures
were haraterised as being of partile size 50mm, with other properties as
shown in Table 2.7. (Explanation of the fuel mixtures for eah sample test are
shown in the Table 2.6, although the journal artile does not state expliitly
whether the mixtures are expressed by mass, energy ontent or other parame-
ter). The fuel ombinations researhed by Raini & Martti (1996) were of near-
est analogy to this projet. The authors of this artile (Raini & Martti, 1996)
ommented that ombustion was found to be hindered by diulty with fuel
feeding into the uidised bed ombustion system, attributed to a partile size
that ould have been smaller. Considering the moisture ontent (Table 2.7),
this fator may have also aeted ombustion eieny. A lak of a stable
ombustion environment was also evident from the variation in temperature
measured throughout various points in the ombustion apparatus (Table 2.8;
the temperature reordings shown orrespond to the following positions: (a)
uidised bed temperatures (tirs-132, 133, 134); (b) above bed (tirs-135); ()
freeboard (tirs-154).). Some pratial advantages of onurrent ombustion
of biomass and wastes have been outlined (Pinto et al., 2002), for example
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the diulty feeding plasti waste to the ombustion hamber is suseptible to
blokages ourring due to the melting of plastis in the sample feed pipework.
This problem was overome by the addition of biomass pellets.
This author ould not identify any published researh into ombustion of
biomass and mrfr, the latter delared as dened in this researh projet.
This suggests that the waste hierarhy (redue, reuse, reover energy) has
not been onsidered within the ontext of a msw soure of energy that min-
imises impats upon waste reyling. The popular researh investigations were
onurrent ombustion of biomass and oal (e.g. Freeman et al. (2000)), or
oal and (e.g. msw Pandelova et al. (2007)).
Table 2.6: Fuel mixtures of experimental tests for ombustion of either wood
or peat with rdf (Raini & Martti, 1996)
test 1: wood hips 100%
test 2: wood hips-rdf 85-15%
test 3: wood hips-rdf 70-30%
test 4: wood hips-rdf 55-45%
test 5: peat 100%
test 6: peat-rdf 85-15%
test 7: peat-rdf 85-15% (to evaluate bed temperature eet)
test 8: peat-rdf 70-30%
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Table 2.7: Properties of wood, rdf, peat fuels mixtures (Raini & Martti, 1996)
Table 2.8: Temperature variation within uidised bed apparatus (Raini &
Martti, 1996).
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2.7 Combustion pollutants
In thermodynami theory, omplete ombustion of organi fuels will result
in prodution of arbon dioxide and water; however thermodynamis annot
aount for the kinetis of hemial reations and this has a ritial importane
for environmental hemistry. For example, arbon dioxide from ombustion of
fuel may be produed by an intermediary step to produe arbon monoxide.
A ombustion zone of insuient apaity would not allow enough time for
arbon monoxide to be oxidised further, resulting in emission of this poisonous
gas. Environmental pollution may be dened as the anthropogeni addition of
noxious substanes that are harmful to both animal and plant life (Radojevi¢ &
Bashkin, 2006). Pollutants arising from ombustion of biomass and mrfr are
naturally prevalent but it is the anthropogeni ontribution that is of interest
to environmental management. Elements present in the fuels suh as nitrogen
and hlorine will ontribute towards gaseous pollutants suh as smog and
dioxins respetively. In addition admium and hromium are example metals
that are detrimental to human health.
2.7.1 Carbon monoxide
Numerous fators are responsible for the emission of arbon monoxide due to
inomplete ombustion, where reation kinetis are responsible for relation-
ships between these fators (van Loo & Koppejan, 2008):
 inadequate mixing of oxygen-air and fuel within the ombustion zone;
 insuient residene time of fuel within the ombustion zone;
 insuient ombustion temperatures;
 insuient general supply of oxygen to the ombustion system;
 insuient free radial onentration.
Where mixing of the oxygen with fuel is not optimal for omplete ombustion,
loal regions within the ombustion zone will be fuel-rih, in eet forming
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a ondition for gasiation to our via sub-stoihiometri oxidation. Car-
bon monoxide is an intermediate speies before omplete oxidation to arbon
dioxide, the rate of whih is determined signiantly by temperature; high
ombustion temperatures favour omplete oxidation.
The availability of free radials is a omplex fator with respet to oxida-
tion of arbon monoxide, aeted by the presene of other pollutants. For
example, arbon monoxide emissions are potentially higher in the presene of
hydrogen hloride (Wei et al., 2004), an aet attributed to the atalysis of the
re-ombination of free radials that redues the availability of free radial in-
termediates for onsequent arbon monoxide oxidation and has been observed
experimentally (Figure 2.5; periods of elevated levels of arbon monoxide are
attributed to potential hanges to the fuel feeding rate). Studies of the eet of
hlorine to ause enhaned arbon monoxide emissions within a uidised bed
ombustor have also been demonstrated (Beker et al., 1990). This observa-
tion is in itself aeted by the ombustion temperature; higher temperatures
(whih per se disourage arbon monoxide) redues the impat of hydrogen
hloride. It has been demonstrated also that the ombined presene of hy-
drogen hloride and nitri oxide inhibits the oxidation of arbon monoxide, to
greater eet than if either of these speies were in existene alone (Roesler
et al., 1995). Similarly, sulphur dioxide has also been shown to prevent arbon
monoxide oxidation by reduing the onentration of free radials available,
although this eet is attenuated by the presene of nitri oxide (Glarborg
et al., 1996).
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Figure 2.5: Interations between CO, HCl and SO
2
during ombustion of oal
(Wei et al., 2004).
2.7.2 Nitrogen oxides
Within the geohemial nitrogen yle of Earth, prodution of gaseous nitro-
gen oxides has ourred historially by thunderstorm ativity where higher
temperatures ause dissoiation of nitrogen and oxygen moleules (equation
2.7 and equation 2.8). High temperatures ahieved during ombustion of fuels
also produes the same eet and the quantity of nitrogen monoxide (or ni-
tri oxide) produed inreases with ombustion temperature; suh formation
is termed generally as thermal -nitri oxide. Combustion of pulverised oal is
usually performed at temperatures greater than 1000 °C where thermal -nitri
oxide is signiant; for uidised bed ombustion temperatures (800900 °C)
the majority of nitri oxide emissions are attributed to fuel bound nitrogen,
not atmospheri nitrogen (Oka, 2004o). The vast majority of nitrogen ox-
ide emissions are in the form of nitri oxide; less than 10% of fuel-bound
nitrogen is onverted to nitrogen dioxide (NO
2
) and therefore the latter is
not referred further. In addition, thermal nitri oxide may be also formed
via yano-ompounds (equations 2.11, 2.12) within the ombustion ame zone
and this is indiated by the detetion of hydrogen yanide (HCN), produed
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under fuel-rih onditions between hydroarbon fuel and atmospheri nitrogen
(Glassman & Yetter, 2008); this soure of nitri oxide is known as prompt NO
as postulated by Fenimore (1965, ited in Glassman & Yetter (2008)).
N2 +O2
high T
−−−⇀↽ − 2NO· (2.7)
N2 + 2O2
high T
−−−→ 2NO2 (2.8)
O·+N2 −−⇀↽− NO·+N· (2.9)
N·+O2 −−⇀↽− NO·+O· (2.10)
CH·+N2 −−⇀↽− HCN + N· (2.11)
C2 +N2 −−⇀↽− 2CN (2.12)
The prodution of nitri oxide via oxygen and nitrogen free radials is known
as the Zeldovih mehanism (equation 2.9, equation 2.10). A seond soure
of nitrogen is from within the fuel itself; so-alled fuel-bound nitrogen. In a
biomass fuel suh as wood, fuel-bound nitrogen exists as amines in proteins
whih make up the struture of the tree, whereas in ontrast oal ontains
nitrogen in the form of more stable aromati ompounds suh as pyridines,
quinoles and pyrroyles. As a onsequene, biomass fuels an be expeted to
yield fuel-bound nitrogen more readily from a more reative soure (Tillman
et al., 1981). Fuel bound nitrogen inreases signiantly emissions of nitri
oxide, by up to an order of magnitude (Glassman & Yetter, 2008). The yano-
ompounds are involved in subsequent reations with oxygen and nitrogen
free radials ultimately to form hemial -NO, so-alled beause of the various
low moleular weight nitrogen ompounds utilised. The nitrogen oxides then
engage in further reations ultimately to produe nitri aid or ammonium
nitrate, where the former is assoiated with `aidi rain' (equation 2.13 and
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equation 2.14):
NO·
O· or
−−−→
O
3
NO2 (2.13)
NO2 +H2O −→ HNO3 (2.14)
N2O
hν
−→ NO·+N· (2.15)
N2O
hν
−→ N2 +O· (2.16)
N2O+O· −→ 2NO (2.17)
Nitrous oxide (N
2
O) is also formed during ombustion of fuels and is of impor-
tane both diretly as a greenhouse gas and indiretly as a soure of nitri
oxide. The global warming potential (Solomon et al., 2007) of nitrous oxide is
approximately 300 relative to arbon dioxide, whilst nitri oxide ontributes
towards ozone layer depletion in the upper stratosphere. Initially, dissoiation
of nitrous oxides is ahieved by high energy ultraviolet radiation in the up-
per stratosphere (equation 2.15 and equation 2.16), to produe nitri oxide as
well as highly reative intermediate free radials, of whih oxygen ompletes
this ylial hain reation (equation 2.17). Emission of nitrous oxide dur-
ing ombustion is attributed to two routes (Basu, 2006): fuel har (equation
2.18) reduing nitri oxide; oxidation of fuel-bound nitrogen (equation 2.19).
Considering biomass fuels are generally haraterised as ontaining low lev-
els of nitrogen, nitrous oxide generation via oxidation of fuel-bound nitrogen
is not expeted be a dominant soure (even though the fuel-bound nitrogen
in biomass is more reation than orresponding nitrogen in fossil fuels). For
relatively lower temperature ombustion of biomass fuels in uidised bed om-
bustors, the vast majority (> 90%) of NO
x
emissions are likely to be due
to atmospheri nitrogen supplied via air as the ombustion oxidant. For rel-
atively low ombustion temperatures (< 1173K) it has been suggested that
hydrogen yanide is the primary soure for nitrous oxide formation (Boavida
et al., 1996).
C + 2NO −→ N2O+ CO (2.18)
Nfuel +O2 −→ N2O (2.19)
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Industrial-sale ombustion of fossil fuels as a primary energy soure is usu-
ally performed at high temperatures in order to maximise thermal eieny.
At high temperatures, NO
x
emissions are maximised, whilst N
2
O emissions
are minimised, therefore for a uidised bed ombustor where temperatures are
relatively low, NO
x
emissions an be expeted to be low and nitrous oxide to
be omparatively high. Power generation is one of many soures of emissions
from human ativities, although total anthropogeni ontributions have been
estimated at less than 10% of total global onentration (O'Neill, 1985). Nev-
ertheless, onentration of nitrogen oxides may be as high as 2 ppmv in urban
areas whilst global levels average 3× 10−3 ppmv.
Redution in the emission of NO
x
an be ahieved by a variety of primary
methods, i.e. ations to prevent formation of the pollutants:
Preparation of fuel  diret removal of fuel-bound nitrogen in biomass fu-
els is not pratial, however onsideration of other fuels' harateristis
an be eetive; one example is the washing of straw to redue hlorine
ontent;
Lower ombustion temperature  there is a positive orrelation between
ombustion temperature and NO
x
emissions;
Staged air supply  biomass fuels have signiant ontent of volatile om-
pounds; insuient air is supplied at the initial stage to promote redu-
tion of NO by NH
3
and HCN (forming N
2
) whilst volatiles are burnt,
afterwhih additional air is supplied to failitate omplete ombustion of
fuel har;
Lower exess air  NO emissions an be redued by onomitant redution
in exess air supply;
Ammonia injetion  a potentially hazardous method due to the risk of
leakage to the atmosphere, but ammonia addition to the upper om-
bustion zone (espeially to irulating uidised bed ombustors) is an
established method of NO
x
ontrol, either by use of a transition metal
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atalyst or ontrolled elevated ue gas temperature to indue redution
of NO
x
.
On initial view, the proposal to ontrol NO by onsideration of hlorine on-
tent in the fuel would seem illogial. However, numerous studies have indiated
omplex interations between the main gaseous pollutants from ombustion of
both fossil (i.e. oal) and biomass fuels, suh that NO emissions are either
enhaned or inhibited by hydrogen hloride. This ontraditory behaviour is
summarised in one study whih ites a number of preeding studies where
some experiments showed nitri oxide emission to be inreased with hydrogen
hloride, or dereased (Gokulakrishnan & Lawrene, 1999). The disrepany
between inreased and dereased emissions is attributed to diering ombus-
tion environments where inreased NO emissions ourred via formation at the
solid fuel surfae during ombustion of the har, whilst the deline in NO emis-
sions is due to the exlusive gas phase reations dependant upon onentration
of hydroxyl and oxygen free radials. Sine the free radials onentrations are
redued by the hlorine, the result is redued NO emissions. Inidentally, ar-
bon monoxide emissions were simultaneously inreased, presumably by similar
reation mehanisms as stated previously ( 2.7.1).
In the uidised bed ombustion environment, the use of limestone to ontrol
sulphur dioxide emissions also has an impat on nitrogen oxides (the meha-
nisms of sulphur ontrol are desribed in suessive  2.7.3). Lime has been
proposed as the primary intermediary for redox reations with sulphur. In a
study (Hansen et al., 1992), ontrolled laboratory onditions were reated to
resemble an atmospheri pressure uidised bed ombustor. Redution of nitri
oxide was shown to our only in the presene of arbon monoxide and lime-
stone, whilst arbon dioxide is said to inhibit redution of nitri oxide due to
poisoning of the limestone ative surfae sites. Under reduing onditions and
in the presene of sulphur dioxide, alium sulphide is produed (sulphation
of the limestone partile from fuel-sulphur) and the resulting alium sulphide
surfae atalyses the redution of nitri oxide. Furthermore, in oxidising ondi-
tions alium oxide is formed from alium sulphide, for subsequent onversion
to alium sulphate (equation 2.27). Reation kinetis is a fator to onsider
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for understanding the dynamism of these reations; diret sulphation of lime-
stone (equation 2.28) is relatively slow ompared to alination of limestone
(equation 2.24). For example sulphation of a lime partile (equation 2.27) has
been alulated to take 1200 seonds and alination 50 seonds (Basu, 2006),
whih is an interesting observation onsidering the desirable exothermi pro-
ess of sulphation and the energy-ost of endothermi alination. The eet
of limestone in the uidised bed during ombustion of oal and msw has been
shown to be atalyti, enhaning the redution of nitrous oxide and prodution
of nitri oxide (Li et al., 2004).
The eet of hydrogen yanide was mentioned at the start of this setion,
as an intermediary for prompt nitri oxide formation. Together with ammonia,
both of these ompounds are also involved as indiret preursors to fuel -nitri
oxide formation, although the mehanisms are not fully understood due to
omplexity of numerous nitri oxide formation reations (greater than 80) and
hydrogen yanide reations (greater than 90). Many studies on the ombustion
of oal have resulted in the onlusion that gaseous nitri oxide is formed
predominantly from ammonia and hydrogen yanide. There are two general,
separate routes for nitri oxide and nitrous oxide (dinitrogen monoxide, N
2
O):
 homogeneous gas phase reations where ammonia, amine (NCO) group
ompounds and hydrogen yanide are redued during ombustion of
volatile omponents of the solid biomass fuel (Hämäläinen & Aho, 1995);
 heterogeneous oxidation of fuel-bound nitrogen in the har solids and
redution of nitrogen at har surfaes.
As examples, it is believed that hydrogen yanide is oxidised either to nitri
oxide via amine oxidation or to nitrous oxide via reation between amine and
nitri oxide. Also, ammonia is said to be the soure of nitri oxide formation
when heterogenous redution ours and is atalysed by the presene of lime
partiles. Coal ombustion researh has also revealed that nitri oxide forma-
tion is higher for oals that ontain higher quantities of volatile ompounds;
nitrous oxide emissions are orrespondingly lower (Jensen et al., 1996). Sine
biomass fuels are haraterised as being more volatile than oal, it is to be
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expeted that biomass ombustion would produe higher nitrogen oxides emis-
sions and it should be noted that gas phase nitri oxide formation originates
from volatile ompounds.
2.7.3 Sulphur oxides
Corrosion of metal throughout power plants and atmospheri pollution are
both aused by sulphur oxides; the orrosive eet of sulphur was historially
of prime onern before attention was given to anthropogeni environmental
pollution. Sulphur is present in a wide range of forms in both solid fossil and
biomass fuels, for example as pyrite mineral (FeS
2
) in oal and hydrosulphides
(-HS-) within vegetation (i.e. amino aids and proteins). The ombustion of
fuels ontaining sulphur leads to the prodution of sulphur dioxide whih is fur-
ther oxidised to sulphur trioxide. Sulphuri aid (a orrosive form of sulphur)
is produed beause of the high anity for water by sulphur trioxide, although
this route to sulphuri aid is only feasible at relatively low temperature; above
500 °C dissoiation ours (Glassman & Yetter, 2008). Consequently sulphuri
aid is most likely to form at the relatively ooler temperatures of the ue gas
exit zone of a ombustion plant, with sulphur oxides forming potentially at
heat exhanger surfaes:
Sfuel +O2
heat
−−→ SO2 (2.20)
SO2 +
1
2
O2 −→ SO3 (2.21)
SO3 +H2O −→ H2SO4 (2.22)
H2SO4
T >
−−−→
500 °C
SO3 +H2O (2.23)
It is normal ommerial pratie to add limestone (ontinuously, at a feed
rate onomitant with the fuel feed rate) to a uidised bed ombustor for ef-
fetive ontrol of sulphur dioxide emissions. Calulation of a alium:(fuel)
sulphur ratio is used often to monitor the minimum quantity of limestone
required to ahieve a spei redution in sulphur dioxide. For example, a al-
ium:sulphur ratio of 3:1 is onsidered aeptable to ahieve a sulphur dioxide
absorption eieny of 70% for oal ontaining less than 2% sulphur (Khan
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& Gibbs, 1996). Other studies into sulphur dioxide absorption delare a al-
ium:sulphur ratio (e.g. Wolf et al. (2005), Xie et al. (1999)), however the
kinetis of alination and sulphation do not seem to be onsidered. Calina-
tion is relatively fast, reahing ompletion after 50 seonds, whilst sulphation
requires 1200 seonds to reah ompletion (Oka, 2004o); onsequently resi-
dene time of fuel in the ombustor is an important onsideration as are the
following additional parameters aeting sulphation:
temperature  high uidised bed temperature inreases sulphur
dioxide emission;
limestone struture older limestone roks are more rystalline,
inhibiting sulphur dioxide absorption;
limestone partile size  smaller partiles redues the volume
of partile ore where limestone remains unreated, therefore
smaller partiles redues the Ca:S ratio;
limestone porosity  the rate of alination (and onsequent
sulphur absorption apaity) is most favourable for limestones
with higher porosity;
uidisation gas veloity sulphur dioxide emissions inrease with
gas veloity.
During uidisation, limestone partiles are exposed to both oxidising and
reduing onditions due to the dynami motion of partiles and gases. The
initial ativation of limestone is thermolysis, to produe alium oxide (lime)
as a atalyti speies whih allows for the subsequent sulphation to our,
apturing sulphur oxides (equation 2.24). In the presene of hlorine, a likely
senario when ombustion of msw is onsidered, sulphur dioxide absorption is
altered. Content of sulphur in the y ash is inreased, as is hloride in uidised
bed ash, the latter of whih is due to molten alium hloride penetrating the
pores of lime partiles to prevent hloride vapourisation. For a alium-sulphur
molar ratio of 2.53:1, the onversion of alium oxide to alium sulphate is
estimated to be approximately 3040%, rising to 100% in the presene of
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hydrogen hloride (Xie et al., 1999).
CaCO3 −→ CaO + CO2 (∆
p0
T 1073−1173H 183 kJmol
−1)
(2.24)
SO2 +
1
2
O2 −→ SO3 (2.25)
CaO + SO3 −→ CaSO4 (2.26)
CaO + SO2 +
1
2
O2 −→ CaSO4 (∆
p0
T 1073−1173H −486 kJmol
−1) (2.27)
CaCO3 + SO2 +
1
2
O2 −→ CaSO4 + CO2 (∆
p0
T 1073−1173H −303 kJmol
−1)
(2.28)
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Figure 2.6: Shemati diagram of reations of limestone partiles with sulphur,
adapted from Hansen et al. (1992)
2.7.4 Halides
Chlorine is introdued into biomass fuels during the growth stage of the orig-
inal vegetation, via treatment with organo-hlorine fertilisers. Other halides
suh as bromine may be naturally present and will not be onsidered further.
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Within the ombustion zone, hlorine is onverted to alkali salts and hydro-
gen hloride and at the regions of ooler temperatures, where ondensation
of these ompounds ours onto y ash partiles in the ue gas or heat ex-
hanger surfaes (ausing fouling and orrosion). Hydrogen hloride formation
is problemati in ontributing towards system orrosion and external emission
to ause environmental damage by aid rain formation and toxiity to human
health. The alkali salts aet the fuel ash harateristis by reduing the ash
melt temperature, induing agglomeration and hene deuidisation of the u-
idised bed partiles. As well as sulphur dioxide ontrol, limestone is used to
redue emissions of hydrogen hloride:
CaO + 2HCl −→ CaCl2 +H2O (2.29)
An importane onsequene of this reation (equation 2.29) is the eet on
sulphur dioxide emissions, in whih it has been shown that the presene of
hydrogen hloride auses a redution in the absorption of sulphur emissions
(Julien et al., 1996). The mehanism for this observation is that the formation
of (liquid state) alium hloride prevents sulphur apture by oalesene of
lime partiles, to redue the surfae area available for sulphation to our. It is
interesting to onsider that alium hloride has a melting point of 772 °C; at
typial uidised bed ombustor temperatures molten alium hloride would
be present to interfere in sulphation. An inverse relationship between sulphur
dioxide emission and hydrogen hloride has been demonstrated (Ferrer et al.,
2005), in that the addition of limestone during ombustion of oal and rdf
is not eetive for hydrogen hloride apture when sulphur dioxide is present.
Conversely, hydrogen hloride is removed by limestone when sulphur dioxide
is absent; the onlusion is that sulphur absorption is more favourable than
hydrogen hloride absorption.
It has also been proposed that ontrary to general onsensus limestone is
not eetive in absorption of hydrogen hloride, instead preferring formation of
alium hloride. This is espeially favourable in the presene of water at levels
normally experiened in uidised bed ombustors (Lawrene & Bu, 2000):
CaCl2 +H2O −→ CaO + 2HCl (2.30)
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Clearly, this observation is in diret ontradition with equation 2.29, but ap-
pears plausible in onsideration of the hygrosopi harater of alium hlo-
ride. Furthermore the aforementioned study ites the known observation that
alium hloride (presumably from equation 2.29) and alium sulphate (equa-
tion 2.27) form a euteti mass whih melts at 723 °C, whih has the eet
of extending the sulphation of alined limestone. This onlusion regarding
limestone and ineetive absorption of hydrogen hloride is similarly demon-
strated in the study of hydrogen hloride absorption in ue gases (Partanen
et al., 2005b), where alium hydroxyhloride is onsidered an important in-
termediate:
CaO + HCl←→ CaClOH(s) (2.31)
CaClOH + HCl←→ CaCl2·H2O (2.32)
CaCl2·H2O←→ CaCl2 +H2O (2.33)
CaCl2·H2O+O2 ←→ Ca(ClO)2 +H2O (2.34)
2.7.5 Metals
Exessive exposure to some trae metals is detrimental to both animal and
plant lifeforms and therefore knowledge of the transport of trae metals dur-
ing uidised bed ombusion is of interest to improve the eay of emissions
ontrols. Various metals are naturally present in biomass, but inreased bioa-
umulation has ourred for some elements suh as admium (from hemially
treated wood) or hromium (metal alloys) due to ombustion of fuels ontain-
ing these pollutants. A number of studies have instead reported the behaviour
of msw with referene to emissions of metals (e.g. Sørum et al. (2004)). For
non-sorted msw, the transport of a number of metals has been investigated: It
is evident from Figure 2.7 that for metals suh as admium and merury, the
majority of emissions are expeted to be in gaseous form. In ontrast, other
metals suh as lead (similar to zin) and iron/opper (> 90%) are transported
ultimately as bottom ash. Overall, on a material balane basis approximately
80% of msw is onverted to gaseous matter. In a review of preeding work, it
has been shown that some metals (admium, lead) reat with hlorine present
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Figure 2.7: Material proess ow `Sankey' diagram to indiate ow of seleted
elements through an msw ombustor. Upward ow (⇑) represents gaseous
emissions inluding y ash material and downward ow (⇓) represents bottom
ash. Adapted from Brunner & Mönh (1986)
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in the fuel to form gaseous phase metal dihlorides (Manninen et al., 1996).
This ours at temperatures between 600900 °C and is therefore of relevane
for a uidised bed ombustor.
The use of limestone to ontrol sulphur dioxide emissions within a uidised
bed ombustor has been shown to be a ause of inreased metals emissions in
the ue gas. Lead, admium and manganese were reported to show the largest
inrease, by a fator of 4600% ompared to absene of limestone (Clarke,
1993). The mehanism is attributed to higher transport of partiulate solids
into the ue gas (`loading'), whih was observed also and is most likely to be
due to the higher friability of limestone ompared to silia sand whih is the
usual uidised bed material. To a lesser extent, limestones themselves ontain
metal arbonates, ommonly of manganese, zin and lead.
As well as the eets of hlorides as desribed in  2.7.4, the behaviour of
metals are also altered. Organi hlorides suh as those prevalent in poly-
vinyl hloride plastis has been observed to inrease the proportion of metals
(hromium, opper, admium, zin) in the y ash, whilst bottom ash metal
ontent dereases (Wang et al., 1999). In the absene of hlorine, metal oxides
were formed in preferene whih ondensed into the bottom ash; suggesting
that removal of hlorine from the fuel supply will avoid gaseous emissions of
metals pollutants.
2.7.6 Gaseous organi pollutants
The fuel mixtures investigated by Raini & Martti (1996)  rdf and wood
hip  are most similar to this researh projet. For fuel mixtures ranging
from 1545% rdf with wood hips, emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulphur diox-
ide, pdd and pdf ompounds found to be were at levels within European
Union limits (Figure 2.8). The limits for emissions of nitrogen and sulphur
oxides within the eu are dependant upon power plant apaity, ranging from
400mgNm−3 for nitrogen oxides and 850mgNm−3 for sulphur dioxide, with
referene to 50100 MWth plants o-ininerating waste in aordane with Eu-
ropean Diretive 2006/76/EC on inineration of waste (European Parliament,
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Table 2.9: Flue gases onentrations (Raini & Martti, 1996)
Test/onentration Test1 Test2 Test3 Test4 Test5 Test6 Test7 Test8
Flue gas temperature °C 112 123 124 127 137 130 105 140
O
2
onentration % 4.84 4.69 5.29 5.52 5.23 5.70 6.09 5.40
CO
2
onentration % 15.26 15.13 14.60 14.38 14.30 13.76 13.46 13.73
CO onentration 1004 1379 1192 1615 951 2040 1675 1122
mg Nm−3, 11% O
2
C
2
H
2
onentration 1.67 1.86 1.32 2.60 3.99 2.09 9.38 3.41
mg Nm−3, 11% O
2
NO
2
onentration 117 155 182 208 374 367 313 356
mg Nm−3, 11% O
2
SO
2
onentration 9.0 26.5 41 76 273 239 259 285
mg Nm−3, 11% O
2
Partiles mg Nm−3, 2.3 8.9 6.8 13.2 16.5 14.6 48 208
11% O
2
, dry gas
Heat input MW 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.3 3.4 2.6 4.8
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2000). It should be noted that for the ommerially ative power system apa-
ity used in this aforementioned study, these legislative emission limits are not
appliable (European Parliament, 2000). This apaity output dependant
emission limit is not provided for emissions of pdd and pdf ompounds; a
single limit of 0.1 ngNm−3 is imposed. As an be seen in Figure 2.8, gaseous
emissions of pdd/f ongeners are within statutory limits but emissions from
y ash material do breah the limit, for a fuel mixture of 85% wood 15%
rdf. Combustion was onsidered to be diult, beause the presene of ex-
Figure 2.8: Emissions of pdd and pdf ompounds (Raini & Martti, 1996)
essive metals and physially obtrusive plastis prevented eetive ombustion,
indiated by oasionally high arbon monoxide formation.
Another study (Hedman et al., 2005) suggested that rdf may be more
eiently used for ombustion than reyling, when the msw is reated in re-
gions of low population density and onsequently making transportation osts
exessive. Main areas of interest are the (alori) quality of the sorted waste
(Table 2.10), ombustion eieny with biomass (reed anary grass) and the
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extent of pollutant emissions. Emissions of the major ue gases, arbon, nitro-
gen and sulphur dioxides as shown in Table 2.11 were all indiative of eient
ombustion. Dioxin emissions were signiantly below the legal limits for some
fuel mixtures of reed anary grass and rdf, although in the majority of anal-
yses levels of spei pdd/f ongeners were above emissions limits.
Table 2.10: Waste frations (Hedman et al., 2005)
Pratial measures are outlined in one study (Obernberger et al., 2006),
that ould be taken to minimise formation of pdd and pdf ompounds.
Suh measures inlude ensuring omplete ombustion (whilst maintaining min-
imum exess air) of the fuel to avoid the ow of unburnt fuel partiles in the
freeboard zone. Ativated arbon may be used as a seondary method of in-
hibition of these pollutants, applied to the ue gas ow.
2.8 Toxiity of pdd and pdf ompounds
The term dioxin refers speially to the ompound 2,3,7,8-tetrahlorodibenzo-
p-dioxin. Due to isomeri strutural variation (based upon generi strutures
shown in Figure 2.9), there are 75 possible pdd ompounds and 135 pdf
ompounds that may exist (Hester & Harrison, 1996). For a given mixture
of these ompounds  or ongeners  there is a variation in hemial har-
ateristis and as a onsequene toxiities. Spei strutural harateristis
of eah ongener determines diretly the relative extent of toxiity. One ex-
ample of this observation is the position and degree of halogen substitution.
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Table 2.11: Emissions of pollutants and elemental analysis (Hedman et al.,
2005)
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There is a very wide range of toxiity sensitivities amongst mammals; guinea
Figure 2.9: Dioxin & Furan generi moleular strutures
pigs are most sensitive (LD50=1µg kg
−1
) whilst hamsters are least sensitive
(LD50=5000µg kg
−1
, Poland & Knutson (1982) ited in Hester & Harrison
(1996)), where LD50 is a formal measure of aute toxiity in terms of the
Lethal Dose required to kill 50% of the sample population. The eets of
toxi exposure of dioxins to animals are numerous, inluding: oedema; hy-
perkeratosis (skin lesions); endorine dysfuntion; for humans, the most well
doumented eet being hlorane.
Toxiity of pdd and pdf ongeners are said to be ahieved by ausing
hanges in gene expression that ontrol ellular dierentiation and growth.
These hanges are made via hemial binding between the polyaromati stru-
ture of the dioxin ongeners and the aromati hydroarbon omponent of the
(geneti protein) reeptor (Hung et al., 1996). Thus variation in toxiity may
be attributed to the myriad of possible interations between isomerially dier-
ent pdd and pdf ongeners, with genes of numerous animal speies. As well
as mammalian speies being suseptible to dioxin poisoning, other animals that
are dioxin sensitive inlude birds, sh and marine mammals (whales, seals).
Reent researh into the eets of dioxins upon a wider range of animals has
resulted in a revision in assessing dioxins' toxiities.
Evaluating the risk of exposure to pdd and pdf ongeners is ompliated
by the dynami nature of mixtures of these ompounds; the hemial and
physial harateristis have widely diering impats. Toxi equivalent fators
(tef) are a measure of the relative risk of exposure to eah ongener, relative
to the toxiity of the most toxi ongener 2,3,7,8-tetrahlorodibenzo-p-dioxin.
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A database of suh toxiities alulated on the basis of tef values has been
published and submitted to the World Health Organisation (den Berg et al.,
1998).
2.9 Biologial impat of trae metals
Trae metals  or more generally, trae elements  may be onsidered as
those elements (65 in total) exluding maroelements, group 18 (inert, or no-
ble gases) elements and radioative elements. Maroelements, deemed essential
to planetary life are generally aepted as those that exist within organisms at
levels greater than 0.1% onentration (Markert, 1994), these being: a) hydro-
gen, b) oxygen ) arbon, d) nitrogen, e) phosphorus, f) sulphur, g) hlorine,
h) potassium, i) sodium, j) alium, k) magnesium. Trae elements may also
be lassied by physiologial impat. The denition of what onstitutes a trae
element is not lear; one author has suggested that lassiation of generally
esssential and partially essential elements as being arbitrary (Table 2.12,
Markert (1994)). Other authors have made a more strit lassiation, based
upon existing knowledge of those elements found to be essential. There are
eight elements known urrently to be essential to all plant life (Table 2.13),
in that these elements: ...annot be substituted by others [elements℄ for their
spei biohemial roles...so that it [organisms℄ an neither grow nor omplete
some metaboli yle. (Kabata-Pendias & Pendias, 2001). Furthermore there
are an additional nine elements that await new evidene onrming their es-
sential status, either being essential only to some plant speies or beause the
required onentration is very low (µg kg−1ng kg−1): a) Aluminium, b) Ar-
seni, ) Bromine, d) Fluorine, e) Iodine, f) Lithium, g) Nikel, h) Rubidium,
i) Selenium, j) Strontium, k) Titanium, l) Vanadium.
Trae elements are involved in various biohemial proesses inluding: res-
piration; photosynthesis; atalysis ativation (via enzymes). If the supply of
trae elements is interrupted, plant growth beomes abnormal and stunted.
Conversely, plants are also suseptible to damage aused by exessive onen-
trations of trae metals. Individual elements may have partiular impats on
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Table 2.12: Trae element abitrary lassiation adapted from Markert (1994)
Generally essential Partially essential
Boron Arseni
Cobalt Chromium
Copper Fluorine
Iodine Lithium
Iron Lead
Manganese Selenium
Molybdenum Silion
Nikel Tin
Zin Vanadium
Table 2.13: Trae elements known to be essential to plant life, adapted from
(Kabata-Pendias & Pendias, 2001)
Boron Manganese
Cobalt Molybdenum
Copper Silion
Iron Zin
Table 2.14: Trae elements known to be essential to animal and human life
(Haines, 2000)
Arseni Iron Selenium
Cobalt Iodine Silion
Chromium Manganese Strontium
Copper Molybdenum Vanadium
Fluorine Nikel Zin
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spei plants. For example nikel is involved in the metabolism governing
nitrogen transport and is among the most toxi metals (suh as merury and
lead) when in exess. Exessive onentration auses inhibited plant growth
and stunted root development; ereal rops have a known sensitivity to exes-
sive levels of nikel in the environment (Kabata-Pendias & Pendias, 2001). In
general, plants are more tolerant of exessive onentrations of trae metals
than deienies.
Animal (inluding human) organisms also have essential needs for trae ele-
ments (Table 2.14). For example hromium is neessary for insulin ativity and
thus is involved in metabolism of arbohydrates, lipids, proteins. Deieny
in hromium has been found to exhibit gluose intolerane and abnormal ni-
trogen metabolism; toxi exposure may result in anaemia, kidney damage,
liver failure (fsa, 2003). A limited number of elements are lassed as being
non-essential due to a lak of evidene, even though they exist in body tissue
(Boron, Lithium, Germanium, Rubenium, Strontium). However, admium,
merury and zin are known to be toxi, attributed to their physiologial ef-
fets even at low levels. Typial eets upon human health inlude: impaired
mental ativity; insomnia; headahes; renal damage; impaired haemesynthesis
(Haines, 2000).
2.10 Chemial analyses of pollutants
Measuring the levels of pollutants emitted by an energy power plant is an
essential legislative requirement in some geographi jurisditions (European
Parliament, 2000). Emission limits are expliitly stated as a legal means of
promoting the safe operation of power plants and minimising environmental
impat. As a result of low emission limits imposed, instrumentation must be
aurate and sensitive to detet these hemial pollutants, often at levels of
100.1mgkg−1 and below. In general, either hromatography or spetrosopy
are the instrumental methods used for environmental pollution analysis; they
provide both qualitative and quantitative information, to a high auray and
speed at reasonable ost. Suh analytial tehniques demand areful sample
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preparation: a) onentration of the sample; b) minimisation/elimination of
interferenes; ) onversion of the sample into a form suited to the instrument
(e.g. formation of an aqueous solution). The hoie of instrumentation is most
obviously determined to a large extent by the harateristis of the analyte(s)
of interest; additional fators to onsider are the expeted onentration of the
analytes, the number of analyses, the time to perform analysis, the ost of
analysis. Speialist sample olletion methods are required for pdd, pdf
and pb ompounds. Assessing the risk of exposure to these pollutants is
ahieved using toxi equivaleny fators. This tef is a simplied measure, due
to the ommon existene of these ompounds in the environment as omplex
mixtures (Younes, 1995). To alulate mass onentrations, tefs are used
with individual ompounds whih are then used (as a sum of eah tef for eah
pdd/f ongeners) to ompare atual emissions with the emission limit. From
the relevant eu diretive (European Parliament, 2000), the dioxin and furan
emission limit is set at 0.1 ngm−3, for a stated sample measurement period
of between 68 hours. There are various sample olletion proedures that
may be deployed, in aordane with various geographi jurisditions in USA
(epa, 1991) and United Kingdom (British Standards, 2006b). These regulatory
ontrols exist to standardise the method of sample olletion and analysis. The
tehniques stipulated are generally haraterised as being umbersome and
laborious; the method desribed in this setion oers signiant advantages in
speed, simpliity and as a onsequene osts. For pdd and pdf ongeners,
g-ms is the instrument of hoie for analytial hemists. Similarly, for trae
heavy metals ip-oes is a popular tool to employ. Prior to analysis using
these apparatus, the hemials of interest must rst be obtained and isolated.
2.10.1 Infra-red absorption spetrosopy
Within the eletromagneti spetrum, infrared radiation is aused by the in-
herent vibrational energy of hemial bonds of a moleule (Stuart, 2004). The
radiation of the eletromagneti spetrum is haraterised by a number of pa-
rameters, one of whih is the wavelength of radiation. Radiation wavelength is
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often expressed in terms of wavenumber, dened as the number of wavelengths
of radiation per entimetre. Wavelength unit of measurement is m
−1
and this
is useful in that wavenumber (w) is proportional to energy, in aordane with
Plank's equation (equation 2.35):
E = hν =
hc
λ
(2.35)
E = energy
h = Plank's onstant
ν = eletromagneti spetrum frequeny
c = speed of light
λ = wavelength
Eah hemial bond between ertain atoms will absorb a spei frequeny
of infrared radiation and so the hemial struture of ompound that absorbs
infrared radiation an be determined. There is one important restrition upon
infrared spetrosopy in that only hetero-atomi moleules an be measured.
Atoms do not ontain hemial bonds and therefore do not possess vibra-
tional energy, whilst homo-nulear diatomi moleules suh as nitrogen are of
symmetrial hemial bond struture whih prevents absorption of infrared ra-
diation. The infrared range of the eletromagneti spetrum is dened as 400
13 000 m
−1
. A speial method of infrared absorption detetion is ft-ir spe-
trosopy whih analyses infrared absorption within the range of 4004000 m
−1
(often termed `mid-infrared radiation'. This type of ft-ir is advantageous in
terms of high sensitivity and speed of analysis (Smith, 1996).
2.10.2 Optial emission spetrosopy
Emission spetrosopy is the analysis of the phenomenon of absorption and
emission of eletromagneti radiation aused by the exitation of atoms (Atkins,
1994). A lassi demonstration of this behaviour is the burning of a solution of
a metalli salt in a bunsen burner; radiation is emitted within the visible spe-
trum and harateristi olours are emitted depending on the metal onerned.
For example sodium emits a yellow olour when burned, hene exploited in the
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form of street illumination. Indutively oupled plasma atomi emission spe-
trometry (ip-aes, also known as indutively oupled plasma optial emission
spetrometry) is a speialised variation of this analytial tehnique, appliable
to this projet as a method of determining metal ontent within a matrix suh
as ash. It is an advantageous system in that: a) a wide range of detetion,
0.11000 µgml−1 is available; b) multi-elemental analysis is possible either in
simultaneous or rapid sequential analysis mode; ) preision to 0.11% rsd
(Mendham et al., 2000). Although the limit of detetion for ip-oes is said
to be three orders of magnitude less than that of the similar tehnique of in-
dutively oupled plasma mass spetrometry, ip-oes oers an advantage in
being less suseptible to sample matrix interferenes eets (de Homan &
Stroobant, 2007). Samples are usually introdued to ip-oes as a dilute aque-
ous solution, although some instruments are apable to reate an aerosol from
a solid sample for subsequent analysis using laser or eletri spark ablation.
Various methods may be used to reate a suitable solution; for breakdown
of omplex organi ompounds perhlori aid is a powerful oxidising agent,
whilst nitri aid is appropriate for many other inorgani substanes.
As far as ip-oes is onerned, other tehniques may also be used for sam-
ple preparation. The previously desribed method is an example wet ash
method. Variations upon this partiular method revolve around the hoie of
aid to perform oxidation and hemial breakdown. Perhlori aid, being a
powerful oxidant, is appropriate for organi material suh as plant tissue. It
is dangerous to use on aount of being potentially explosive, espeially the
ondensed vapours of oxidation. Similarly for hydrouori aid whih is useful
for deomposition of siliates in samples; onsequently, laboratory glassware
(ontainers, fume upboard windows, et.) must not be used; speialist fume
upboards, free of glass, wood and ideally with isolated ventilation) are nees-
sary for both hydrouori and perhlori aids (Radojevi¢ & Bashkin, 2006).
Despite these safety onerns, these aids are used to determine total metal
ontent for many environmental samples (plant tissue, sediment, soil) primar-
ily beause other aids are unable to deompose siliates and organi matter
in their entirety. The use of powerful oxidising agents does not require the
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use of auxillary equipment, however weaker aids are often used in ombina-
tion with apparatus suh as furnae ovens, mirowave ovens or a hot water
bath. With a furnae oven operating over a nine hour period and subsequent
use of a nitri aid and hydrohlori aid mixture, dry ash formation may
be ahieved (Radojevi¢ & Bashkin, 2006). Similarly with mirowave diges-
tion, hydrohlori aid and hydrogen peroxide are added to the sample into
a polytetrauoroethene ontainer, hosen to tolerate a pressurised environ-
ment. Pressurisation has the advantage of inreasing digestion eieny and
in the mirowave radiation hamber allows for faster deomposition suh that
mirowave digestion an be ahieved usually within sixty minutes.
2.10.3 Gas hromatography
Gas hromatography is a ubiquitous analytial hemistry tehnique, to sep-
arate a sample into hemial onstituents. For determination of pdd and
pdf ompounds, gas hromatography  oupled with mass spetrometry to
identify ompounds in a gas hromatograph  is apable to detet to levels of
15µg kg−1 in y ash (Snyder, 2004). Further advantages of gas hromatog-
raphy in addition to high sensitivity are: a) rapid analysis time usually in
minutes; b) non-destrutive, allowing further analysis suh as mass spetrome-
try for omponent identiation; ) highly aurate quantiation with relative
standard deviation 15%; d) low ost; e) simple to use and reliable (Miller,
1998).
One of the primary requirements for the ondition of g samples is that
they must be volatile, to failitate transfer to the g apillary olumn. Sam-
pling of pdd and pdf ongeners from ombustion ue gas soures is om-
pliated by the observation that ompounds often exist in both vapour and
liquid forms, the latter as adsorbed onto subtrates suh as soot partiles and
other ne partiulate matter formed during ombustion. As suh, a sampling
method must be devised that is apable of both adsorption (of ongeners in
the vapour phase) and ltration (of the solid partiles where pdd and pdf
ongeners have adhered). In the ase of pdd and pdf ompounds this an
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be ahieved by the thermal desorption sampling method the eay of whih
has been demonstated (Stuart, 2003). The aforementioned ompounds are
trapped onto an adsorbent material by transporting ue gas through a tube
ontaining the adsorbent(s). Moreover the sampling tube ontains ne partile
material to trap larger size partiulate material ontaining the analytes. The
pdd and pdf ompounds are subjeted to heat to desorb away from the
adsorbent onto the g olumn. This thermal desorption tehnique is the basis
of an investigation in this PhD projet into a method of analysing for the pres-
ene of dioxins and furans that have been performed (Whitworth et al., 2002),
an alternative to existing standard methods. The urrent regulatory-approved
`method 23' (epa, 1991) is omplex and very time onsuming, requiring several
days if not weeks to prepare laboratory apparatus, perform analysis and ollet
data for subsequent interpretation. This PhD projet was an attempt to use
this g-ms thermal desorption tehnique, primarily due to the attration of
a laimed potential analysis time of as little as two hours (Whitworth et al.,
2002). The analytial tehnique is similar to methods applied in other studies,
onerning measurement of airbourne vinyl hloride (Hung et al., 1996) and
dioxins (Tsytsik et al., 2008).
There are a wide range of adsorbents ommerially available, whih may
be seleted on the basis of seletivity for the target hemials of interest. In
the ase of pdd and pdf ompounds, suitable adsorbents would be ati-
vated arbon (Markert, 1994) and xad-type (styrene divinylbenzene) porous
polymer resins (Supelo, 2008). Adsorbents are lassied aording to physial
harateristis suh as surfae area, partile and pore sizes. Thus, for example
oonut-based ativated arbon may be sold in terms of a spei surfae area
8001000m2 g−1 and mean partile size 20 nm (Markert, 1994).
European standards have been published to determine the mass onen-
tration of pdd and pdf ompounds. British standard en 1948 (British
Standards, 2006b) is the national implementation of this European standard
and explains various methods to determine dioxin onentrations from ombus-
tion of organi matter, suh as msw ombustors, to failitate ompliane with
the eu diretive governing waste inineration. The European standard has
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stipulated three broad tehniques that may be used: a) lter/ondenser; b) di-
lution; ) ooled probe. Similarly, usa epa method 23 (epa, 1991) desribes
how dioxins and furans may be extrated from msw ombustors for subsequent
laboratory analysis. In omparison to the aforementioned European standard,
this usa standard stipulates only one partiular method, that of heated l-
tration and old ondensation. Further restritions inlude speied lter and
ondenser operating temperatures.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Apparent from the literature review was a sarity of published methods for
ombustion of biomass ombined with mrfr and therefore initial pratial
experiments were required to determine optimum ombustion test onditions.
The parameters to assess these optimum onditions are shown subsequently.
3.1 Fuels ompositions
The following table (Table 3.1) shows the nominal ompositions of the fuels
that were tested and these data were used to plan experimental tests. With
referene to ddgs in Table 3.1, data shown was extrated from analysis per-
formed by the supplier of ddgs pellets (MGhee, 2008); data for misant-
hus, wheat, willow, rdf with plasti extrated from the Phyllis database (van
Doorn, 1999), samples identiations 1201, 2192, 1373, 1091 respetively. rdf
(with plasti) was hosen as an equivalent to mrfr. Subsequent laboratory
analysis of the fuels was performed at an independent laboratory (tes Bretby,
Burton-on-Trent) using a series of ertied laboratory test methods. The re-
sults of these laboratory tests are shown in Table 4.1.
Preparation of biomass was not neessary for ddgs (supplied via Mitsui
Babok, Renfrew), misanthus (supplied with sodium hydroxide as binder,
Sundown Produts, Huntingdon) and wheat straw (Charles Jakson, Long
Bukby) beause these fuels were available in the form of regular sized pel-
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lets, generally of dimensions 68mm diameter, 2030mm length and readily
suitable to be supplied to the uidised bed ombustor. Willow wood (Ru-
ral Generation, Londonderry) was available as hips and onsequently are
was taken to selet manually wood piees that did not ontain long length
branhes, stems and similar matter whih would likely ause blokages to the
fuel feed system. A series of fuel mixtures was devised, for all ombustion tests
performed (Table 3.2).
As was expeted, msw was highly heterogenous and variable in omposi-
tion, both heterogeneity and variability being aeted by geographi loation
and seasonal time. For the purposes of this PhD researh projet to repre-
sent an example of non-reylable residual msw, a single soure of mrfr was
obtained from a loal materials reyling faility whih proesses total waste
volumes of 93 000 tonnes per annum. Seasonal variation ours suh that dur-
ing the summer, volumes are at a minimum whilst peak volumes of proessing
are reahed during the winter season (Cutts, 2007). One of the rst pratial
tasks deemed neessary was the omminution of mrfr from the bulk material
reeived initially. A laboratory sale utting mill (model SM1, Retsh; Haan,
Germany) was available to redue the mrfr to an average partile size of
20mm; onsidered neessary to failitate eetive ombustion, minimise dis-
turbane to the dynamis of the uidised bed and promote satisfatory supply
of fuel through the feeder system.
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Table 3.1: Nominal ompositions of analogous fuels used in experimental de-
sign of ombustion tests. All values shown on as reeived basis.
ddgs Misanthus rdf Wheat Willow
Carbon 45.2 44.9 38 39 47
Hydrogen 6.2 5.4 6 5 5.6
Oxygen 34.1 40.3 31.6 34.5 41.9
Nitrogen 4.91 0.51 1.4 0.59 0.4
Sulphur 0.56 0.08 0.4 n/a 0.03
Chlorine 0.2 0.447 0.6 0.281 n/a
Fluorine n/a 0.001 n/a n/a 0.01
Ash 4.1 4.6 15 11.3 1.6
Moisture 4.9 4.4 7 9.4 3.5
Calori value 19.3 18.2 18.4 15.3 18.9
(gross, MJkg−1)
Table 3.2: A table of the fuel mixtures of all ombustion tests. Perentages
values expressed by weight
Biomass omponent Range of mrfr frations in eah test (%)
ddgs 0 10 20 50 70
Wheat 0 10 20 50 70
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3.2 Mass balane alulations
For the purposes of this researh projet, simple mass balane alulations
were beneial in advane of the ombustion tests, to provide guidane of
the antiipated gas emissions of major omponents and to preview experi-
mental onditions suh as the eets of air and fuel supply rates. Chemial
omposition of the fuel samples was not known prior to ombustion test ex-
periments and so approximations were used (Table 3.1) from data of similar
fuels already published elsewhere in a `Phyllis' database (van Doorn, 1999).
An eletroni spreadsheet was reated and the type of data used within the
`Phyllis' database was as reeived data, for inlusion in the mass balane
spreadsheet. Perentage weight values were then onverted to mole values in
the following proedure:
1. A single fuel type in the `Phyllis' database was identied (e.g. rdf with
plasti)
2. As reeived data (perentage weight) values were entered into an ele-
troni spreadsheet
3. A fuel feed rate value was estimated and entered into the spreadsheet
4. Weight values were subsequently onverted to mole values
This is evident in massbalaneextrat whih shows how the alulation was
omputed using a spreadsheet. The formula bar shows details of the alula-
tion to onvert as reeived perentage weight values to mole values. The ell
referene `B$126' orresponds to a ell value where the fuel feed rate was en-
tered. Sine ombustion tests most often onsisted of a ombination of biomass
and waste frations, the spreadsheet onsisted of two arrays of ompositional
data, with a third array reated to represent a total fuel omposition (Ta-
ble 3.4). The ell referenes `C6' and `C48' refer to the individual quantities
of arbon for eah of the two fuels that omprise the fuel mixture. Fuel feed
rate values were obtained from eah ombustion test by summation of the total
mass at the start, end and the total duration of eah test. For eah ombustion
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test, the following experimental measures were made during the ourse of eah
test:
 initial and nal mass of fuel;
 duration of ombustion test;
 air ow rates;
 air heater natural gas ow rate;
 extent of uidisation (indiated by use of a miromanometer to monitor
hanges in pressure);
 ombustor temperatures;
 ue gas omposition;
 metal and organi gas sample total ue gas volume;
 olletion of ue gas sample for subsequent laboratory analysis.
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Table 3.3: An extrat of the mass balane spreadsheet.
Table 3.4: An extrat of the mass balane spreadsheet, showing omputation
of total fuel omposition.
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3.3 Energy balane alulations
The mass balane spreadsheet was appended to inlude data to enable energy
balane alulations to be made, ultimately to indiate whether a ombustion
test produes a total net inrease in energy. Energy balanes alulations are
based upon the priniple of onstant heat summation otherwise known as Hess'
Law:
∆H0 =
∑
(∆H0f (products))−
∑
(∆H0f (reactants))
However, for omplex fuels suh as biomass and waste materials, obtaining
enthalpies for these as reatants is not pratiable and so the `total enthalpy
form' (Reklaitis, 1983) is more appropriate beause enthalpies of elements an
be used as an alternative. As a onsequene, ultimate analytial data is re-
quired, to obtain elemental omposition of the fuels. The following sequenes
demonstrates how the heat output of the ombustion proess is omputed.
1. Enthalpies of formations of the elements are added to the mass balane
spreadsheet, i.e.:
 Carbon (graphite), 0 kJmol−1
 H (g), 217.97
 O (g), 249.17
 N (g), 472.7
 S (g), 278.81
 Cl (g), 121.68
(Enthalpies data values from thermodynami data tables (Atkins, 1994))
2. Molar heat apaities values are obtained for the ombustion produts
3. Total enthalpies are obtained for the orresponding molar ow rate of
eah element
4. Median ombustion temperature (of the hot zone, uidised bed sand,
unit of measurement K) for the fuel is obtained
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5. Total enthalpies are alulated using the molar ow rates delared in the
mass balane spreadsheet
6. Heat output is alulated as the dierene between total enthalpies values
for produts and reatants
7. Calulations were made with atual omposition data obtained later of
the fuels used and omparisons made with the spreadsheets (see  5.1)
3.4 Fluidised bed ombustion
Within the failities available, the uidised bed ombustor system is most ap-
pliable to ombustion of the fuels due to the advantages desribed previously
( 2.5.1). The ombustion zone is of uboid shape, the sides being 300mm
length, height approximately 1600mm and the omposition of the internal
walls is stainless steel type 310 (25% by weight hromium). The uidisa-
tion air distribution grid omprises nine vertial nozzles, eah nozzle having
12 horizontal holes. The nozzles are arranged into three linear rows. This
type of gas distribution grid has been desribed as a `nozzle standpipe' style,
onsidered to be reommended for most appliations and apable of extended
periods of operation (sl, 2005b). Nozzles are reated at the upper end of
the pipes (Figure 3.4), to allow a volume below the nozzles to be stati and
onsequently to form a thermal insulator for protetion of the horizontal plate
against thermal expansion. The physial dimensions of the uidised bed om-
bustion hamber are shown in subsequent diagrams (Figure 3.2Figure 3.4).
The fuel feed is of Arhimedes srew type, primarily tolerable of pelletised
fuels and fuel hips less than 40mm partile size. The nominal power input of
this pilot-sale ombustor is estimated at 50 kW, based upon supply of oal at
a feed rate of up to 7 kg h−1. Assessment of the eieny of the ombustor may
be made in two ways: monitoring of arbon monoxide (to delare ombustion
eieny); monitoring of ue gas oxygen ontent (indiative of the operational
eieny to use air as fuel oxidant). As suh, low arbon monoxide emission
was indiative of high ombustion eieny, in terms of omplete ombustion of
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fuel. Operational eieny is a useful measure of the quantity of air wasted;
a high ontent of oxygen in the ue gas is indiative of exessive air being
supplied to the ombustor, i.e. energy is being wasted to heat exess air that
is not required for ombustion of the fuel.
The uidised bed ombustor hamber is itself part of a pilot-sale multi-
fuel ombustion system and is ongured in series with a seondary ombus-
tion hamber designed to aept pulverised powder and fuels in liquid form
(Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6). The seondary ombustion hamber is not used
for this researh projet although the ue gas sampling loation is positioned
in this hamber, where ue gas is extrated for numerous analyses. A seletion
of gaseous emission measurements were onduted.
The general target ontrol parameters for operation of the ombustor were
as follows: a) temperature 850 °C (to mimi the mandatory minimum temper-
ature required for a ombustor onsuming msw as a fuel); b) ue gas oxygen
ontent <10% (to indiate operational eieny); ) duration two hours (to
obtain suient ue gas volume for measurement of gaseous pollutants). With
respet to the target temperature, the European Diretive on inineration of
waste stipulates that the target temperature of 850 °C in a ombustion hamber
must be maintained for a minimum of two seonds, without any subsequent
addition of ombustion air (European Parliament, 2000). Temperature mon-
itoring of the ombustor was an essential requirement for operation of the
uidised bed ombustor, for both operational safety and data interpretation
reasons (e.g. Figure 4.3). A omprehensive review of the thermoouples in-
stalled was ompleted, to monitor various parts of the uidised bed ombustor
(Figure 3.7). New data loggers (TC-08 thermoouple data logger, Pio Teh-
nology, Cambridge) and assoiated omputer software were also installed and
ongured. Empirial data shown in Table 4.3 were reorded during operation
of the ombustor.
Prior to eah ombustion test, the uidised bed ombustor was prepared
with new uidised bed material and initial operation of the ombustor o-
urred for approximately two hours in order to a reah a minimum required
temperature of 400450 °C. At the start of eah ombustion test, a suiently
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high temperature was attained initially using the biomass fration only, e.g.
wheat straw pellets were used to inrease the temperature of the ombustion
hamber to a minimum of 450500 °C before ommenement of ombustion
of a wheat-mrfr fuel mixture. Failure of uidisation within the ombustor
was an oasional ourrene during early ombustion tests. Complete om-
bustion data ould not be obtained initially and was only possible during the
seond year of this projet after installation and onguration of new moni-
toring equipment: thermoouples (Figure 3.7 and Table 3.5) and an ftir gas
analyser.
Initial use of preedent gas analyser equipment was generally unreliable.
Data olletion was onstantly interrupted by the need to remove blokage
of partiulates to the ue gas ow into the gas analyser; the lter appeared
exessively sensitive to partiulate matter ontained in the ue gas, evident
in Figure 3.1. This behaviour did not our after installation of the new gas
analyser. Data manipulation was required to onvert the data from the initial
gas analyser (ad mga-3000) for measurement of arbon dioxide and oxygen.
This analyser did measure arbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide but preise
details of how to onvert the data (reorded in units of millivolts) were not
provided by the equipment manufaturer and therefore are not reported in this
projet.
The normal omposition of uidised bed material used in the uidised bed
ombustor omprised silia sand (97% quartz, remainder tridymite, rysto-
balite; partile size 12mm; Garside Sands, Leighton Buzzard uk) but due to
expetations that agglomeration would our, limestone (39% alium, parti-
le size 5mm; Tarma, Buxton) was substituted into the uidised bed material,
as indiated in Table 4.2. The primary objetive of varying the omposition
was to minimise agglomeration and hene extend operation of the ombustor
for maximum olletion of operational data. Where agglomeration did our
to an extent that uidisation failed and ombustion tests were stopped, u-
idised bed material samples were olleted for sem-edx analysis. Fluidisation
was observed using a pressure gauge miromanometer (model mdg FC001,
Furness Controls, Burgess), where the hange in pressure was reorded ontin-
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of ue gas measurement from gas analysers for om-
bustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20). Preeding analyser (shown top) unable to
measure water ontent and determination of CO ontent ould not be on-
rmed.
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uously in real-time, based upon monitoring the dierential pressure aused by
the dynami motion of the uidised bed partiles to provide a measure of the
agitation of the uidised bed. The uidised bed base (where air distribution
nozzles are loated) was paked with uidised bed material and the initial mass
of uidised bed material was 22 kg, hosen by previous experiene of tehnial
personnel, but this was later revised to 25 kg.
Operations of power systems in the uk using waste as one of the primary
energy soures are subjet to ompliane with European legislation govern-
ing waste inineration (European Parliament, 2000). The legislation demands
ontrol of various emissions of inluding:
Sulphur dioxide
Nitrogen oxides
Dioxins & Furans
Appendix A shows emission limits in more detail. It should be noted that some
gases are not subjeted to this legislation, but monitoring of suh gases (e.g.
arbon monoxide) is useful to assess eient operation of the power plant.
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Figure 3.2: Shemati diagram of uidised bed ombustor. Unit of measure-
ment, millimetre.
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Figure 3.3: Fluidised bed base plan view. Unit of measurement, millimetre.
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Figure 3.4: Fluidised bed base side view. Unit of measurement, millimetre.
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Figure 3.5: Multi-fuel ombustor, inluding uidised bed ombustor. Flue gas
analysis was performed during eah ombustion test (sampling point `UR')
and ue gas sample olletion for subsequent hemial analysis (sampling point
`X').
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Figure 3.6: Photograph of multi-fuel ombustor. The fuel hopper (A), uidised
bed ombustor (B) and pulverised/liquid fuel ombustion hamber (C) are
shown for omparison with the preeding shemati diagram (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.7: Shemati diagram of thermoouples (legend shown in Table 3.5)
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Table 3.5: Legend for Figure 3.7
Legend:
Objet Objet Objet Objet
number name number name
1 Pre-heater gas 14 Hair pin 1
2 Fluidised bed (sand) 15 Hair pin 2 & 3
3 Fluidised bed (freeboard) 16 Hair pin 4 & 5
4 Fluidised bed (outlet) 17 Water ooled vertial
5 Gas ombustor 18 Flue gas before ylone
6 Gas fuel tube 19 TL2 erami
7 TL3 pyrotenox 20 Water ooler return
8 Gas temperature i Flowmeter hair pin 4
9 Water ooled orner ii Flowmeter water ow
10 Water ow (inlet) iii Flowmeter water ooled door
11 Water ooled orner iv Flowmeter hair pin 2 & 3
12 Water ooled ange v Flowmeter hair pin 1
13 Water ooled door vi Flowmeter water ooled orner
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3.5 Chemial analysis
The pilot laboratory is tted with appropiate data aquisition apparatus to
enable immediate, or real-time, olletion of data and hene dynami ob-
servation of the proess. The availability of ontinuous data ompared to
snap-shot data is advantageous in terms of a onstant view of the proess
whenever hanges our. For example a lassi test suh as a titration gives
information only at the time the test was onduted; hanges to a proess
ould our between tests without being deteted and information is averaged
over time for the duration in whih the sample was olleted.
Trae-level pollutants suh as transition metals and pd/f ompounds
are not produed during ombustion at levels detetable instantaneously by
existing analytial instrumentation and therefore ontinuous sample olletion
over a period of hours is neessary. European legislation exists for mandatory
ontrol of the emission of noxious pollutants; for dioxins, furans and metals,
the relatively low levels of emissions demands sophistiated apparatus to be
deployed. Traditional methods of hemial analysis for the detetion of pdd
and pdf ompounds involve numerous laborious, time-onsuming proedures.
Congeners of pdd/f pollutants are known to predominate in the ue gas
adsorbed onto y ash partiles (Lindbauer et al., 1992).
A sampling train is used to trap the ompounds onto a suitable medium
for subsequent solvent extration, whih must be performed for a minimum 12
hour period as a standard, validated method task (epa, 1991). In ontrast,
a new method reently developed (Whitworth et al., 2002) laims an analysis
time of as little as two hours; seemingly based upon a type of thermal des-
orption gas hromatographi tehnique and this tehnique was the basis for
devising apparatus to perform a similar method in this PhD projet. Based
upon these aformentioned methods, an alternative method was oneived to
perform simultaneous olletion of trae metals and gaseous organi pollutants
emitted with the ue gas.
The priniple of the apparatus was to at as a ombined adsorption and
ltration devie to apture target analytes for diret instrumental analysis
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without major sample analysis preparation involving solvent extration. The
apparatus, if suessful, would have demonstrated a method of analysis that
signiantly redues analysis time and solvent onsumption and was devised
to extrat ue gas for organi ompound and trae metal analysis, omprising
erami tubing (pure alumina (Al
2
O
3
) AL23, Degussit, Hertford), glassware
tubing and a pump to perform ue gas extration. The glassware tube on-
sisted of a g inlet liner (sge Europe, Milton Keynes) ontaining a range of
adsorbent materials (all supplied from Sigma Aldrih, Poole): glass wool; ati-
vated arbon; and xad-16 (a proprietary styrene divinylbenezene o-polymer).
The glassware was intended to perform two funtions; diret thermal desorp-
tion for subsequent g-ms analysis, followed by analyte dissolution for ip-
oes analysis. A gas volume meter was utilised, to measure volumes of ue
gas olleted and to allow for subsequent alulation of ue gas omponent
onentration levels. The standard method of gas sampling involves the use
of an isokineti extrat of the ue gas (see Figure 3.9), but this requirement
ould not be met due to a lak of suitable pressure measurement devies.
transfer tube
pump
sample adsorption/filtration tube
flue gas flow
Figure 3.8: Shemati diagram of ue gas sample extration system
3.5.1 ftir
Major gaseous pollutant ompounds are emitted in suient quantities to en-
able instantaneous, diret measurement using standard analytial equipment
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suh as an ftir gas analyser. Flue gas analysis is able to monitor a range
of analytes: a) arbon oxides; b) oxygen to determine ombustion eieny;
) nitrogen speies; d) sulphur speies to indiate potential pollution and or-
rosion. Nitrogen oxides and sulphur oxides are formed during ombustion of
fuels, and an ause photohemial smog and aid rain respetively; monitor-
ing of these pollutant emissions is mandatory for operation of industrial sale
generation of eletriity and/or heat. As introdued in  2.10.1, eah om-
ponent of the ue gas an be deteted by the harateristi infrared radiation
wavenumber of the hemial ompound in the ue gas. A summary of analytes
is shown in Table 3.6; vibrational motion is dened as moleular strething
along the axis of the hemial bond, whilst deformation indiates moleular
bond motion transverse of the bond (Bellamy (1975) and Stuart (2004)).
Table 3.6: Charateristi infrared radiation wavenumbers of moleules.
Moleular bond vibration Wavenumber (m
−1
)
C
−
O 16901725
CN 1650
NO
2
16101681
NH 33003400
aid halides (e.g. HCl) 17701815
OH (i.e. water) 3760
SO
2
(deformation) 545610
SO
2
1151, 1361
3.5.2 ip-oes
Heavy metals (dened as those with densities greater than 5 g cm−3, Radoje-
vi¢ & Bashkin (2006)), may be investigated using indutively oupled plasma
optial emission spetrometry (ip-oes). This tehnique allows simultaneous,
multiple analyses of metals in samples, oupled with spetrometry for identi-
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ation. Whilst sem-edx is apable of quantitation to 0.1% for agglomerated
uidised bed ash, signiantly more aurate metal ontent of y ash may
be determined by ip-oes. The indutively oupled plasma (ip) is reated
by a utuating radiofrequeny eld, resulting in the ionisation of a hot gas
(e.g. argon, or nitrogen) to produe ionised uid (plasma) ame. An aqueous
solution sample is injeted into the plasma, where the high temperature on-
ditions (5 00010 000K) ause aerosol formation and eletroni exitation of
atoms and potentially ions. Upon relaxation of these eletrons to reah a more
stable lower eletroni state, harateristi visible radiation is emitted whih is
determined by the quantum energy levels between whih eletroni exitation
ourred; the spei visible radiation is a manifestation of the original ele-
ments in the plasma. The wavelength of light radiation emitted orresponds to
spei elements, to allow identiation and total photon emission is diretly
proportional to analyte onentration. Light radiation is onverted into ele-
trial signals by a spetrometer and onentrations of elements in the analyte
are omputed by omparison with alibrated measurements of known referene
element spetra. Optial emission spetrosopy oupled with ip yields further
information of isotopi omposition of samples. Optial emission spetrosopy
relies upon the need for ionised samples, whih ip onveniently provides, and
then are subjeted to a ontrolled magneti eld. Ionised ompound fragments
are deteted as a funtion of the applied magneti eld. Commerial instru-
ments are apable of detetion of 2030 elements within a few minutes and
limits of detetion for some elements may be as low as 1-10 ng l−1 for elements
suh as admium, hromium and zin (de Homan & Stroobant, 2007).
For this PhD researh projet a Varian ip-oes instrument was used (model
Vista-pro, Varian uk, Oxford). The instrument was ongured to analyse si-
multaneously a range of metal analytes with a horizontally orientated plasma
torh generating a radio frequeny eld of 40Hz. A library of referene spetra
is referred to in the instrument software for eah metal of interest, to produe
output data of the sample. Samples were prepared from an aliquot of the y
ash, adsorption, and ltration media of the ue gas sample extration appara-
tus followed by appliation of an aid digestion proedure originally suggested
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for dissolution of metals in plant vegetation samples.
1. Sample aliquot transferred to a digestion ask suh as a 50mL Kjeldahl
ask
2. Nitri aid onentrated (6770%) added (1ml)
3. Sulphuri aid onentrated (98%) added (1ml)
4. Appliation of heat (e.g. using a hot plate) until vapour fumes appeared
(less than 1 minute)
5. Solution ltered using lter paper and glass wool, into 100ml volumetri
ask and water added to volume mark
The pratial tasks desribed above are a modiation of suggested experimen-
tal methods (Radojevi¢ & Bashkin, 2006) and a onsideration of the proess
of sample extration in a validated method indiated by Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Single, main stream method for olletion of metal analytes (ex-
trated from (British Standards, 2004)).
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3.5.3 g-ms
Chromatography is a proess of separating a substane into onstituent om-
pounds. Separation is ahieved by spei interation between a sample ana-
lyte, a solid phase and mobile phase; gas hromatography is dened by the use
of a gas (ommonly helium) as the mobile phase. In g, samples (whih must
be volatile) are introdued into a tubular oiled olumn (typial dimensions
30metres long, 0.25mm internal diameter, made from fused apillary silia)
using helium as the arrier mobile phase, where the internal surfae of the ol-
umn is oated with a stationary (either liquid or solid of typial lm thikness
0.25µm) polymer phase. The olumn is kept in a temperature ontrolled oven,
where temperatures (0400 °C) are applied. Separation is ahieved by partial
equilibrium between the analyte ompound, gas and stationary phases and
dierenes in the relative vapour pressure of eah ompound. As the sample is
arried by the gas phase through the olumn, the ompounds exhibit dierent
equilibrium oeients and hene adhere to the stationary phase at dierent
periods of time. In onjuntion with mass spetrometry, eah ompound eluent
an then be onrmed by isotopi mass determination. The mass spetrome-
ter of a g-ms system is the most popular devie to use for identiation of
unknown ompounds in omplex mixtures (Powell, 2001).
For this researh projet, a low-resolution g-ms was available for analysis
of the ombustion test samples (Autosystem xl g oupled to Turbomass Gold
ms; Perkin Elmer, Seer Green). A fused silia apillary olumn (bpx-5, length
30metres, internal diameter 0.25mm, stationary phase lm thikness 0.25µm;
sge Europe, Milton Keynes) was used to perform the hromatographi sep-
aration. The instrument features a quadrupole mass analyser detetor. The
resolution of a mass spetrometer detetor is a measure of the ability of the
spetrometer to separate ions eiently for aurate detetion and may be
alulated as follows (Powell, 2001):
R =
m
w5%
m = ion mass
w5% = width of mass peak at 5% height
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It is on this basis that the quadrupole is lassied as low-resolution (to unit
mass for 1000m/z) ompared to other tehnology suh as time-of-ight design
whih is high resolution and thus apable of determination of unknown analytes
by onrmation of elemental omposition (Masui & Caldwell, 2004).
The original experimental design for measurement of pd/f ongeners
was utilisation of a thermal desorption type of g-ms sample preparation
tehnique. Although a hromatogram was produed, this tehnique was found
to be not pratial with the g-ms used speially. Temperature ontrol of
the injetor port was not fully automated in terms of a rapid ooling faility,
with the result that samples ould not be analysed eiently due to the time
required to allow the injetor port to ool to ambient temperature suiently
low for manual handling, i.e. replaement of eah sample inlet liner tube. In
addition, there was a onern expressed by tehnial personnel of the risk of
fouling of the injetor port, to ause ontamination of future analyses. As
a onsequene, the sample preparation tehnique was altered, to use a pres-
surised uid extration laboratory instrument (Aelerated Solvent Extrator
model 200; Dionex uk, Camberley) to perform solid-liquid extration of the
analytes in the ash and adsorption media into a liquid solvent. This enabled
faster analysis of a number of samples using the autosampler apparatus of the
g-ms.
The total-ion urrent (ti) hromatogram (Figure 4.97) was the initial
hromatogram produed by the g-ms. It is a general type of hromatogram
reated by onguration of the mass detetor to a full-san mode where all
moleular masses for a given mass range (typially 50500Da) are sanned
by the mass detetor ontinually during the hromatographi proess. There-
fore at any point in time during hromatographi elutions, the mass analyser
will san the mass range and reord the relative intensity of detetion of eah
mass value at that time. The sum of the intensities gives the total ion in-
tensity whih is then used to produe the total-ion urrent hromatogram.
A mass hromatogram  also known as a seleted ion hromatogram  is
produed by measurement of the mass range san for a single, spei ion.
Thus, of the total-ion urrent (ti) hromatogram previously mentioned, the
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mass hromatogram for an ion of mass-harge ratio (m/z) 252 is subsequently
shown (Figure 4.98). An assumption is made that ionisation of the gas hro-
matogram eluants prior to mass spetrometer analysis produes single-harge
ions (Masui & Caldwell, 2004) so that the m/z ratio is indiative of moleu-
lar mass. For example an m/z value of 252 was seleted beause it orresponds
to the moleular mass for dihloro-dibenzo-p-dioxin. The moleular masses of
a range of pdd/f ongeners was dedued as shown in Table 3.7 and used
to obtain mass hromatograms from the g-ms software (Turbomass; Perkin
Elmer, Seer Green) based upon these moleular masses. For referene, mass
hromatograms for standard y ash are presented here (i.e. Figure 4.98 &
Figure 4.100). The intensity of the total-ion urrent hromatogram (delared
as 3 × 1010 in Figure 4.97) was ompared to that of a mass hromatogram of
interest (e.g. relative intensity of 3×109 in Figure 4.98) and it was interpreted
that detetion of a mass hromatogram of relative intensity fewer than two or-
ders of magnitude than the ti hromatogram onstituted a signiant eluant
for subsequent mass spetrum investigation. Therefore the mass spetrum for
the eluant mass hromatogramm/z 252 was obtained from the g-ms software
and ompared to the orresponding mass spetrum in the nist referene li-
brary to judge if the spetra were in any way similar (in this ase, Figure 3.10).
As a result of this proess of investigation, it was onluded that sine no mass
hromatograms for the ombustion test samples were of a suient relative
intensity ompared to the ti hromatograms shown (e.g. Figure 4.105), no
signiant quantities of pdd/f ongeners was produed during any of the
ombustion tests.
As a result of the low resolution apability of the g-ms available, only
qualitative analysis of y ash for pdd/f ongeners was antiipated to be
possible. These ompounds were isolated initially by the simplied apparatus
desribed previously (Figure 3.8). A ertied matrix referene material was
obtained, to assess the ability of the method used in this projet for dete-
tion of pdd/f ongeners. This matrix referene material was br-615 y
ash (Institute for Referene Materials and Measurements; Geel, Belgium) and
ertiation provided with the material onrmed the quantities of inter alia
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a range of ompounds as shown in the following table (Table 3.8). A blank
sample was reated, suh that the sample tubes omprised matrix material,
adsorbent and ltration media but was not subjeted to ombustion ue gas
exposure. The resultant hromatogram was subsequently produed using the
g-ms, to at as a referene for omparison with hromatograms of ombus-
tion test samples. Samples were not taken for ombustion of biomass only (i.e.
100% ddgs, 100% wheat straw) beause legislative monitoring of emissions
of pdd/f ongeners is mandatory only for ombustion of the waste fration
in a fuel. The g-ms was ongured with the following analytial method
program:
 arrier gas, helium (1mlmin−1);
 injetor port temperature , 330 °C (15 minutes duration);
 splitless injetion;
 olumn oven temperatures:
 initial temperature 120 °C, 1 minute duration;
 temperature inrease rate 20 °Cmin−1 to stage 1 temperature 200 °C,
1 minute duration
 temperature inrease rate 2 °Cmin−1 to stage 2 temperature 300 °C,
20 minute duration
 mass spetrum analyser soure temperature, 330 °C;
 ionisation mode, eletrial ionisation;
 eletron energy, ± 70 V.
A library of mass spetra data is stored within the g-ms software sys-
tem; the nist/epa/nih Mass Spetral Library is produed by numerous mass
spetrometrists within the respetive usa government agenies National Insti-
tute of Standards and Tehnology, Environmental Protetion Ageny, National
Institutes of Health. The library was searhed from within the g-ms to obtain
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spetra of spei analytes  shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11  from
whih omparisons ould be made with spetra from ombustion test analytes.
Table 3.7: Relative moleular masses (rmm) of pdd/f ongeners.
pdd rmm pdf rmm
ongener (gmol−1) ongener (gmol−1)
C
12
O
2
Cl 218 C
12
OCl 203
C
12
O
2
Cl
2
252 C
12
OCl
2
236
C
12
O
2
Cl
3
286 C
12
OCl
3
272
C
12
O
2
Cl
4
322 C
12
OCl
4
306
C
12
O
2
Cl
5
356 C
12
OCl
5
340
C
12
O
2
Cl
6
390 C
12
OCl
6
374
C
12
O
2
Cl
7
426 C
12
OCl
7
409
C
12
O
2
Cl
8
460 C
12
OCl
8
444
Table 3.8: Certied (matrix) referene material, pdd/f ongeners in y ash
(Emons, 2007). Only a seletion shown of the 17 total ongeners, to indiate
the range of onentrations.
Compound Certied value
2,3,7,8-T
4
CDD 27 ng kg−1
2,3,7,8-T
4
CDF 86 ng kg−1
O
8
CDD 1.75µg kg−1
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-H
7
CDF 0.75µg kg−1
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Figure 3.10: Referene mass spetrum, dihloro-dibenzo-p-dioxin.
Figure 3.11: Referene mass spetrum, tetrahlorodibenzofuran.
Chapter 4
Experimental results
4.1 Fuel preparation
4.1.1 Composition of fuels
As stated earlier in nominalfuels, laboratory analysis of the fuels was per-
formed at an independent laboratory (tes Bretby, Burton-on-Trent). Labo-
ratory test methods (developed internally by the laboratory) were performed
to independently ertied standards and the results of these laboratory tests
are shown in Table 4.1. Compositions of the biomass fuels was in the form
of densied pellets, of dimensions 68mm diameter and 30mm length. The
bulk omposition of the mrfr fuel fration seleted for this experiment was
predominantly 90% plastis 10% bres (paper, ardboard, wood). The mate-
rial was omminuted to an average partile size of 20mm using a laboratory
sale utting mill (Retsh; Haan, Germany). The hemial ompositions of
other fuels used during the proess of assessing optimal ombustor operation
onditions are also shown in Appendix Table D.1. All ompositions values
are shown on an `as reeived' weight perentages basis. It should be noted
that the quantity of hlorine in mrfr is approximately half of that typially
expeted in rdf type fuels, suh as 0.6% hlorine as shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 4.1: Chemial ompositions of the fuels.
ddgs Wheat mrfr
Carbon 45.2 38.9 39.8
Hydrogen 6.2 4.9 5.2
Oxygen 34.1 36.7 27.2
Nitrogen 4.9 1.5 0.9
Chlorine 0.2 0.2 0.3
Sulphur 0.6 0.1 0.1
Ash 4.1 7 18.4
Moisture 4.9 13.5 8.5
Calori value (gross, MJ kg
−1
) 19.3 16 22
4.1.2 Biomass fuels
Supply of fuel to the uidised bed ombustor is limited by the partile size of
the uidised bed material, uidisation gas veloity and the dimensions of the
fuel feed mehanism, all of whih favour fuel partiles less than 40mm or so in
size. As desribed earlier, the biomass fuels tested were available in the form of
densied pellets (diameter 68mm) and thus preparation was not neessary;
however the mrfr fration required signiant size redution.
4.1.3 Comminution of mrfr
Whilst the biomass fuel was readily available in the form of pellets and there-
fore fuel preparation was not neessary, the mrfr waste fration required
laborious size redution tasks. Only a laboratory sale utting mill (models
SM1 and SM2000, Retsh, Haan, Germany) was available, suited for prepa-
ration of sample material prior to hemial laboratory instrument analysis.
Over a twelve day period, approximately 60 kg of material was prepared by
this proess. It was apparent from the literature review that heterogeneous
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6
200 mm
Figure 4.1: ddgs pellets
waste partiles are diult to burn in a stable manner and therefore this la-
borious task was deemed to be justied. In addition, the dimensions of the
srew feed system of the uidised bed ombustor prevented any bulk fuels from
being supplied into the ombustion zone. A single onsignment of bulk sam-
ple mrfr (total mass 289 kg) was obtained from a loal materials reyling
faility and individual items from the bulk sample were seleted manually, on
the basis of being suitable for omminution by the utting mill. A mixture
of materials were hosen to represent the heterogeneous omposition, whih
was dominated by plastis and bres (ardboard, papers, textiles), whilst non-
ombustible frations suh as glass and metal items were not hosen beause
of speiation of the types of materials that an be ut by the laboratory de-
vie. The approximate omposition of the mrfr waste fration is summarised
below:
 polyethene (natural);
 polyethene (oloured);
 polyethene terephthalate (mixtures of various o-polymers);
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 Other non-polyvinylhloride plastis, suh as high density polyethene,
lms, aps, et.;
 non-reylable bres (laminated papers, magazines, ardboard).
(Cutts, 2008)
6
300 mm
6
300 mm
Figure 4.2: Comminution of mrfr. Photographs shows seleted material be-
fore and after size redution using the laboratory utting mill.
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4.2 Fluidised bed ombustion system operation
A total of twenty-ve ombustion tests of various biomass-waste fuel mixtures
were ompleted with statistial reproduibility being demonstrated by repeti-
tion of the ombustion of wheat-mrfr 90:10. Subsequent results orrespond to
ombustion tests shown in Table 4.3 and results for the remainder ombustion
tests are shown in the appendix (Appendix D). The results of the supplemen-
tary ombustion tests were not within the original sope of this PhD researh
projet, being primarily onerned with agglomeration of the uidised bed
material, but are inluded in the appendix for the benet of future researh.
It is normal industrial pratie to measure fuel omposition and then deter-
mine a spei quantity of limestone to be fed ontinuously into the ombus-
tion hamber, onomitant with the fuel feed rate. In this study, the exessive
limestone ontent of the uidised bed omposition (Table 4.2) was applied, to
avoid the need to perform hemial omposition laboratory analysis on eah
fuel mixture prior to a ombustion test, whih was not pratially feasible.
Oasionally, extra limestone may have been added to the ombustor during
operation, to avert agglomeration. This is evident in Figure 4.3, where the
two instanes of rapid deline in temperatures (speially uidised bed sand)
were due to addition of approximately 2 kg of limestone.
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Table 4.2: Charateristis of uidised bed material during operation of om-
bustor. Fluidised bed omposition expressed by weight.
Fuel mixture Fluidised bed Fluidised bed Fluidisation rate
total mass (kg) (SiO
2
:CaCO
3
) (mm H
2
O)
omposition
ddgs 22 50:50 30
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 22 50:50 25
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 22 50:50 15
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 22 50:50 5
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 22 50:50 25
Wheat 25 50:50 30
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 25 50:50 20
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 25 50:50 15
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 25 50:50 15
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 25 50:50 > 100
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Table 4.3: Summary of operation of uidised bed ombustor. Median values shown for ombustion temperature and ue gas
data.
Fuel mixture Fuel feed Inlet air Combustion Flue gas Flue gas Duration
(kg h−1) (l min−1) temperature ontent CO
2
) ontent O
2
) (hours)
(uidised bed (% vol.) (% vol.)
sand, °C)
ddgs 6 1400 848 8.6 11.1 2
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 5 1400 861 7.9 12.0 4
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 5 1400 844 8.9 11.4 3
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 4 1400 803 7.3 12.6 3
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 7 1400 796 9.5 10.3 3
Wheat 7 1300 773 8.2 11.6 3
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 5 1400 787 9.9 10.6 3
Wheat-mrfr (90:10), repeat 1 8 1400 823 10.6 10.6 2
Wheat-mrfr (90:10), repeat 2 7 1400 853 9.3 10.8 2
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 4 1400 839 8.3 12.1 2
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 4 1400 760 7.7 11.0 2
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 5 1300 817 8.9 11.0 3
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Figure 4.3: Time series prole of temperatures during ombustion of wheat
straw.
4.3 Gaseous emissions
Analysis of the ue gas using the ftir instrument yielded detailed information
about the hemial omposition for eah ombustion test. The gas analyser
(Protea Protir 204M) reports data in a readily aessible format and for a wide
range of gases. Figure 4.4 is an example of a graphial representation of the
data reorded by the new gas analyser.
The extent of major omponents (exluding nitrogen) of the ue gas om-
position for eah ombustion test is summarised in Table 4.4. Correlation
between arbon monoxide and arbon dioxide during ombustion tests was in-
vestigated, with the results shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. The variation
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Table 4.4: Variation in major gas omposition of fuel gas in relation to hange
in fuel mixture omposition (median values shown).
Fuel Flue gas Flue gas Flue gas
mixture ontent CO
2
ontent O
2
ontent H
2
O
(% vol.) (% vol.) (% vol.)
ddgs 8.5 11.2 9.0
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 8.3 11.6 8.5
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 8.8 11.5 9.4
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 6.9 13.0 7.0
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 10.2 9.7 9.4
Wheat 8.0 11.8 9.9
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 9.8 10.6 9.3
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 1) 11.4 10.3 8.9
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 2) 9.3 10.8 8.9
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 8.3 12.1 8.3
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 9.3 11.4 7.8
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 8.1 11.9 7.6
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Figure 4.4: Carbon oxides and oxygen emissions, ddgs-mrfr (90:10)
in emissions of a seletion of minor ue gas omponents, in aordane with
hange in ontent of mrfr in the fuel mixture is shown in Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.10 as examples. Of the biomass fuels tested, ddgs showed highest
emissions of nitri oxide, the dominant form of nitrogen. Similarly, sulphur
dioxide emissions were also highest from ddgs as the biomass fuel ompo-
nent; median emissions 91 ppmv for 100% ddgs with uidised bed material
SiO
2
-CaCO
3
50:50. In omparison, median SO
2
emissions for Willow-mrfr
(90:10) was 2.5 ppmv with uidised bed material SiO
2
-CaCO
3
20:80 (further
details of gaseous pollutants for ombustion of willow are shown in Figure D.3).
The following graphs summarise emissions data obtained for the fuels tested;
all subsequent graphs (i.e. Figure 4.17Figure 4.91) shown in this setion
orrespond to periods of eah ombustion test where only stable ombustion
onditions were obtained. Classiation of stable ombustion onditions was
a subjetive task onsidering the following general fators: a) temperatures of
the uidised bed ombustor; b) ombustor temperatures relative to pre-heater
gas temperature; ) variation in emissions of arbon oxides


This is represented
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graphially in Figure 4.5; areas shaded by vertial lines were exluded from
the data sets used to plot any subsequent graphs.
The impat of temperature upon gas emissions is dependent upon the gas
speies; some pollutants inrease with temperature whilst others show a nega-
tive orrelation. The following graphs in Figure 4.14Figure 4.15 are presented
here as a onsequene, where the data orresponds to the entire duration of
the ombustion tests with the fuel mixtures. Similarly for nitrogen oxides and
sulphur dioxide, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.12 shows how emissions of these pol-
lutants hanges with temperature. Only data for ombustion of pure fuels (i.e.
ddgs 100% and wheat 100%, without any mrfr waste fration) is shown,
sine the ombustion tests for these fuels started at relatively lower tempera-
tures and so the variation between ombustion temperature and gas emission
is more evident. When ombustion tests involved the inlusion of an mrfr
fration, fuels were not added to the ombustor until a higher temperature had
been attained to failitate ombustion of less volatile omponents of the mrfr
fration, suh a dense plastis.
Interations between various omponents of the ombustion ue gas during
eah test are shown in the following graphs (Figure 4.17Figure 4.91), made
possible using simultaneous data reorded by the ftir ue gas analyser. These
graphs are haraterised in general as three-dimensional projetions of the
relationships between three variables measured by the gas analyser and where
temperature is one of the three variables, thermoouples' dataloggers. The axes
of eah 3-D projetion are labelled aordingly and the relationships between
variables is represented by the surfae of the three-dimensional plot of these
types of graphs. The legend of eah 3-D projetion orresponds to the range of
the z-axis whih is the axis of vertial orientation relative to the ordinate and
absissa, suh that all axes are perpendiular to eah other at the origin, to
form a right-hand triad. Thus, in the graph of Figure 4.21, emissions of arbon
monoxide are at a maximum of approximately 2000 ppmv, whih ourred
where hydrogen hloride levels (greater than ira 22 ppmv) and temperatures
(approximately 860 °C) were highest.
The relationships between emissions of hydrogen hloride and arbon monox-
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Figure 4.5: Example of stable ombustion identied from a test, ombustion
of ddgs.
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Figure 4.6: Relationships between arbon oxides emissions for ombustion of
ddgs.
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Figure 4.7: Relationships between arbon oxides emissions for ombustion of
wheat straw.
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Figure 4.8: Variation in ue gas CO ontent.
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Figure 4.9: Variation in ue gas HCl ontent.
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Figure 4.10: Variation in ue gas N2O ontent.
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Figure 4.11: Variation in ue gas NO ontent.
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Figure 4.12: Variation in ue gas SO2 ontent.
ide with respet to ombustion temperature are shown in Figure 4.17Figure 4.26.
The eet of ombustion temperature upon emissions of arbon monoxide and
nitri oxide are shown in Figure 4.27Figure 4.36, similarly for sulphur dioxide,
arbon monoxide and ombustion temperature (Figure 4.37Figure 4.46).
Emissions of hydrogen hloride, nitri oxide and arbon monoxide are indi-
ated in Figure 4.47Figure 4.56 with interations between hydrogen hloride,
sulphur dioxide and arbon monoxide are shown in Figure 4.57Figure 4.66.
Hydrogen yanide, ammonia and nitrous oxide emissions are ompared in
Figure 4.67Figure 4.76, followed by omparison of hydrogen yanide, ammo-
nia and nitri oxide emissions in Figure 4.77Figure 4.86. Finally, the relation-
ships between emissions of sulphur dioxide, nitri oxide and arbon monoxide
are demonstrated in Figure 4.87Figure 4.96.
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Figure 4.13: Correlations between ombustion temperature (uidised bed
sand), arbon oxides, oxygen & hydrogen hloride for ddgs (100%).
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Figure 4.14: Correlations between ombustion temperature (uidised bed
sand), arbon oxides, oxygen & hydrogen hloride for ddgs (100%).
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Figure 4.15: Correlations between ombustion temperature (uidised bed
sand), nitrogen and sulphur oxides for ddgs (100%).
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Figure 4.16: Correlations between ombustion temperature (uidised bed
sand), nitrogen and sulphur oxides for wheat (100%).
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Figure 4.17: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs 100%.
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Figure 4.18: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.19: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.20: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.21: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.22: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat 100%.
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Figure 4.23: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.24: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.25: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.26: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and CO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.27: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs 100%.
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Figure 4.28: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.29: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.30: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.31: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.32: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat 100%.
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Figure 4.33: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.34: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.35: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.36: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and NO for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.37: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs 100%.
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Figure 4.38: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.39: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.40: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.41: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.42: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat 100%.
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Figure 4.43: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.44: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.45: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.46: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl and SO
2
for
a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.47: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of ddgs.
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Figure 4.48: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.49: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.50: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.51: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.52: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of wheat.
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Figure 4.53: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.54: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.55: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.56: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, NO and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.57: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of ddgs.
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Figure 4.58: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.59: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.60: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.61: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.62: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of wheat.
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Figure 4.63: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.64: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.65: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.66: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCl, SO
2
and
CO; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.67: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs.
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Figure 4.68: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(90:10).
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Figure 4.69: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(80:20).
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Figure 4.70: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(50:50).
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Figure 4.71: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(30:70).
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Figure 4.72: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat.
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Figure 4.73: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(90:10).
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Figure 4.74: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(80:20).
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Figure 4.75: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(50:50).
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Figure 4.76: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
N
2
O for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(30:70).
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Figure 4.77: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs.
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Figure 4.78: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(90:10).
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Figure 4.79: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(80:20).
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Figure 4.80: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(50:50).
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Figure 4.81: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr
(30:70).
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Figure 4.82: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat.
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Figure 4.83: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(90:10).
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Figure 4.84: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(80:20).
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Figure 4.85: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(50:50).
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Figure 4.86: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of HCN, NH
3
and
NO for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr
(30:70).
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Figure 4.87: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs.
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Figure 4.88: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.89: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.90: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.91: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.92: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat.
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Figure 4.93: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.94: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.95: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.96: Relationship between simultaneous emissions of SO
2
, NO and CO
for a range of ombustion temperatures; ombustion of wheat-mrfr (30:70).
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4.4 Trae level pollutants ue gas analysis
4.4.1 Trae metal determination
Analysis of trae metals ontent in the test samples was performed by teh-
nial personnel at Queen Mary, University of London using ip-oes instru-
mentation. The following table (Table 4.5) shows the results obtained. Values
denoted with an asterisk (∗) represent measurements reorded below the limit
of detetion for the orresponding radiation wavelength of the metal.
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Table 4.5: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples (µg l−1).
Na Mg Al P K Ca
ddgs 2614.25 174.631 44907.4 240.964 1718.73 800.277
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 2030.23 106.26 53293.2 50.602
∗
1101.11 963.048
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 6115.5 416.626 184768.0 798.882 4776.14 6979.42
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 2173.12 115.501 42229.2 98.265
∗
1147.09 793.205
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 6435.86 356.4 425550.0 361.217 5501.3 1738.6
Wheat 3539.98 222.418 140059.0 256.402 2392.85 2772.75
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 17730.2 1989.1 85134.2 1542.3 5687.12 168465.0
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 5687.97 267.806 107107.0 80.045
∗
2348.36 2273.05
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 5214.24 309.694 93195.2 226.464 4130.91 2569.17
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 6455.19 513.492 144567.0 364.109 4867.54 5398.1
sample blank 35942.3 111.739 159692.0 55.952
∗
1298.81 1139.25
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 1) 11966.1 609.629 225783.0 517.306 7868.93 33744.4
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 2) 4558.54 243.443 33925.5 50.862
∗
1376.88 2476.48
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Table 4.5: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples (µg l−1).
Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co
ddgs 316.636 2.262
∗
4.331 17.536 353.102 5.085
∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 223.723 2.935
∗
3.573
∗
10.473 423.149 0
∗
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 340.075 8.239 15.569 61.195 1052.54 2.689
∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 290.89 4.514 7.692 13.152 393.435 5.794
∗
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 234.771 11.15 8.549 58.996 1054.38 5.716
∗
Wheat 426.354 9.724 30.644 28.885 1039.72 3.855
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 502.201 7.105 45.462 109.199 1499.41 6.91
∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 515.785 6.142 10.152 14.674 858.581 0.149
∗
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 305.89 4.504 8.249 38.762 636.962 2.761
∗
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 364.815 6.142 27.616 78.048 867.205 1.14
∗
sample blank 184.869 7.18 6.015 14.991 707.34 2.196
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 1) 440.107 18.136 29.04 67.08 2947.87 1.11
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 2) 646.696 2.428
∗
8.614 9.873 674.02 1.976
∗
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Table 4.5: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples (µg l−1).
Ni Cu Zn Sr Rh
ddgs 12.779
∗
10.173 1294.02 5.602 0
∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 6.389
∗
9.973 307.684 5.489 0
∗
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 13.508
∗
28.932 1341.01 17.922 0
∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 11.393
∗
13.578 211.589 8.738 1.63
∗
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 9.13
∗
43.904 664.281 13.817 2.174
∗
Wheat 15.998
∗
47.8 432.037 11.936 1.817
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 28.916
∗
55.031 849.488 82.319 0
∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 187.131 17.036 263.438 13.683 0.849
∗
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 10.316
∗
15.165 758.737 12.304 0.19
∗
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 15.032
∗
44.785 2336.94 18.918 0.448
∗
sample blank 15.739
∗
12.006 499.004 5.051 0.406
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 1) 19.625
∗
25.1 790.38 30.78 0
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 2) 18.044
∗
14.567 429.697 14.353 0
∗
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Table 4.5: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples (µg l−1).
Ag Cd Sn Hg Pb
ddgs 6.944 0
∗
0
∗
70.815
∗
10.785
∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 9.554 1.446
∗
0
∗
226.291 15.221
∗
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 5.026 4.593
∗
0
∗
73.094
∗
22.801
∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 13.452 0
∗
1.887
∗
160.042 7.284
∗
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 3.471 0
∗
0
∗
527.644 0.071
∗
Wheat 1.769
∗
0
∗
4.364
∗
96.052 37.03
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 221.952 27.436
∗
10.254
∗
65.255
∗
60.524
∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 11.71 2.755
∗
1.101
∗
416.849 11.23
∗
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 29.751 0
∗
0
∗
425.334 29.596
∗
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 0.967
∗
1.307
∗
6.354
∗
185.982 84.89
∗
sample blank 17.915 0
∗
0
∗
81.806 0
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 1) 5.762 27.478
∗
1.083
∗
289.207 19.9
∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10, repeat 2) 41.763 3.762
∗
0
∗
112.539 35.017
∗
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Normalisation of trae metal analyses data
In order to ompare gaseous emissions during the various ombustion tests,
a proess of normalisation is required to allow measurements to be reviewed
in the ontext of standard onditions. An example of the use of normalisa-
tion is the requirement to report gaseous pollutants data for inineration of
waste (European Parliament, 2000), where emissions values must be expressed
relative to a spei oxygen ontent in the ue gas. The following proedure
desribes the tasks performed to onvert the data of analyses of trae metals
in the y ash samples, whih were reported in Table 4.5.
1. A sample of ue gas y ash was olleted, dissolved in aid solution and
then ultra-pure water (resistivity 18.2MΩcm−1) was added to reate a
solution of volume 100 ml.
2. The result of metal ontent in an example ip-oes analysis was reported
as 88µg l−1; therefore in the original sample there was 8.8µg of the metal
analyte.
3. After ombustion of a fuel, the total volume of ue gas analysed was
1.3m3 (measured using the ue gas extration apparatus as depited in
Figure 3.8).
4. Average ombustion temperature was 750 °C, 1023 K.
5. Atmospheri pressure estimated at 105 Pa, Standard temperature 0 °C,
273 K
6. Pressure in ombustor 99824 Pa (this was obtained from operation of
ombustor at slight vauum of -18mm water gauge pressure, onversion
1mm = 9.8 Pa and gauge pressure dened as the dierene from at-
mospheri pressure, i.e. 105 Pa − 176).
7. Using the ideal gas equation,
p1v1
t1
= p2v2
t2
, `v2' would be the gas volume
of the ue gas at standard temperature (0 °C) and pressure (100 kPa).
Re-arranging the equation, a ue gas volume is obtained: 3.5× 10−1 m3.
Thus:
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8.8×10−6
3.5×10−1
= quantity metal, gNm−3 = 2.5× 10−5mgNm−3
8. The fuel burnt was 11.9 kg, so metal ontent ould be expressed as
0.7µg kg−1 fuel (i.e. mass per unit normalised volume × ue gas vol-
ume ÷ fuel onsumption).
An additional onvention to express metal ontent relates trae metal values
to the mass of fuel (i.e. expression of ontent in terms of as a proportion of
unit mass of fuel). Data in Table 4.5 is adjusted aordingly (Table 4.6; values
denoted with an asterisk (∗) represent measurements reorded below the limit
of detetion for the orresponding radiation wavelength of the metal.).
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Table 4.6: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples expressed as (g kg−1 of fuel).
Na Mg Al P K Ca
ddgs 3.46 ×10−5 2.31 ×10−6 5.94 ×10−4 3.19 ×10−6 2.27 ×10−5 1.06 ×10−5
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 1.09 ×10−5 5.71 ×10−7 2.86 ×10−4 2.72 ×10−7∗ 5.91 ×10−6 5.17 ×10−6
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 5.20 ×10−5 3.54 ×10−6 1.57 ×10−3 6.79 ×10−6 4.06 ×10−5 5.94 ×10−5
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 2.49 ×10−5 1.32 ×10−6 4.84 ×10−4 1.13 ×10−6∗ 1.31 ×10−5 9.09 ×10−6
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 4.11 ×10−5 2.28 ×10−6 2.72 ×10−3 2.31 ×10−6 3.51 ×10−5 1.11 ×10−5
Wheat 2.46 ×10−5 1.55 ×10−6 9.75 ×10−4 1.78 ×10−6 1.67 ×10−5 1.93 ×10−5
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 5.55 ×10−4 6.22 ×10−5 2.66 ×10−3 4.83 ×10−5 1.78 ×10−4 5.27 ×10−3
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 1.43 ×10−4 6.72 ×10−6 2.69 ×10−3 2.01 ×10−6∗ 5.89 ×10−5 5.70 ×10−5
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 1.37 ×10−4 8.14 ×10−6 2.45 ×10−3 5.95 ×10−6 1.09 ×10−4 6.75 ×10−5
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 5.42 ×10−5 4.31 ×10−6 1.21 ×10−3 3.06 ×10−6 4.09 ×10−5 4.54 ×10−5
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 1) 2.52 ×10−4 1.28 ×10−5 4.76 ×10−3 1.09 ×10−5 1.66 ×10−4 7.11 ×10−4
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 2) 1.13 ×10−4 6.02 ×10−6 8.39 ×10−4 1.26 ×10−6∗ 3.40 ×10−5 6.12 ×10−5
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Table 4.6: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples expressed as (g kg−1 of fuel).
Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co
ddgs 4.19 ×10−6 2.99 ×10−8∗ 5.73 ×10−8 2.32 ×10−7 4.67 ×10−6 6.73 ×10−8∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 1.20 ×10−6 1.58 ×10−8∗ 1.92 ×10−8∗ 5.62 ×10−8 2.27 ×10−6 0∗
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 2.89 ×10−6 7.01 ×10−8 1.32 ×10−7 5.20 ×10−7 8.95 ×10−6 2.29 ×10−8∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 3.33 ×10−6 5.17 ×10−8 8.81 ×10−8 1.51 ×10−7 4.51 ×10−6 6.64 ×10−8∗
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 1.50 ×10−6 7.12 ×10−8 5.46 ×10−8 3.77 ×10−7 6.74 ×10−6 3.65 ×10−8∗
Wheat 2.97 ×10−6 6.77 ×10−8 2.13 ×10−7 2.01 ×10−7 7.23 ×10−6 2.68 ×10−8∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 1.57 ×10−5 2.22 ×10−7 1.42 ×10−6 3.42 ×10−6 4.69 ×10−5 2.16 ×10−7∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 1.29 ×10−5 1.54 ×10−7 2.55 ×10−7 3.68 ×10−7 2.15 ×10−5 3.74 ×10−9∗
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 8.04 ×10−6 1.18 ×10−7 2.17 ×10−7 1.02 ×10−6 1.67 ×10−5 7.26 ×10−8∗
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 3.06 ×10−6 5.16 ×10−8 2.32 ×10−7 6.56 ×10−7 7.29 ×10−6 9.58 ×10−9∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 1) 9.27 ×10−6 3.82 ×10−7 6.12 ×10−7 1.41 ×10−6 6.21 ×10−5 2.34 ×10−8∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 2) 1.60 ×10−5 6.00 ×10−8 2.13 ×10−7 2.44 ×10−7 1.67 ×10−5 4.88 ×10−8∗
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Table 4.6: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples expressed as (g kg−1 of fuel).
Ni Cu Zn Sr Rh
ddgs 1.69 ×10−7∗ 1.35 ×10−7 1.71 ×10−5 7.41 ×10−8 0∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 3.43 ×10−8∗ 5.36 ×10−8 1.65 ×10−6 2.95 ×10−8 0∗
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 1.15 ×10−7∗ 2.46 ×10−7 1.14 ×10−5 1.52 ×10−7 0∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 1.31 ×10−7∗ 1.56 ×10−7 2.42 ×10−6 1.00 ×10−7 1.87 ×10−8∗
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 5.83 ×10−8∗ 2.80 ×10−7 4.24 ×10−6 8.83 ×10−8 1.39 ×10−8∗
Wheat 1.11 ×10−7∗ 3.33 ×10−7 3.01 ×10−6 8.31 ×10−8 1.26 ×10−8∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 9.05 ×10−7∗ 1.72 ×10−6 2.66 ×10−5 2.58 ×10−6 0∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 4.70 ×10−6 4.28 ×10−7 6.61 ×10−6 3.43 ×10−7 2.13 ×10−8∗
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 2.71 ×10−7∗ 3.99 ×10−7 1.99 ×10−5 3.23 ×10−7 4.99 ×10−9∗
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 1.26 ×10−7∗ 3.76 ×10−7 1.96 ×10−5 1.59 ×10−7 3.76 ×10−9∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 1) 2.34 ×10−4∗ 3.00 ×10−4 9.44 ×10−3 3.68 ×10−4 0∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 2) 2.53 ×10−4∗ 2.04 ×10−4 6.02 ×10−3 2.01 ×10−4 0∗
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Table 4.6: Trae metal ontent in ombustion tests' ue gases' samples expressed as (g kg−1 of fuel).
Ag Cd Sn Hg Pb
ddgs 5.21 ×10−5 0∗ 0∗ 5.32 ×10−4∗ 8.10 ×10−5∗
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 2.91 ×10−5 4.40 ×10−6∗ 0∗ 6.89 ×10−4 4.64 ×10−5
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 2.42 ×10−5 2.22 ×10−5∗ 0∗ 3.53 ×10−4∗ 1.10 ×10−4∗
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 8.74 ×10−5 0∗ 1.23 ×10−5∗ 1.04 ×10−3 4.73 ×10−5
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 1.26 ×10−5 0∗ 0∗ 1.91 ×10−3 2.57 ×10−7
Wheat 6.98 ×10−6∗ 0∗ 1.72 ×10−5∗ 3.79 ×10−4 1.46 ×10−4∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 3.94 ×10−3 4.87 ×10−4∗ 1.82 ×10−4∗ 1.16 ×10−3∗ 1.07 ×10−3∗
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 1.67 ×10−4 3.92 ×10−5∗ 1.57 ×10−5∗ 5.93 ×10−3 1.60 ×10−4
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 4.44 ×10−4 0∗ 0∗ 6.34 ×10−3 4.41 ×10−4
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 4.61 ×10−6∗ 6.23 ×10−6∗ 3.03 ×10−5∗ 8.86 ×10−4 4.05 ×10−4∗
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 1) 6.88 ×10−5 3.28 ×10−4∗ 1.29 ×10−5∗ 3.45 ×10−3 2.38 ×10−4
Wheat-mrfr (90:10 repeat 2) 5.85 ×10−4 5.27 ×10−5∗ 0∗ 1.58 ×10−3 4.91 ×10−4
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4.4.2 pdd and pdf determination
A sample omprising standard y ash material was analysed using the g-ms,
to test the apability of the gas sampling method used in this PhD projet.
Resultant gas hromatograms and mass spetra are shown in Figure 4.97
Figure 4.101. Subsequent hromatograms and spetra orrespond to analy-
ses of ombustion tests samples (Figure 4.102Figure 4.110); interpretation of
these results is desribed in  3.5.3.
The ti in Figure 4.97 may be onsidered an `initial' gas hromatogram,
in that it represents the eluants from all ompounds that an be deteted by
the g-ms instrument. The hromatogram is harateristi of the known om-
pounds in the referene standard used to produe the hromatogram and there-
fore may be used for omparison with unknown samples; where the unknown
sample resembles the hromatogram of known ompounds in the referene
standard, it may be inferred that the unknown samples ontains onstituents
equivalent to the referene standard. However, further onrmation of the
identity of the eluants is required, whih is made possible by the mass detetor
of the g-ms. The hromatogram in Figure 4.98 is produed by onguration
of the g-ms to measure elution based upon a spei ioni mass within the
mass san range; an ioni mass of mass-harge (m/z) ratio 252 orresponds to
the moleular weight of a pdd ongener, dihloro-p-dioxin (C
12
O
2
Cl
2
; mole-
ular weights of other ongeners are shown in Table 3.7). The appearane of
eluants in Figure 4.98 is indiative that the mass of the aforementioned on-
gener is deteted; omparison of the resultant mass spetrum of the eluants
for the ompound of m/z 252 with a referene (Figure 3.10) onludes that
the ongener dihloro-p-dioxin exists in the standard y ash analysed. Simi-
larly for Figure 4.100 and Figure 4.101, whih are indiative of the detetion
of the ongener tetrahlorofuran (C
12
OCl
4
). The hromatograms for all of the
ombustion tests samples subjeted to g-ms analysis are haraterised by
the appearane of early eluent peaks at the start of eah hromatogram, with
an inrease of the 'baseline' at the end of the hromatogram. The absene of
any hromatographi peaks at times similar to those desribed in the ti for
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the standard y ash hromatogram suggest that no target ompounds were
produed during the ombustion tests.
Figure 4.97: Total-ion urrent (ti) gas hromatogram of standard y ash.
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Figure 4.98: Mass (seleted-ion) hromatogram of standard y ash, m/z 252.
Figure 4.99: Mass spetrum for preedent mass hromatogram (Figure 4.98)
of standard y ash, m/z 252.
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Figure 4.100: Mass hromatogram of standard y ash, m/z 306.
Figure 4.101: Mass spetrum for preedent mass hromatogram (Figure 4.100)
of standard y ash, m/z 306.
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Figure 4.102: ti gas hromatogram, ddgs-mrfr (90:10).
Figure 4.103: ti gas hromatogram, ddgs-mrfr (80:20).
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Figure 4.104: ti gas hromatogram, ddgs-mrfr (50:50).
Figure 4.105: ti gas hromatogram, ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
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Figure 4.106: Mass hromatogram, m/z 356, ddgs-mrfr (30:70).
Figure 4.107: ti gas hromatogram, wheat-mrfr (90:10).
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Figure 4.108: ti gas hromatogram, wheat-mrfr (80:20).
Figure 4.109: ti gas hromatogram, wheat-mrfr (50:50).
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Figure 4.110: ti gas hromatogram, wheat-mrfr (30:70)
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Chapter 5
Disussion
To assess the performane of the ombustion system, various analyses were
onduted. The following measurements onerning the ue gases are required
in order to quantify pollutant emissions (epa, 2002), although it was not pos-
sible to measure all of these parameters (e.g. pitot tubes of a suitable size to
measure ue gas ow veloity were not available):
 omposition;
 density;
 moisture;
 pressure;
 temperature;
 veloity;
 volumetri ow rate.
5.1 Material & Energy balane of system
A omparison was made between the projetions of ue gas omposition using
the energy and material balanes spreadsheet (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) and
measurements reorded by the ftir gas analyser. The exess air value was
199
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alulated on the basis of omplete ombustion (equation 5.1 and equation
5.2), i.e. alulating the (unknown) molar quantity of oxygen as equivalent to
the (known) molar quantities of arbon and hydrogen in the ultimate analysis.
In general, exess air onditions were prevalent during all ombustion tests
whih was to be expeted sine air was used to reate suient uidisation of
the uidised bed material, in addition to failitating ombustion of the fuels.
Although exess air onditions did our, levels of arbon dioxide deteted by
the ftir gas analyser were onsistently higher than theoretial preditions,
to suggest that the air ow into the uidised bed ombustor was less than
shown on the air owmeters. This apparent disrepany may be explained by
a potential mis-alibration of the owmeters with air ow pumps.
C+O2 −→ CO2 (5.1)
H2 +
1
2
O2 −→ H2O (5.2)
The spreadsheet desribed in  3.2 was used to indiate the transport of
speies suh as ompounds of hloride and sulphur, to aid interpretation of
the gaseous emissions data. This spreadsheet was revised further to assess
the disrepany between values deteted by the gas analyser instrument and
theoretial values based upon alulations in the aforementioned spreadsheet
and omparisons of these values are summarised in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Mean values are shown, whih orrespond to entire duration of ombustion
tests when biomass and waste fuels were onsumed. Exess air values are al-
ulated on the basis of air ow rates as shown in Table 4.3, whih were found to
be most suitable to avoidane of agglomeration of the udidised bed material.
Ideal air ow rates alulated from hemial reations of omplete ombustion
of fuel to yield arbon dioxide and water. Emissions of both hydrogen hlo-
ride and sulphur dioxide (Table 5.2) deteted by the gas analyser are lower
than theoretial alulations beause the spreadsheet does not onsider the
extent of absorption of these ompounds by the limestone within the uidised
bed. The level of potential absorption of both of these ompounds is shown
in Table 5.2. High levels of absorption may be attributed to the use of exess
quantities of limestone within the uidised bed material (Table 5.3); for exam-
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ple during ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10), the alium:sulphur ratio was
estimated at more than 400:1 beause of the large quantity of limestone within
the uidised bed material omposition (50% by weight) at the start of eah
ombustion test. There is also the possibility that hydrogen hloride levels
are lower than to be expeted due to onversion to alium hloride beause
of the presene of lime (see equation 2.29 in  2.7.4). Similarly with respet
to sulphur dioxide emission levels, where detetion may be lower than to be
expeted due to potential onversion to sulphur trioxide to give the impression
of higher absorption eienies, as suggested elsewhere (Anthony, 1995). An
alternative possible explanation for the disrepany between expeted levels
of gases and deteted levels, is that the ftir gas analyser is inaurate in
determination of these ompounds. For example, due to similarities in hara-
teristi absorption of infrared radiation by yanide and nitri oxide hemial
bonds (Table 3.6), infrared spetra may be unable to distinguish the pres-
ene of of ompounds ontaining these strutural funtional groups, although
proprietary omputer modelling software is said to predit this behaviour (as
well as hydrogen bonding of water) and adjust the results aordingly (Toy,
2010). With referene to alori values, the value of 19.5MJ kg−1 in Table 5.2
for ddgs-mrfr (90:10) is alulated from the sum of 90% of alori value
ddgs (i.e. 90% of 19.3MJ kg−1 and 10% of alori value mrfr (i.e. 10%
of 21.8MJ kg−1). Mean values shown orrespond to entire duration of om-
bustion tests when biomass and waste fuels were onsumed. Calori values
alulated using the spreadsheet were based upon the `total enthalpy form'
method (Reklaitis, 1983) as desribed in  3.3. Calori values denoted with
the asterisk (*) symbol indiate that values for these mixtures were alulated
from perentage proportions of the alori value of pure biomass fuels mea-
sured from laboratory analysis as shown in Table 4.1. Values in parentheses
orrespond to normalisation at 10% O
2
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Table 5.1: Comparison of gaseous emissions data between values for CO
2
and O
2
alulated by spreadsheets and empirial
data.
CO
2
(%) O
2
(%) Exess air (%) Ideal air ow
alulated deteted alulated deteted alulated (l min−1) alulated
ddgs 5.7 9.3 13.4 10.6 159 542
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 5.1 8.1 14.2 11.9 191 482
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 5.0 9.3 14.4 11 198 470
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 3.4
†
7.4 16.5 12.5 350 311
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 5.7 9 13.5 11 162 535
Wheat 5.8 8.9 13.7 11.2 178 468
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 4.1 11.4 15.7 10 293 356
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 4.2 7.4 15.7 13.1 288 360
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 4.2 8.2 15.6 11 274 374
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 4.1 10.2 15.5 10.7 271 351
†
relatively low value attributed to lower fuel feed rate
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Table 5.2: Comparison of gaseous emissions data between alulated and empirial values for HCl and SO
2
.
HCl SO
2
alulated deteted absorbed alulated deteted absorbed
(ppmv) (%) (ppmv) (%)
ddgs 85.6 19.4 (20.5) 77.3 284 96.6 (102.2) 66.0
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 82.5 0.5 (0.6) 99.4 236 9.9 (12.0) 95.8
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 86.5 6.9 (7.6) 92.0 213 44.8 (49.3) 79.0
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 53.7 11.8 (15.3) 78.0 76.2 20.6 (26.7) 73.0
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 134 17.4 (19.1) 87.0 135 28.7 (31.6) 78.7
Wheat 101 2.5 (2.8) 97.5 56.0 5.3 (6.0) 90.5
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 76.5 1.4 (1.4) 98.2 40.5 9.8 (9.8) 75.8
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 81.2 0.4 (0.6) 99.5 41.3 10.8 (15.0) 73.8
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 95.4 2.2 (2.4) 97.7 43.8 2.9 (3.2) 93.4
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 103 1.9 (2.0) 98.2 44.8 5.8 (6.2) 87.1
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Table 5.3: Calium:sulphur ratios for ombustion tests, alulated from ulti-
mate analysis data (Table 4.1) and uidised bed omposition (Table 4.2).
Ca:S ratio (% weight)
ddgs 347
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 419
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 465
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 946
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 732
Wheat 1649
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 2157
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 2115
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 2000
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 2111
5.2 Combustion gas monitoring
As disussed briey in the preeding setion, instantaneous data were olleted
for the emission of major ombustion gases suh as arbon dioxide and sulphur
dioxide. Carbon oxide emissions are useful to indiate ombustion eieny
in terms of onentrations of arbon monoxide and dioxide (Lee & Human,
1989), suh that the ratios of emissions of these oxides were alulated for eah
fuel mixture omposition (equation 5.3):
ombustion eieny =
CO2
(CO2 + CO)
x 100 (5.3)
A general trend is evident from Figure 5.1, namely that as the mrfr fration
in the fuel mixture inreases, the ombustion eieny delines. Combustion
eienies were alulated using equation 5.3 in onjuntion with gas analyser
data. A likely explanation for this observation is that for ertain operating
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Figure 5.1: Variation in ombustion eienes based upon monitoring of emis-
sions of arbon monoxide and arbon dioxide in the ue gas.
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onditions (see Table 4.3), omponents of the mrfr fration are not able to be
oxidised ompletely. Inomplete oxidation may be due to numerous fators as
desribed earlier in  2.7.1. Insuient residene time of the fuel (speially
some omponents of the mrfr fration) in the ombustor prevented omplete
ombustion, although the only operating parameter that ould be adjusted to
improve residene time would be to redue the uidisation air veloity. This
option is not possible due to the need to maintain agitated uidisation of the
uidised bed material using a minimum uidisation ow rate of gas. However
from perspetive of future design, residene time ould be extended by use of
a larger freeboard area. Loalised reduing onditions may our within the
uidised bed material, yet there is an exess quantity of oxygen overall (from
the exess air injeted to reate uidisation onditions) and therefore lak of
oxygen is not onsidered a ause for a deline in ombustion eieny. At
industrial sale with a grate-red type ombustor, staged ombustion would
be applied by addition of seondary over-re air to promote omplete om-
bustion of fuel (Yin et al., 2008). This ation is preeded by restrition of
primary air at the fuel-rih zone where the ignition ame is situated, in order
to redue nitrogen oxides emissions. Thus, arbon monoxide emissions in an
industrial plant would be potentially indiative of non-optimal ontrol of pri-
mary and seondary air supplies, to ontrol eetively emissions of nitrogen
oxides. Combustion temperatures are known to promote oxidation of arbon
monoxide whih is indiated in Figure 4.13, where the inrease in ombustion
temperature auses the emission of arbon monoxide to deline. As exam-
ined in the literature review performed for this researh projet ( 2.7.1), the
availability of free radials is another fator aeting arbon monoxide emis-
sions. During the ombustion of ddgs (100%, Figure 4.17) it is shown that
above a ertain temperature (ira 860 °C) the ability of hydrogen hloride
to inhibit arbon monoxide oxidation is redued. The inrease in ombustion
temperature appears to inrease arbon monoxide emissions during some tests
(Figure 4.17, Figure 4.21) and the presene of hydrogen hloride for a given
temperature results in higher arbon monoxide emissions. This observation
of the eet of both hydrogen hloride and temperature upon arbon monox-
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ide emissions is onsistent with other studies (e.g. Beker et al. (1990)), suh
as the relationships between these parameters shown in Figure 5.2; although
the temperatures are higher than those obtained during this PhD projet, the
strongest eet shown at the lower temperature of 950 °C would suggest an in-
reasing eet of hydrogen hloride as ombustion temperatures are redued.
The eets of various hemial intermediates upon arbon monoxide emissions
were examined in  2.7.1. Results in this researh projet indiated how arbon
monoxide emissions are aeted by fators suh as temperature and relative
onentrations of other gaseous pollutants, speially nitrogen and sulphur
oxides, hydrogen hloride. In the majority of ombustion tests, there was
no orrelation between arbon oxides emissions although the following table
(Table 5.4) summarises the few tests where good orrelation was found (also
indiated graphially in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). This sarity of orrela-
tion between arbon oxides emissions would suggest that the single ation to
inrease ombustion temperature is insuient to minimise arbon monoxide
emissions.
Temperature was shown to have a lear eet in emissions of NO
x
and
N
2
O. It was possible to initiate ombustion of pure biomass fuels (i.e. om-
bustion tests 100% ddgs, 100% wheat straw) at a lower uidised bed sand
temperature ompared to other tests where the waste fration was part of the
the fuel mix. Consequently with these tests measurement of gaseous emissions
during lower ombustion temperatures was ahieved; graphs in Figure 4.15 and
Figure 4.16 shows how relatively higher temperatures minimise N
2
O emissions
and yet enhane NO emissions. The initial inrease in emission of N
2
O dur-
ing the temperature range 650750 °C is probably due to burning of fuel har
(equation 2.18) and subsequent redution of NO, before the higher tempera-
tures begin to favour nitrous oxide deomposition. The suggestion that HCN is
the primary soure of nitrous oxide (Boavida et al., 1996) may be inferred from
the various visualisations presented in this researh projet, where ammonia
oasionally has an additional impat: Figure 4.67; Figure 4.69; Figure 4.73.
The term `NO
x
' enompasses both nitrogen ompounds NO and NO
2
; dur-
ing uidised bed ombustion of oal, NO
x
is said to onsist of approximately
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95% as NO (Oka, 2004o). The ombustion of ddgs and wheat straw showed
a higher omposition of NO
x
as NO (Table 5.5; the value for Wheat-mrfr
(50:50) was omitted due to a random error with measurement of NO
x
that
ourred with the gas analyser during the ombustion test).
Emissions of nitri oxide do not appear to be aeted by hydrogen hloride
in a onsistent way. Hydrogen hloride appears to inhibit nitri oxide emissions
during ombustion of ddgs (Figure 4.27, ddgs-mrfr (90:10, Figure 4.28),
and ddgs-mrfr (50:50, Figure 4.30), in that for a given temperature, nitri
oxide emissions derease as hydrogen hloride inreases. This eet eases
to our beyond a minimal temperature limit (850890 °C) after whih nitri
oxide emissions are high irrespetive of hydrogen hloride. However, during
other ombustion tests (e.g. Figure 4.31, Figure 4.34) NO emissions appeared
to inrease with temperature independent of the hydrogen hloride ontent;
overall these observations are summarised in Figure 5.3. As indiated in the
literature review ( 2.7.25.1), this inonsistent eet of hydrogen hloride is
attributed to dierent ombustion onditions of involving both heterogeneous
oxidation of fuel har and homogeneous gas-phase reations with free radials.
It has also been suggested that the observation of dereased NO emissions is
due to insuient lime within the uidised bed, when limestone is supplied
with the fuel to the ombustor (Beker et al., 1990). However, this hypothesis is
not appliable to the test onditions of this researh projet, beause limestone
exists in exess as part of the uidised bed material omposition.
In a uidised bed ombustor, nitri oxides emissions originate from fuel-
bound nitrogen (see  2.7.2). Formation of nitri oxide is possible from the
fuel-bound nitrogen, initially via thermal deomposition of amines (in proteins
within the biomass matter). Studies have indiated that this deomposition is
rapid and ours during approximately simultaneous energy release (Glassman
& Yetter, 2008); this is onsistent with the observation in this PhD researh
projet, of a rapid inrease in temperature at the start of ombustion of ddgs
(Figure 5.4). The rapid inrease in temperature at the start of ombustion
orresponded to initial addition of ddgs to the ombustor and subsequent
rapid devolatisation of the fuel, to yield heat release and assoiated thermal
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deomposition of volatile omponents of the biomass fration of the fuel.
Interations between nitrogen oxides and pre-ursor ompounds suh as
ammonia and (hydrogen) yanide were investigated to view any patterns that
may be evident. Other studies have demonstrated that, in general, HCN is
the main soure for N
2
O formation and NH
3
for NO (Winter et al., 1999). In
addition, ammonia is produed more favourably from fuels ontaining amino
groups (Hämäläinen & Aho, 1995) whih is more prevalent in biomass type
fuels than fossil fuels suh as oal. Combustion of 100% ddgs was an example
ombustion test to show how N
2
O are highest at low levels of NH
3
and high
levels of HCN (Figure 4.67). Similarly with ombustion of 90% ddgs-10%
mrfr (Figure 4.68) and 30% ddgs-70% mrfr (Figure 4.71), low emissions
of NH
3
orrespond to high N
2
O emissions, supporting the general observation
in previous studies of a positive orrelation between HCN and N
2
O.
With the intentional use of limestone as a omponent of the uidised bed
material, it was to be expeted that sulphur dioxide emissions were suppressed.
This is generally evident in the summary of emissions for all ombustion
tests (Figure 4.12), with omparison between sulphur dioxide and nitri oxide
emissions worthy of omment. In partiular, the ombustion tests with 90%
biomass (i.e. ddgs and wheat straw) indiate that emissions of these gases
are inversely proportional to eah other. If limestone and its derivative lime
atalyse prodution of nitri oxide, as indiated from previous studies suh as
those mentioned in  2.7.2, this mehanism would have the eet of promoting
nitri oxide emissions. Consequently, the availability of free radials would be
redued with the eet of minimising sulphur dioxide formation, in addition to
the limestone sulphation mehanism (equation 2.28). In ontrast to preeding
work (Julien et al. (1996), Ferrer et al. (2005)), in this researh projet there
seemed to be a positive orrelation between sulphur dioxide and hydrogen hlo-
ride, for example as shown in Figure 4.41. In onsideration of equation 2.30, it
may be more likely in the uidised bed ombustor that deposition of alium
hloride may be ourring within general fouling of the ombustor walls, to
result in redution of lime by hydrogen hloride being more favourable. The
presene of alium hloride would also be expeted to have an eet upon
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the ability of limestone to absorb sulphur (see  2.7.4) and this behaviour may
explain the apparent failure to ahieve full absorption of sulphur by limestone,
indiated by the low levels of absorption of SO
2
as shown in Table 5.2. Due
to the exess quantities of limestone in the uidised bed material at the be-
ginning of eah ombustion test, omplete onversion to alium sulphate (i.e.
100% absorption of SO
2
by limestone) was to be expeted. Furthermore, de-
spite the exess quantities of limestone, the dierene in sulphur ontent of
the fuels (see hemial omposition in Table 4.1) appears to be the ause of
higher levels of sulphur dioxide emissions for ddgs fuel mixtures ompared to
wheat straw fuel mixtures (Figure 4.12). These observations of absorption of
hydrogen hloride by limestone are onsistent with a previous study (Partanen
et al., 2005a), where hydrogen hloride absorption was aeted inter alia by
the presene of water and temperature. With referene to the impat of wa-
ter, the reversible reation of lime and hydrogen hloride (equation 2.29 and
equation 2.30) is said to tolerate moisture ontent of up to 14% for the for-
mation of alium hloride; this would seem plausible for experiments in this
PhD projet where the water ontent was less (Table 4.4). At temperatures
of approximately 650 °C, alium hloride absorption was enhaned by ar-
bon dioxide where simultaneous reation of rearbonation of lime ours also.
Again, this would seem possible during ombustion tests in this PhD projet
where temperatures of the uidised bed ombustor were typially within the
temperature range of approximately 650 °C at the outlet and 850 °C within the
freeboard zone (Figure 4.3).
The general trend in emissions of hydrogen hloride with inrease in mrfr
fration of the fuel mixture is shown in Figure 4.9, is mostly in agreement
with preditions alulated using the mass balane spreadsheet (Table 5.2).
Of interest to note is the predited redution in hydrogen hloride from 80%
ddgs to 50% ddgs, when atual results showed both an inrease in hydrogen
hloride detetion and absorption (by limestone, Table 5.2). This observation
is also evident from orresponding data for the transition from wheat straw-
mrfr (80:20) to wheat straw-mrfr (50:50). One possible explanation ould
be that at this quantity of hloride from the fuel mixture, the eet of a
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limited quantity of free radials ould start to diminish and the total quantity
of hloride is suient for both inreased net emissions of hydrogen hloride
and absorption of hydrogen hloride by limestone to our.
Measurement and publiation of gaseous emissions data may be expressed
to standard, or normalised, onditions in aordane with numerous European
Union legislations, suh as the waste inineration diretive (European Parlia-
ment, 2000). As stated in Table A.3, emission limits for ertain pollutants are
speied and the method of normalisation is applied as shown in Figure 5.5
Figure 5.8 for emissions data of this PhD researh projet. After normalisa-
tion, it is apparent that emissions of some ompounds are below mandatory
limits (e.g. hydrogen hloride during ombustion of wheat straw fuel mixtures,
Figure 5.10) even before the ompulsory installation of air pollution ontrol de-
vies suh as baghouse lters (to remove partiulates) and srubbers (water
based deposition to remove sulphur oxides). Levels of arbon monoxide emis-
sions (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.9) inreases with the proportion of mrfr and
are above the emission limit in all ases. With referene to other pollutants,
hydrogen hloride emissions were lower than the emission limit for all om-
bustion tests with wheat straw (Figure 5.10), but only with one ombustion
test of ddgs (Figure 5.6). Whilst the general trend in nitri oxide emissions
is a derease as the biomass (i.e. ddgs) ontent also dereases (Figure 5.7),
analogous emissions with wheat straw (Figure 5.11) are more errati although
more ombustion tests experiened emissions below the emissions limit om-
pared to ombustion tests of ddgs fuel mixtures. Sulphur levels are below
emission limits for all ombustion tests (Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.12) as is ex-
peted due to the use of limestone as absorbent additive to the uidised bed
material. Suh low gaseous emissions would have impliations for reduing
the operating osts of air pollution ontrol devies. However, due to the ab-
sene of repliate tests, these observed variations may be attributed in part to
experimental error and/or hange in omposition of the fuels.
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Table 5.4: Correlation (Pearson's method) between arbon monoxide and ar-
bon dioxide emissions
Fuel mixture Correlation fator
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 0.81
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 0.87
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) 0.79
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 0.81
Figure 5.2: Interations between CO, HCl and temperature during ombustion
of oal (Wei et al., 2004). Flame temperatures range from 1250 °C (ame 1)
to 950 °C (ame 6).
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Figure 5.3: Summary of HCl, NO emissions; ddgs and wheat, for a tempera-
ture approximately 850 °C
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Figure 5.4: Time series prole of temperatures during ombustion of ddgs.
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Table 5.5: Median NO emissions as a proportion of NO
x
.
Fuel mixture NO/NO
x
(%)
ddgs 98.9
ddgs-mrfr (90:10) 98.8
ddgs-mrfr (80:20) 98.8
ddgs-mrfr (50:50) 99.0
ddgs-mrfr (30:70) 99.4
Wheat 99.3
Wheat-mrfr (90:10) 99.8
Wheat-mrfr (80:20) 99.7
Wheat-mrfr (50:50) -
Wheat-mrfr (30:70) 99.9
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Figure 5.5: Variation in ue gas arbon monoxide for ddgs fuel mixtures,
derived from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal line
(dash style, red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.6: Variation in ue gas HCl for ddgs fuel mixtures, derived from
mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal line (dash style,
red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.7: Variation in ue gas nitrogen oxides for ddgs fuel mixtures, derived
from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal line (dash
style, red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.8: Variation in ue gas sulphur dioxide for ddgs fuel mixtures, derived
from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Emissions below limit of
200mgm−3
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Figure 5.9: Variation in ue gas arbon monoxide for wheat straw fuel mix-
tures, derived from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal
line (dash style, red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.10: Variation in ue gas HCl for wheat straw fuel mixtures, derived
from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal line (dash
style, red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.11: Variation in ue gas nitrogen oxides for wheat straw fuel mixtures,
derived from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Horizontal line
(dash style, red) indiates the emission limit.
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Figure 5.12: Variation in ue gas sulphur dioxide for wheat straw fuel mixtures,
derived from mean values and normalised to O
2
ontent 6%. Emissions below
limit of 200mgm−3
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5.3 Measurement of transport of trae metals
An initial observation of the data presented in Table 4.5 is that the wide vari-
ation in metals ontents for wheat-mrfr (90:10) is indiative of low preision.
This is to be expeted onsidering the heterogeneous harateristi of msw and
suggests that without signiant quantities of repeated tests (perhaps 1020
repeats of eah ombustion test omposition mixture), reasonable onlusions
from the metals ontent data presented here annot be made. As an alterna-
tive to a large number of repeat tests, the use of additional ue gas sample
olletion apparatus ongured in series would be another method of obtain-
ing an inreased population of samples. However, from the results obtained it
is evident that: aluminium was the most prevalent metal deteted; the toxi
metals merury, admium and lead were not emitted at levels above the limit
of detetion for the analytial equipment used; onentration of metals did not
inrease with onentration of mrfr in the fuel mixture as would be reasonably
expeted.
The sample blank was prepared in the laboratory but not tted to the
ue gas sample olletion apparatus and exposed to operation of the uidised
bed ombustor. Values of metals ontents in the sample blank are potentially
indiative of loss of adsorption and ltration media during ue gas sample
olletion for eah ombustion test, whih would explain the observation of
higher metal ontent values in the sample blank where there was no exposure
to the sample olletion pump (see Figure 3.8) and therefore potential loss of
adsorption & ltration media materials.
5.4 Trae organi ompounds
Analysis of a ertied standard y ash sample using thermal desorption g-
ms (Figure 4.97) demonstrated the apability the tehnique for detetion of
pdd/f ongeners. Results for analysis of the ombustion tests samples were
all negative, haraterised generally by a solvent peak at the start of the hro-
matogram (e.g. farthest left of hromatogram in Figure 4.102) and slight
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`olumn bleed' at the end of the hromatogram (farthest right area) where
the baseline appears relatively elevated and this gradual inrease is usually
indiative of the stationary phase leaking from the g olumn. This observa-
tion of olumn bleed was evident further in the mass hromatogram shown in
Figure 4.106, where peaks of individual mass fragments are obsured by the
inreasing baseline noise, to prevent identiation.
The lak of any hromatographi peaks suggests that signiant, detetable
quantities of pdd/f ongeners were not produed during the ombustion
tests. Alternatively, the apparatus used to ollet the sample was not ee-
tive in olleting suient onentration of analytes, or the duration of the
ombustion test was similarly insuient. However, hromatographi results
obtained for ombustion of willow (see Appendix D) suggests that the ap-
paratus was suessful in olleting suient ue gas sample. This inferene
is made on the basis of omparison of hromatograms of the referene stan-
dard (Figure 4.98) and willow-mrfr (Figure D.5) as well as the onsequent
assoiated mass spetra (Figure 4.99 and Figure D.6).
Detetion of pdd/f ongeners is ompliated by the fat that these om-
pounds may be subjet to destrution within the ombustion zone, yet for-
mation may our beyond the ombustion zone farther downstream from the
ombustor via two reation pathways: preursor reations with ompounds
suh as hlorophenol; de novo synthesis where metal atalysts (suh as op-
per) are involved in formation of pdd/f ongeners using y ash and unburned
arbon (Kobyashi et al., 2005). Laboratory-sale studies have demonstrated
that pdd/f ongeners are suseptible to thermal desorption from y-ash par-
tiles at temperatures of 200300 °C (Cunlie & Williams, 2007), analogous
to onditions within post-ombustion zones of msw ininerators. Similarly, at
industrial sale it has been shown that emissions of pdd/f ongeners were
higher after the furnae when the inineration system featured a waste heat
boiler as a ooling system prior to emissions to the ue outlet (Kim et al.,
2007). Thus, the results obtained in this PhD researh projet should be
onsidered in the ontext of previous researh on the formation of pdd/f
ompounds, in terms of the ue gas sampling onditions.
Chapter 6
Conlusions & Reommendations
6.1 Conlusions
There are a range of biomass and muniipal solid waste materials that are
available for exploitation to provide renewable energy in the form of heat and
eletrial power generation. Certain forms of biomass suh as surplus wheat
straw an be used as an energy resoure without impat upon food supply sine
suh biomass forms are agriultural by-produts of the food supply hain. Sim-
ilarly, non-reylable muniipal solid waste (e.g. mrfr) is available for energy
onversion without impat upon materials reyling ativities, as part of an
integrated waste management programme. Previous studies into the thermal
onversion of msw have not made an expliit onsideration of whether suh
fuel should be exploited at the expense of materials reyling and onsequently,
this researh projet sought to investigate if a residual waste soure ould be
identied for detailed assessment of ombustion harateristis. A pilot-sale
uidised bed ombustor was used to demonstrate that various mixtures of
biomass and mrfr an be burned suessfully, during whih gaseous emis-
sions from ombustion tests were measured for the presene of ertain ue gas
omponents (suh as hydrogen hloride) and other pollutants suh as volatile
trae metals. With referene to ue gas omposition, the mehanism of lim-
ited free radial pool was suggested as a likely explanation for the trend in
gas emissions as the proportion of mrfr fration within the fuel mixture was
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inreased. If the onentration of free radial intermediates is insuient, el-
evated formation of spei ompounds (e.g. arbon monoxide) ours due to
ompetition of free radials for preferential formation of other pollutants suh
as nitri oxide.
An extensive review of the literature revealed that the onept of onurrent
ombustion of biomass and muniipal solid waste materials had not been inves-
tigated to any signiant extent. Whilst suient volumes of these resoures
are available for exploitation as energy supply (2.1) and frations of msw may
be produed to high speiation in the form of srf, onerns about gaseous
emissions during ombustion have prevented use of msw within the energy
setor (Supergen, 2007). The histori sarity of researh into ombustion of
biomass with msw was highlighted in 2.1. Combustion tests performed dur-
ing this PhD researh projet have demonstrated that it is pratial to utilise
both of these renewable energy resoures without the requirement of oal as
the predominant fuel omponent, i.e. biomass is apable of replaing oal as
a main fuel with muniipal solid waste materials added as an auxilliary fuel
omponent. It was shown that stable ombustion onditions an be sustained
using biomass and waste materials, due to the more reative (relative to oal)
harateristis of biomass failitating ombustion of less reative (yet higher
energy ontent) omponents of the mrfr fration suh as dense plastis.
As the proportion of mrfr was inreased in the fuel mixture, ombustion
eieny delined, an observation attributed to insuient residene time of
this fuel fration within the freeboard zone of the uidised bed ombustor. The
addition of mrfr to the fuel mixture had the eet of reduing emissions of
some pollutants. Compared to ombustion of pure biomass (i.e. 100 % ddgs
and 100 % wheat straw), emissions of: hydrogen hloride; nitri oxide and
sulphur dioxide were lower for the majority of ombustion tests where mrfr
onstituted part of the fuel mixture. Data olleted from the measurement of
gaseous emissions showed that emissions of some pollutants (notably hydro-
gen hloride as an example), are inhibited by the addition of mrfr to the fuel
mixture of biomass and waste materials. A mehanism to explain this observa-
tion was proposed, based upon previous studies, that inhibition of pollutants
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is due to the ompetition for a limited quantity of free radial intermediates
that are neessary for formation of pollutant ompounds. Comparison of on-
omitant nitrogen oxide emissions suggested that the nitri oxide emissions
in partiular were inversely proportional to sulphur dioxide emissions and it
was suggested that this was due to the limited free radial pool mehanism.
Emissions of sulphur dioxide were primarily ontrolled and minimised by the
use of limestone as part of the uidised bed material omposition, where the
presene of a signiantly exessive quantity of limestone was a treatment on-
trary to the pratie performed in previous studies elsewhere to use a dened
alium:sulphur ratio onomitant with the dynami fuel feed rate. With re-
spet to hydrogen hloride, the reversible reation of lime and alium hloride
with hydrogen hloride and water was suggested as a plausible mehanism to
aount for seemingly high rates of absorption of hydrogen hloride.
Interations between seletions of gaseous pollutants were investigated. It
was found that simultaneous emissions of hydrogen hloride and arbon monox-
ide were suh that inreases in the ombustion temperature is not neessarily an
eetive ation to improve ombustion eieny by reduing arbon monoxide
emissions; the presene of hydrogen hloride has the eet of inhibition of om-
plete oxidation of arbon in biomass and mrfr fuels. A ontrasting eet was
evident from analysis of emissions of hydrogen hloride and nitri oxide, with
respet to ombustion temperature; for some fuel mixtures the normal positive
orrelation between nitri oxide emissions and ombustion temperature was in-
hibited by the presene of hydrogen hloride but the eet of hydrogen hloride
was strongest at relatively low onentrations with the eet dereasing as the
onentration of hydrogen hloride inreased.
Detetion of the emissions of pdd/f ongeners using a novel simplied
apparatus was devised for this PhD projet. Results indiated that these om-
pounds were not deteted to a signiant level, to suggest that these pollutants
may not be produed. Similarly, emissions of metals were also not signiant.
However, the possibility that the ue gas sample olletion apparatus was not
wholly suessful annot be disregarded and therefore interpretation of the
results with referene to trae metals and pdd/f ongeners is inonlusive.
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Due to limitations of the PhD projet sope and time onstraints, it was not
possible to perform omplete method validation for omparison with existing
validated standard methods of determination of pdd/f ongeners and metals
in ue gas.
Detailed investigation of the gaseous emissions data for ombustion of
biomass and mrfr materials was performed to provide new knowledge of the
behaviour for the onurrent ombustion of these fuels, in the absene of oal
as the main omponent solid fuel. From the range of fuel mixtures tested, the
data obtained during this PhD researh projet indiates that some gaseous
pollutant emissions may be minimised using fuel mixtures where waste materi-
als are added to biomass fuel at a range of between 90 and 50 % (by weight) of
biomass in the fuel mixture. This is a thermal onversion senario that has not
been previously researhed to major signiane within the aademi researh
ommunity. New knowledge has been provided within the eld of pilot-sale
ombustion of biomass and msw. A pratial appliation of this ontribution
to knowledge should be the development of new, smaller industrial sale power
systems apable of utilising biomass and msw for the provision of ombined
heat and eletrial power. A novel apparatus was designed to enable relatively
rapid qualitative detetion of pdd/f ongeners. Further development of suh
apparatus  inluding method validation  oers the prospet of inreased
monitoring of msw ombustors that should assuage publi onern about the
safe operation of EfW systems. It is envisaged that the gaseous emissions data
obtained during this PhD researh projet will be used for validation of the-
oretial models developed previously elsewhere. Consequently, the aims and
objetives of the PhD researh projet were ahieved.
6.2 Reommendations for further researh
6.2.1 Fuels
A wider range of biomass fuels ould be investigated, to represent both a wider
potential range within uk geography and also fuels available internationally,
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e.g. agriultural waste by-produts from oil palm, sugar ane and rie ultiva-
tion. Other waste materials may also be of interest for onurrent ombustion
with biomass suh as linial waste, srf from mbt failities and hazardous
waste (e.g. hemially treated wood waste).
6.2.2 Experimental design improvements
Due to the laboratory sale limitations of the equipment used, the mrfr burnt
in the uidised bed hamber ould not be fully represented. Some waste om-
ponents suh as beverage bottles were too large to be omminuted by the
utting mill. Moreover, materials suh as tinned food ans or broken glass,
were not seleted due to both antiipated failure of the utting mill and also
that suh materials do not ontain any alori value. Consequently, the om-
bustion eieny observations in this study are biased positively in that om-
bustion is greater than would be expeted had these materials been inluded.
Pitot tubes suited to the uidised bed ombustor ue gas exit should be
made available to allow isokineti ue gas sampling onditions to be monitored
for greater auray of analysis of trae pollutants suh as pdd/f ongeners
and metals. The apparatus devised in this PhD projet should be onsidered
for a future projet to validate the proedures used to ahieve ue gas sam-
pling and analysis. Additional experimental improvements for ue gas sample
analysis to onsider are: a) prodution of more than one laboratory sample
blank; b) prodution of ombustion test blank, where a number of sample
blanks are onneted to the ue gas sample olletion apparatus and ue gas is
extrated during operation of the ombustor without any fuel mixture added;
) repetition of ombustion tests to enable statistial analysis.
6.2.3 Ash haraterisation
Some ombustion tests onduted during the early phase of this PhD re-
searh projet resulted in the formation of agglomerated uidised bed ash
(see Appendix E). Analysis of both agglomerated and granular uidised bed
ash showed that agglomeration an be avoided by seletion of a suitable mix-
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ture of uidised bed materials that ontain alium, to failitate formation of
granular ash partile whih enables operation of the uidised bed ombustor
for longer duration.
The uidised bed bottom ash should be investigated for potential to be
used as an aggregate for ement mortar as existing studies have been made,
for example onerning leahing of metals (Saikia et al., 2008). Other similar
studies for investigation in the future should inlude haraterisation of slag
(e.g. the presene of metals in ompounds suh as alium hloride) and fouling
deposits.
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Appendix A
Legislation
A onsequene of the multi-disiplinary aspet of this researh projet is that
ommerial appliation would require a wide range of regulations to be on-
sidered. In general, the use of biomass would oer various inentives to at as
an enouragement whilst ombustion of mrfr would demand the satisfatory
adherene to ompulsory regulations on environmental pollution ontrol and
also disposal of waste.
For the European Union, it has been agreed to generate eletriity from
renewable energy soures at a target of 22.1% of total eletriity onsump-
tion by 2010 (European Parliament, 2001), whih is ahieved by a range of
individual national sale targets (the uk target is 10%). These targets are
indiated in Table A.2, where perentages values shown represent the national
proportion of gross national eletriity onsumption to be generated from re-
newable energy soures by 2010. The range of national limits is indiated by
Austria and Luxembourg whih show largest and smallest national targets re-
spetively. British implementation of this target is ahieved via the Renewables
Obligation, a green ertiation sheme that speies minimum quantities of
eletriity generated from renewable energy soures that are supplied to the
market (as shown in Figure A.1). It is a market-orientated method of intro-
duing renewable energy to the supply hain, beneial in minimising demand
for government subsidies in omparison to a `feed-in tari' (Menanteau et al.,
2003), where renewable energy is supplied at a guaranteed prie. The Renew-
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ables Obligation determines a level of renewable energy derived eletriity that
must be supplied and this level inreases at an annual rate (Table A.1). After
publi onsultation, the British government published the Renewables Obliga-
tion Order 2009 with a new revision to allow for renewable energy tehnologies
to qualify for various renewable energy ertiates' values. Combustion of
biomass (exlusively) with or without hp provision is assigned a renewables
obligation ertiate value of 1.8 GJ (0.5 MWh) and energy from waste (with
mandatory provision of hp), 3.6 GJ (1 MWh). This example demonstrates
that aording to the mehanism of the sheme an eletriity supplier an
redeem twie as many renewables obligation ertiates from a biomass om-
bustor ompared to an energy from waste with hp. It should be noted that
this legislation does not seem to dierentiate between msw being sorted (i.e.
using mrfr or srf) or not. In addition, energy from waste without provision
of hp does not qualify for any renewables obligation ertiates. For the
senario of onurrent ombustion of biomass and mrfr it would seem that
renewables obligation ertiates may be reeived only for a system ongured
to provide hp and ertied to be good quality. Denitions of good qual-
ity hp are dened in doumentation published within `Combined Heat and
Power Quality Assurane', a government initiative to: monitor, assess and
improve the quality of uk Combined Heat and Power (hpqa, 2009). The
qualifying terms for reeipt of renewables obligation ertiates are desribed
separately, dependent upon power output of the hp system and the quantity
of renewable (biodegradable) material ontent in the waste fration (hpqa,
2008).
The onept of the waste hierarhy was introdued at the early part of
this doument (Figure 1.2). Combustion of mrfr would be lassied for
ontrol via the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
2007, in aordane with the European Diretive on waste inineration and
administered by the Environment Ageny in Great Britain. Of relevant to this
researh projet, the Diretive speies limits on gaseous pollutant emissions
(Table A.3). As a result of the European Diretive on landll of waste and
implementation of seondary legislation in England of the Landll Tax Regu-
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Table A.1: Shedule of minimum quantities of renewable energy that must be
used to generate eletriity (Great Britain, 2009).
Period Minimum quantity of renewable
energy required (%)
01-04-09/31-03-10 9.7
01-04-10/31-03-11 10.4
01-04-11/31-03-12 11.4
01-04-12/31-03-13 12.4
01-04-13/31-03-14 13.4
01-04-14/31-03-15 14.4
01-04-15/31-03-16 15.4
and subsequent periods
to 31-03-27
Figure A.1: Graphial representation of the Renewables Obligation Order ad-
ministered by the government regulatory ageny Oe of gas and eletriity
markets (ofgem).
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lations (1996), the disposal of waste imposes nanial osts, based upon the
market value of land used for landll disposal and an additional landll tax
imposition. These nanial osts are represented by a `landll gate fee' and
typial urrent values of the gate fee are ¿ 842 per tonne in addition to the
landll tax of ¿ 40 per tonne (wrap, 2009). As a onsequene, operators of
waste ombustion failities are able to harge a fee to the supplier of waste
prior to ombustion of waste materials; typial waste ombustion gate fees are
¿ 68141 per tonne. Full tehnial-eonomi analysis of biomass-mrfr power
systems was outside the sope of this PhD researh projet, although it has
been demonstrated elsewhere (Yassin et al., 2009) that use of waste materials
in onjuntion with uidised bed ombustion tehnology to be eonomially
viable, although uidised bed gasiation was found to be more viable in on-
sideration of the various legislative nanial support mehanisms.
The Renewable Heat Inentive (rhi) is a new uk government sheme ur-
rently in preparation, intended to provide nanial support for heat provision
from renewable energy soures (de, 2010). The proposal of the rhi is to
subsidise the supply of heat generated from renewable energy resoures, using
a tari rate for eah qualifying type of renewable energy. In the ase of using
biomass and msw for supply of hp the tari rates are proposed on the basis
of providing a rate of return of 12%. Tari rates will vary, depending on the
Table A.2: Targets for generation of eletriity from renewable energy soures
for a seletion of European Union member ountries (European Parliament,
2001).
Austria 78.1
Frane 21
Germany 12.5
Italy 25
Luxembourg 5.7
United Kingdom 10
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power output of the system; a large installation is lassied by a power output
of more than 500 kW, where the tari rate would be 1.62.5 pene kWh
−1
for
a duration of 15 years. When msw is also utilised, the tari rate for the fuel
mixture ontaining the msw omponent would be 50% of the biomass tar-
i rate. This qualiation of msw for subsidy is appliable only to medium
(45500 kW) and large sale installations.
Emissions limits for various gaseous pollutants are shown in Table A.3, with
respet to two thermal power outputs of power stations using uidised bed
tehnology and solid fuels inluding o-ring of waste (European Parliament,
2000). The arbon monoxide limit is set by national authorities (Environment
Ageny, 2008) in aordane with eu legislation. Nitrogen and sulphur oxides
limits orrespond to daily average values; metals, sample duration between 30
minutes and 8 hours; dioxins & furans, 68 hours. The unit of measurement is
mgm−3 (normalised to O
2
ontent 6%), exept for dioxins and furans (ngm−3).
An emissions limit of 50 ngm−3 for dust is also appliable when msw forms
part of the fuel.
Table A.3: Emissions limits for gaseous pollutants when uidised bed ombus-
tion tehnology is employed for thermal onversion of fuel ontaining msw.
Pollutant Total emission limit
< 50 MWth 50100 MWth
SO
2
- 200
NOx - 350
CO 11.6
HCl 10
Cd, Tl 0.05
Sb+As+Pb+Cr+Co 0.5
+Cu+Mn+Ni+V
Dioxins & Furans 0.1
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Appendix B
Fuel omposition data onversion
In general, fuel omposition is often expressed in terms of dry material whilst
for pratial purposes suh as alulating the quantity of air required for om-
plete ombustion, the fuel omposition on the basis of as reeived is more
useful. Thus, as reeived is alulated as:
ar = elements + ash + water = 100
Similiarly for dry and daf:
dry = elements + ash = 100
daf = elements = 100
where elements orresponds to a sum of all elements relevant in
the fuel (arbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, hlorine,
et.) and ash (silia, potassium oxide, sodium oxide, aluminium
oxide, et.). Using values for ar :
Total elements = 100 - ash - water. Therefore,
element x (ar) =
x(daf)∗(100−ash−water)
100
Ash (ar) is obtained from:
ash (% weight dry) = ash (% weight ar) *
100
100−water (% weight)
It may be neessary to onvert alori values of fuels between gross and
net expressions, the former being dened as the heat ontent during ombus-
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tion when the water formed is in liquid phase with fuel, water and ue gas
temperatures are idential before ombustion. Similarly, net alori value is
dened in the ontext of water formed in the gaseous phase and onversion
between these two denitions is desribed below (van Loo & Koppejan, 2008).
nv= gv
(
1− w100
)
−2.444× w100−2.444×
h
100×8.936
(
1− w100
)
 nv net alori value (MJkg−1 fuel)
 gv gross alori value (MJkg−1 fuel)
 w moisture ontent of fuel (weight % ar)
 h onentration of hydrogen in fuel (weight % ar)
 2.444 enthalphy dierene of water in gaseous and
liquid forms at 25 °C
 8.936 moleular mass ratio of water and hydrogen
Appendix C
Fuel quality standards
Speiations for the standard of solid biofuels and solid reovery fuels were
introdued in  2.4. For the fuels tested in this PhD researh projet, stan-
dard speiations have been dedued using the tehnial guidane douments.
Relevant standards doumentation is listed as follows:
 dd en/ts 14961:2005. Solid biofuels  fuel speiations and lasses;
 pd en/tr 14745:2003. Solid Reovered Fuels;
 pd en/tr 15508:2006 Key properties on solid reovered fuels to be
used for establishing a lassiation system.
C.1 Biomass solid fuel quality
C.1.1 ddgs
The by-produt from manufature of ethanol by fermentation of ereal rops
suh as wheat straw is lassied as a herbaeous industrial proess residue.
ddgs was supplied in the form of pellets and as a onsequene a speiation
for the properties of this fuel may be summarised in Table C.1.
Values for eah parameter, e.g. pellet dimensions D06 orrespond
to the denition stated in the draft doument tehnial speia-
tion 14961 (Standards, 2005).
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Where values are greater than the upper limit, the value is shown in
parentheses (e.g. S0.20+(0.59) indiates an upper limit for sulphur
of 0.2 % weight on dry basis and an atual value deteted of 0.59 %).
Table C.1: Speiation of ddgs in aordane with fuel quality guidane
doumentation (Standards, 2005)
Speiation of ddgs
Origin 2.2.1.1  herbaeous biomass,
ereal rops and grasses
Traded form pellets
Dimensions D06
Moisture M10
Ash A6.0
(% weight dry basis)
Sulphur S0.20+(0.59)
(% weight dry basis)
Mehanial durability -
Amount of nes -
Additives none
Nitrogen N3.0+(5.2)
(% weight dry basis)
Net alori value 18
(MJkg−1 as reeived basis)
Chlorine Cl 0.10+(0.21)
(% weight dry basis)
C.1.2 Wheat straw
The standard speiation of the wheat pellets used in this PhD projet is
desribed in Table C.2.
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Table C.2: Speiation of wheat straw in aordane with fuel quality guid-
ane doumentation (Standards, 2005)
Speiation of wheat straw
Origin 2.1.1.2  herbaeous biomass,
agriulture and hortiulture herb,
ereal rops, straw parts
Traded form pellets
Dimensions D08
Moisture M15
Ash A6.0+ (7)
(% weight dry basis)
Sulphur S0.10
(% weight dry basis)
Mehanial durability -
Amount of nes -
Additives none
Nitrogen N3.0
(% weight dry basis)
Net alori value 14
(MJkg−1 as reeived basis)
Chlorine Cl 0.10+(0.2)
(% weight dry basis)
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C.2 Solid reovery fuel quality
A tehnial report has been published to establish a system of lassiation
for srf in general (British Standards, 2006a), based upon measurement of a
number of parameters (Table C.3). On this basis it would suggest that the
omposition of mrfr (see Table 4.1) onstitutes an srf quality fuel.
Table C.3: Classiation system for srf
Classiation of srf
Calori value 13.5MJ kg−1, ar
(range 918)
Chlorine 0.4 % ar, mean
1.4 % maximum
Merury 0.028mgMJ−1 ar, maximum
Appendix D
Supplementary biomass
ombustion
D.1 Trial of experimental parameters
During the development of the experimental test plan for this PhD projet,
other biomass fuels were investigated in onjuntion with various uidised
bed ombustor operating onditions; these supplementary fuels are shown in
Table D.2 and Table D.3, with hemial ompositions shown in Table D.1. The
physial harateristis of these biomass fuels tested: misanthus (with sodium
hydroxide as binder); dimensions 68mm diameter, 30mm length; willow hips
(partile size estimated at <50mm). All values shown on as reeived weight
perentages basis. Composition of mrfr is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table D.1: Compositions of misanthus and willow biomass fuels.
Misanthus Willow
Carbon 39.9 42
Hydrogen 4.64 4.8
Oxygen 35.5 36.2
Nitrogen 0.6 0.6
Chlorine 0.1 0
Sulphur 0.1 0
Ash 6.3 1.3
Moisture 13 15.1
Calori value (gross, MJ kg
−1
) 16 17
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Table D.2: Summary of operation of uidised bed ombustor. Median values shown for temperature and ue gas data.
Fuel mixture Fuel feed Inlet air Combustion Flue gas Flue gas Duration
(kg h−1) (l min−1) temperature ontent CO
2
ontent O
2
(hours)
(uidised bed (% vol.) (% vol.)
sand, °C)
Misanthus 4 1400 818 8.0 12.2 4
Misanthus-mrfr (90:10) 6 1150 746 - - 1
Misanthus-mrfr (80:20) 2 1050 605 - - 3
Misanthus-mrfr (50:50) 2 1400 715 7 12.5 2
Misanthus-mrfr (30:70) 4 1300 827 8.4 11.8 3
Willow 4 1400 814 8.5 11.7 2
Willow-mrfr (90:10) 4 1400 709 7.1 12.7 3
Willow-mrfr (80:20) 6 1400 638 6.7 14.0 2
Willow-mrfr (50:50) 3 1400 719 6.8 13.4 3
Willow-mrfr (30:70) 4 1400 701 7.4 13.2 4
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Table D.3: Operational harateristis of uidised bed material
Fuel mixture Fluidised bed Fluidised bed omposition Fluidisation rate
total mass (kg) (SiO
2
:CaCO
3
) (mm H
2
O)
Misanthus 22 50:50 25
Misanthus-mrfr (90:10) 22 100:0 15
Misanthus-mrfr (80:20) 22 50:50 15
Misanthus-mrfr (50:50) 22 20:80 20
Misanthus-mrfr (30:70) 25 50:50 75
Willow 25 80:20 15
Willow-mrfr (90:10) 22 100:0 15
Willow-mrfr (80:20) 22 50:50 15
Willow-mrfr (50:50) 22 50:50 10
Willow-mrfr (30:70) 25 80:20 40
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D.2 Combustion data results
Measurement of the ombustion temperatures of the uidised bed ombus-
tor was found to be very errati for misanthus and willow fuel mixtures
(Figure D.1 and Figure D.2). As a result, periods of stable ombustion ould
not be identied and therefore omparisons of gaseous emissions was not on-
sidered justied. Nevertheless, summaries of emissions data for a seletion
of gaseous pollutants are shown in Figure D.3. Unlike orresponding emis-
sions data for ddgs and wheat straw fuel mixtures (i.e. Figure 4.9), hydrogen
hloride emissions inrease with the proportion of mrfr in the fuel mixture.
Interestingly, whilst sulphur dioxide emissions are suppressed by addition of
mrfr similarly to ombustion of ddgs fuel mixtures (Figure 4.12), the trend
for nitri oxide emissions for willow ontrasted with that for ddgs fuel mix-
tures (Figure 4.11).
The unstable ombustion onditions experiened using willow is probably a
reason for the positive detetion of eluants from the g-ms analysis, sine (the
high) arbon monoxide emissions (Table D.4) due to inomplete ombustion
are assoiated with favourable onditions for formation of pdd/f ongeners
(van Loo & Koppejan, 2008).
Table D.4: Mean arbon monoxide emissions during the ombustion of willow
fuel mixtures
Fuel mixture CO emission (ppmv)
Willow hips 509
Willow hips-mrfr (90:10) 400
Willow hips-mrfr (80:20) 447
Willow hips-mrfr (50:50) 311
Willow hips-mrfr (30:70) 688
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Figure D.1: Time series plot of temperatures during ombustion of misanthus-
mrfr (50:50)
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Figure D.2: Time series plot of temperatures during ombustion of willow-
mrfr (50:50)
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Figure D.3: Variation in a seletion of gaseous pollutant emissions for a range
of mixtures of willow-mrfr fuels
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Figure D.4: Total-ion urrent (ti) gas hromatogram, willow-mrfr 30:70.
Figure D.5: Mass (seleted-ion) hromatogram, willow-mrfr 30:70, m/z 252.
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Figure D.6: Mass spetrum for preedent mass hromatogram (Figure D.5),
willow-mrfr 30:70, m/z 252.
Appendix E
Strutural analysis of ombustion
ash
E.1 De-uidisation of ombustor bed material
Agglomeration of the uidised bed was onsidered a detriment to ahieving
good quality data by preventing operation of the uidised bed ombustor for
signiant duration and therefore analysis of the uidised bed was not an ob-
jetive of this researh projet. Nevertheless when agglomeration did our
(Figure E.2Figure E.3), samples of the uidised bed were analysed to deter-
mine the omposition and struture of the fused material.
Agglomeration of fuel ash with the uidised bed material was investigated
using sanning eletron mirosopy (Philips, Eindhoven), onneted to en-
ergy dispersive X-ray detetion (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon); desribed
together as sem-edx where the latter tehnique was used to make semi-
quantitative analysis of elemental omposition of the bottom ash. In this
ontext the semi-quantitative results are dened as an approximate analyte
onentration, perhaps to within an order of magnitude or sometime better
(Green et al., 2001) whih seems appropriate for a tehnique that features
unertainties in the surfae topography and the lak of homogeneity of the
sample (Garratt-Reed & Bell, 2003) as well as a limit of detetion of 0.1 % for
suh instrumentation.
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Figure E.1: De-uidisation of uidised bed material during ombustion of
ddgs-mrfr (90:10); appearane of the uidised bed from above (viewing
downwards), using the inspetion hole at the top of the ombustor. Ciru-
lar areas of uidised bed material orrespond to areas immediately above the
gas distribution grid nozzles where air ow was able to agitate the granules, to
maintain uidisation. The areas appearing as lines orrespond to stati areas
of deuidisation where the uidised bed material was stationary, i.e. where
agglomeration had ourred.
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Figure E.2: Formation of fouling deposit (white olour) along internal walls
of ombustor during ombustion of ddgs-mrfr (90:10). Tube loated at top
right of the photograph is the fuel drop tube as shown in Figure 3.5. Thin
wires protruding into the freeboard are thermoouples as shown in Figure 3.7
Figure E.3: Agglomeration of uidised bed material during ombustion of
ddgs-mrfr (90:10). The hole is the drain as shown in Figure 3.4
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E.2 Sanning Eletron Mirosopy
Ash from biomass fuels are likely to agglomerate during ombustion in a u-
idised bed ombustor and this behaviour is attributed to the formation of
euteti salts of sodium and potassium that hange between liquid and solid
phases at temperatures ommonly found in this type of ombustor (Basu,
2006). When a traditional uidised bed material suh as silia sand is used, a
euteti salt may be formed (equation E.1).
2 SiO2 +Na2CO3 −→ 2Na2O·2 SiO2 (m.p. 874 °C)+ CO2 (E.1)
The orresponding potassium siliate has a similar melting point of 754 °C.
When partial melting of the siliates and similar ompounds of omparable
melting points ours, this is known as sintering. Agglomeration is also said
to be aused by additional interations between ash and uidised bed mate-
rial. At the sintering temperature, (alumino-)siliates ompounds within the
fuel ash may beome partially soluble in the liquid phases that forms `neks'
between uidised bed material partiles, to enhane inter-partile agglomer-
ation. Furthermore hemial reations ontribute to agglomeration, suh as
sulphation (by SO
2
) of lime on uidised bed material partiles to form alium
sulphate (van Loo & Koppejan, 2008).
Sanning eletron mirosopy (sem) is the visual inspetion of solids using
eletrons and X-ray radiation emitted as a result of the sample being subjeted
to a foussed beam of inident eletrons (Figure E.4). Various interations o-
ur between the inident eletron beam and atoms in the sample. Some inter-
ations our between the inident eletron beam and lower weight atoms, to
produe atomi exitation with the inident eletrons travelling onward (`se-
ondary eletrons', at slightly lower energy) in a similar diretion (Garratt-Reed
& Bell, 2003). Other interations our between eletrons and relatively heav-
ier weight atoms that ause signiant resultant hanges in the diretion in
eletron veloity; where the angle of diversion is greater than 90°, the diver-
sions of inident eletrons is lassied as baksattered. The baksattered
eletrons are haraterised as being high energy whilst the seondary eletrons
are low energy, both types being used to reate an sem image using separate
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detetors. Eletron measurement (both from the sample and also bouned
eletrons from the inident eletron beam) is interpreted by omputer software
to produe an image of the sample surfae. The X-ray emissions are deteted
by the auxillary energy dispersive X-ray detetor (edx), to obtain an estima-
tion of the omposition of the sample. An example instrumental onguration
is sem-edx, where the sem is onneted to energy dispersive X-ray dete-
tion and the latter tehnique was used to make semi-quantitative analysis of
elemental omposition of the uidised bed bottom ash.
Figure E.4: Shemati diagram of sem analysis (Vervest, 2005)
E.3 Agglomeration study by sem-edx
Low level magniation was performed using standard operating onditions of
the instrument, whilst high level magniation involved the reation of a ross-
setional area of the sample (e.g. Figure E.14). At low levels of magniation,
uidised bed material an be seen to be either agglomerated or remaining in
nely divided granular form (Figure E.5Figure E.15).
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Figure E.5: Mirograph of uidised bed material sand (SiO
2
-CaCO
3
, 50:50)
before ombustion with fuel
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Figure E.6: Mirograph of uidised bed bottom ash (uidised bed material,
SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10).
Figure E.7: edx spetrum of zone A in Figure E.6, uidised bed bottom ash
(uidised bed material, SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10).
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Figure E.8: edx spetrum of zone B in Figure E.6, uidised bed bottom ash
(uidised bed material, SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10).
Figure E.9: edx spetrum of zone C in Figure E.6, uidised bed bottom ash
(uidised bed material, SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10).
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Figure E.10: Mirograph of uidised bed bottom ash (uidised bed material,
SiO
2
-CaCO
3
, 50:50 with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 80:20). The absene of any
agglomeration is learly evident.
Figure E.11: edx spetrum of zone A in Figure E.10, uidised bed bottom
ash (uidised bed material, SiO
2
-CaCO
3
, 50:50 with fuel misanthus-mrfr,
80:20).
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Figure E.12: Mirograph of uidised bed bottom ash (uidised bed material,
SiO
2
-CaCO
3
, 50:50 with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 80:20).
Figure E.13: edx spetrum of zone A in Figure E.12, uidised bed bottom
ash (uidised bed material, SiO
2
-CaCO
3
, 50:50 with fuel misanthus-mrfr,
80:20).
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Figure E.14: Cross-setional mirograph of uidised bed bottom ash (uidised
bed material, SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10). The blak areas are the
bakground of the sample mount platform, due to epoxy resin used to mount
the sample.
Figure E.15: edx spetrum of zone A in Figure E.14, uidised bed bottom ash
(uidised bed material, SiO
2
with fuel misanthus-mrfr, 90:10).
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Appendix F
Computer software
A range of omputer software programs were used to enable ompletion of
this projet. There are generally haraterised as being almost entirely open
soure (osi, 2010), or free software (gnu, 2010) to use. Spreadsheet alulation
and basi text douments were reated using OpenOe (OpenOe, 2007)
and this PhD thesis was produed using the well-known doument formatting
and typesetting software, L
A
T
E
X (L
A
T
E
X, 2008) in onjuntion with supporting
doumentation (Kopka & Daly, 1995). Computer software was used within
a gnu/Linux distribution omputer operating system, Mandriva 2007 edition
(Mandriva, 2007).
Manipulation of real-time data was required for the ftir instrument that
was used to measure ue gas omposition, beause it produes data of irregular
frequeny, preventing diret omparison with data reorded by the thermoou-
ples dataloggers. To enable data visualisation to be performed with tempera-
ture and gas emission data, statistis software (R, R Development Core Team
(2009)) was used to manipulate the data to reate a regular matrix for sub-
sequent plotting of data (Zeileis & Grothendiek, 2005). Data visualisation of
gaseous emission data (e.g. Figure 4.3, Figure 4.17) was reated using Gnuplot
(Williams & Kelley, 2007) and reviewed using OpenDX (IBM, 2008), an open
soure version of a software produt developed by the ibm Deep Computing
Institute researh entre.
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Appendix G
Dissemination
Below is a list of ativities to disseminate knowledge, performed by this author
throughout the duration of this PhD resear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t.
René Laryea-Goldsmith. sem-edx analysis of uidised bed material agglom-
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y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pal solid waste. Poster presentation abstrat. 12th International Waste Man-
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